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Our assessment on Pre-Award Assessment of Punjab Vocational Training Council (PVTC)
We have made a review and evaluation of the managerial capacity and internal control systems of the
Punjab Vocational Training Council (PVTC) using those criteria established by USAID / ASP- RSPN
under task order number ASP-CPO/A&C/Pre Award – PVTC/16-2014 dated 19 May 2014. Our review
included tests of compliance with the organization's stated procedures to the extent that such testing
was deemed necessary and feasible. Our review is not an audit of any financial statement(s)
prepared by the PVTC.
The management of PVTC is responsible for establishing and maintaining systems of internal controls
and financial management. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments are required to be
made by the management to assess the expected benefits and related costs of control procedures.
The objectives of a system of internal controls is to provide management with reasonable, but not
absolute assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition,
and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded
properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAPs). We understand that the objective of those financial management and
internal control procedures comprehended in USAID's criteria is to provide similar assurance.
Based on this knowledge and the review and evaluation conducted by our firm, we believe that
PVTC’s current policies and procedures are sufficient for USAID / Pakistan's purposes, assuming
satisfactory compliance, except for the conditions described in section 1.1.1 which we believe would
be material weaknesses. The level of risk identified as a result of our assessment is considered to be
Low to Moderate.
Further, nothing came to our attention that would cause us to believe that the PVTC does not have
the managerial, administrative and financial capabilities to carry out the proposed USAID funded
activities.

Ernst & Young Ford Rhodes Sidat Hyder

A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

Pre-Award Recommendations

We understand that USAID’s level of reliance on PVTC systems, operational and internal controls to
manage donor funds shall be based on the results of this assessment, testing of essential financial
and administrative processes and internal controls (including those designed to ensure compliance
with applicable laws and regulations). Based on our review, we have rated our overall assessment as
‘Low to Moderate’. Conclusions with respect to individual areas of assessment and issues are
documented in section 1.1 of the report.
The above conclusion is based on our review and testing of key controls and processes as discussed
in section 3 of the report. Based on our assessment of PVTC as per the objectives specified in section
2.3 of the report, we have identified certain conditions as key conditions and other conditions in order
to facilitate the stakeholders / users of this report (including USAID and PVTC) to establish timelines /
work plan to improve and strengthen PVTC’s internal controls framework / environment.
1.1.1.

Summary of Key Recommendations

The following are summary of key recommendations for the project under consideration by USAID to
be implemented by PVTC:
General Recommendations
i. Funding shall come through a separate bank account as it has been the case in most of the recent
donor funded projects implemented by PVTC.
ii. As PVTC in not exempted for sales tax but USAID being a development partner of Government of
Pakistan (GoP) has obtained tax exemptions so management of PVTC should also obtain
exemption from GoP for not paying sales tax on USAID funded project.
iii. As PVTC management has no prior experience of directly managing USAID funds, awareness

sessions should be organized for the concerned staff to ensure they understand USG and USAID
requirements, guidelines, regulations and reporting requirements.
Specific Recommendations
S. No
1.
1.1

Key Issues

Key Recommendations

Legal Structure (Governance and entity level controls)
Documented policies and procedures manual
not developed for Internal Audit and
Management
Information
System
Departments of PVTC.

Moderate to High

Policies and procedures should be documented
adequately for following areas;

► Internal audit;
► Management information system; and
Further, on an annual basis such policies and
procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the
changes in the entity’s practices. The changes should
be approved by the Council.

1.2

No strategic plan prepared by the
organization to focus on core objectives in the
short, medium and long term.

A strategic plan (at least covering next five to seven
years) should be prepared in line with the strategic
goals of PVTC and shall be approved by the Council.
Annual work plans and operational budgets should be
developed based on such strategic plan.
Moreover, such strategic plan should be reviewed / re
assessed on a periodic basis (preferably annually) by
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S. No

Key Issues

Key Recommendations
the Council / Senior Management of PVTC to ensure
that the plan remains updated for any change in
strategies. Further entity should design tools to
assess the achievements made against such plan.

1.3

IAD conducts audits at the Vocational
Training Institutes (VTIs) level but no
internal audits at HO, RO and AO.

IAD should develop a comprehensive risk based audit
plan to cover all the operations of the entity. Such risk
assessment should be presented and approved by
the Council. All the operations of the entity (including
PVTC HO, RO, and AO) along with VTIs should be
covered for the IAD exercise.
Number of audits / periods may vary as per the risk
assessment performed by IAD and approved by the
Council.

1.4

2.
2.1

IAD reports to the Chairman instead of
Finance Committee.

IAD should operationally report directly to Finance
Committee to ensure / maintain its independence /
objectivity.

Financial Management and Internal Control Systems
Financial procedures and SOPs prepared by
F&A are brief and do not cover all aspects.

Low to Moderate

Financial Procedures and SOPs should be updated
adequately to cater following areas;

► Fixed assets capitalization policy;
► Payroll processing;
► Preparation and presentation
►
►
►
►
►

of financial
statements;
Accounting entries;
Documents retention policy.
Taxation policy
Cash management policy; and
Financial reporting policy of AO & RO to HO

All manual’s updates shall be approved by the
Council. Further, on an annual basis such policies and
procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the
changes in the entity’s practices. The changes should
be approved by the Council.
3.
3.1

4.
4.1

Procurement Systems
Documented policies and procedures manual
not developed for Procurement Department of
PVTC.

Human Resource Systems
Vacant key positions in different departments
as per approved organizational structure.

Low to Moderate
Policies and procedures should be documented
adequately for Procurement Department.
Further, on an annual basis such policies and
procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the
changes in the entity’s practices. The changes should
be approved by the Council.
Low to Moderate
A recruitment plan should be developed to fill all the
key positions on a priority basis as per approved
organisation structure. In case any of key positions
are not required or merged with another position,
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S. No

Key Issues

Key Recommendations
organizational chart should be updated accordingly.

5.
5.1

Project Performance Management
Documented policies and procedures manual
not developed for operations and monitoring
and evaluation function of PVTC.

Moderate to High
Policies and procedures should be documented
adequately for following areas;

► Operations, covering research for new trades,
induction of new trades, establishment of new
VTIs etc.;
► Monitoring & Evaluation;
Further, on an annual basis such policies and
procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the
changes in the entity’s practices. The changes should
be approved by the Council.

5.2

Separate independent M&E function does not
exist in PVTC.

There should be an M&E Department, which is
independent
of
management
/
program
implementation activities. Further M&E should directly
report to a designated senior management person
such as MD or a board level independent committee.
The role of this department should only be limited to
the following;
►
►
►
►

Monitoring of all the projects and activities;
Preparation of the monitoring plan;
Executing the monitoring plan;
Preparation of the standard checklist and
maintaining the same;
► Reporting to the designated senior management /
Independent Committee; and
► Follow-up of the observations.
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1.1.2.

Overview of Organization Sustainability

We carried out PVTC's absorptive capacity assessment based on the following factors as per data /
information received from the management:
►
►
►
►

Sources of funding including donor's project allocation and spending analysis;
VTIs capacity and performance;
Financial analysis; and
Human resource capacity of PVTC and VTIs.

Based on our analysis we noted that VTIs have reasonably adequate sources of funding, which has
grown over the years with its size of operations. More than 57% of total funds are received from
Government of Punjab for mustahiq students. In addition donors and other government departments’
contribution is 18% to total income. Income from self-finance students and return on short term
investments contributes 12% of total income.
The contribution from donors over the last three years has been PKR 1,095 million, whereas Overall
Absorptive Capacity Index (OACI) has been 75%, which indicates that PVTC needs to enhance its
capacity in order to fully utilize the funds received from donors.
There is significant growth in the establishment of VTIs over the years and currently there are more
than 170 VTIs including 25 satellite VTIs. Around 967 sessions are currently in progress in which
more than 29,000 students (average of 30 students per session) are being trained. More than 600
Instructors are currently engaged in different VTIs of PVTC providing training at an average of 47
students per teacher. Around 211,380 students have passed out since inception out of which 72 %
(151,237 students) have been employed (as per the information provided by PVTC), indicating that
the majority of PVTC trained student are readily acceptable in the local industries. The existing
courses are also acceptable by the local students as the drop out ratio is as low as 1%.
The financial position of VTIs is a key consideration, as 63% of total VTIs (as shown by the audited
financial statement of 30 June 2013) were unable to meet their operating expenses last year. There
is a need to devise the strategies to identify and generate more income, manage operational costs
better and minimize the number of VTIs with deficit.
There are no liquidity problems in the near future as the current ratio (7.05) and cash to total ratio
(67%) as at 30 June 2013 is favorable, considering PVTC operations. There is only one long term
debt obtained from the Government of Punjab amounted to PKR 85 million @ 0.25% per annum
interest rate and is repayable on dissolution and liquidation of PVTC operations. The assets, liabilities,
income and expenses all have increased over the years but the trend of increase in expenses and
liabilities is more than trend of increase in income and assets which can adversely impact financial
position / health of PVTC in near future, hence should be considered by the management.
The total sanctioned staffs at PVTC and VTIs are 187 and 2,883 respectively. Out of this total of 23%
of sanctioned positions are currently vacant. Based on above we understand that in case of extended
operations of the entity the negative gap between sanctioned and the actual filled position may
adversely impact PVTC capacity to implement large value projects.
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1.2

Overall Assessment of Areas Under Review

1.2.1.

Overview

Assessment and Strengthening Program (ASP) is a five-year USAID funded initiative for undertaking
institutional strengthening of Pakistani institutions in the public sector, Civil Society Organizations
(CSOs) and private sector. The program is being implemented by the Rural Support Programmes
Network (RSPN). The program aims to strengthen the management capacity of Government and
CSOs for transparent and accountable utilization of USAID resources to enhance aid effectiveness.
This program mainly focuses on building the capacities of USAID’s local implementing partners which
are faced with institutional capacity issues that considerably slow down the pace of socioeconomic
development.
This Pre-Award Assessment of the PVTC has been performed to determine whether PVTC has
sufficient financial management, organizational, and technical capacity to manage USAID funds in
accordance with USG and USAID requirements and identify risks and potential mitigation measures
which may be incorporated into the award through Special Award Conditions.
1.2.2.

Summary of Pre-Award Assessment

Based on our review, we assess the overall risk level to be Low to Moderate keeping in
consideration the information, documents and explanation provided to our team by PVTC
management during the field work carried out from 26 May 2014 to 20 June 2014.
The table and heat map provides our risk assessment of each area under review:
S.
No.

Area

Assessment
Rating

1

Legal Structure

Moderate to High

2

Financial Management and
Internal Control Systems

Low to Moderate

3

Procurement Systems

Low to Moderate

4

Human Resource Systems

Low to Moderate

5

Project Performance
Management

Moderate to High

6

Organization Sustainability

Low to Moderate
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Background

2.1

Introduction to PVTC

Punjab Vocational Training Council (PVTC) was incorporated under the "Punjab Vocational Training
Council Act, 1998 (ACT VIII of 1998) on 1 October 1998 by the Provincial Assembly of Punjab. PVTC
is utilizing zakat funds for poverty alleviation by providing demand driven skill training to deserving
youth (specially Mustahaqeen-e-Zakat) at their door step, involving private sector to enhance
employability and assist the graduates in their placement for the permanent rehabilitation and
arranging financial support for their self-employment from financial institutes and NGO’s.
Keeping in view the latest trends based on market demands through TNA after conducting
demographics survey at tehsil level, PVTC has developed curricula for over 54 various trades to cater
for the growing demands of industrial, agriculture, health and service sectors. Life skills (80 hours)
and know about business (KAB) & social entrepreneurship (50 hours) courses are compulsory for
each trainee. In addition self-finance evening courses and donor based courses have also been
introduced with the cooperation of PVTC’s collaborating partners.
The training of these trades is being imparted in over 175 VTI’s established in underutilized /
government vacant buildings at tehsil and sub tehsil level throughout Punjab with a training capacity
of 53,600 trainees per annum. So far 211,380 trainees have been trained out of which about 72%
have been gainfully employed.
2.1.1.

Vision statement

Use technology to scale up the current capacity with focus on generating employable and exportable
manpower – creating values for youth. Getting the PVTC brand recognized nationally and
internationally.
2.1.2.

Mission statement

To cement PVTC as a leading organization that provides professional vocational training to all the
needy youth wherever they are in Punjab. PVTC’s aim to achieve this by exceeding their students
expectations, rewarding their employees and providing suitable opportunities for all the students to
start earning a reasonable livelihood.
To support the mission, the Act 1998 provides following key powers to PVTC Council:
► Preparation of necessary policy guidelines for the board and the institutes and also supervise and
coordinate the working of the boards for the smooth functioning of all institutes;
► Identification, approval and acquisition of sites for establishment of institutes;
► Approval of construction of buildings of institutes;
► To constitute sub-committees and delegate powers to them for carrying out the purpose of the
ordinance;
► Approval of syllabi / curricula and time schedule for the training of the trainees in the institutes and
in the industry;
► The council shall have absolute / exclusive administrative and financial powers for over all
execution / management of the institutes, and all other authorities / agencies including
government are expressly precluded from intervening in such matters; and
► To grant diplomas and certificates to the trainees of the institutes.

2.2

Participants of this Assessment

This assessment was conducted by Ernst & Young Ford Rhodes Sidat Hyder (EYFRSH) for and on
behalf of USAID Pakistan through ASP-RSPN under task order number ASP-CPO/A&C/Pre Award –
PVTC/16-2014 dated 19 May 2014 to complete the Pre-Award Assessment necessary for recipients
(in this case PVTC) receiving financial support.
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Our assessment of PVTC was based on desk reviews of key information provided to us by
management, interviews and discussions with key management and operational personnel,
walkthroughs of critical transactions and testing of key controls as considered appropriate. The
assessment commenced on 26 May 2014 and field work concluded on 20 June 2014.
Current state understanding is based on our interviews and review of documentation provided to us
by the management. Key findings have been discussed and management comments have been
obtained from relevant departments of PVTC for each area under review.
A comprehensive list of the key people we had meetings with forms part of Annexure 1 to this report.

2.3

Objectives of this Assessment

The objective of the Pre-Award assessment is to provide reasonable assurance to USAID / Pakistan
that PVTC has an acceptable organizational and management structure, accounting, financial
management systems and other systems of internal controls, quality assurance capabilities, as well
as acceptable policies, procedures, practices and:
►
►
►
►
►

can meet project goals and objectives;
can adequately safeguard, monitor and efficiently utilize resources;
can obtain, maintain, and fairly disclose reliable data and information;
has the institutional framework for sustainability; and
can comply with applicable laws and regulations.

The specific objectives are as follows:
► Determine current and possibility of future compliance with the USG rules and regulations;
► Evaluation of organization’s capacity for receiving future higher assistance based on a
comprehensive absorptive capacity analysis;
► Determine whether management leadership, organizational strengths, quality of staff, and quality
of processes and procedures have the potential to support the management of a USAID-funded
award;
► Assessment of the organizational capacity to manage USAID advance funding mechanism as per
USAID regulations; and
► Performance of walk through(s) and tests on sample basis of the financial and procurement
systems.
This report provides an assessment of PVTC absorptive capacity and following key areas as required
under the scope of work and based on our discussions with ASP-RSPN and USAID:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Legal Structure;
Financial Management and Internal Control Systems;
Procurement Systems;
Human Resources Systems;
Project Performance Management; and
Organization Sustainability.

This report has been structured to provide an overall assessment of the internal controls structure of
PVTC as a whole and for each of these areas in the ensuing chapters, please refer to Section 3
below. Key findings as reported in Section 3 of this report have been discussed with management and
written comments against each have been obtained and incorporated.

2.4

Scope and Methodology

Our methodology has been based on the assumption that in order to be eligible for an award, the
prospective recipient must either have in place, or have the capacity to have in place, identified fund
management, project management and accountability systems, processes, and personnel. We have
benchmarked PVTC to the minimum requirement of such capacity as outlined in the USAID guidelines
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and better practices. Our scope and methodology for the assessment of PVTC on this premise is
outlined in Annexure 2 to this report.

2.5

Work Procedures Performed

To ensure professional quality, this assignment is conducted in line with general attestation
standards. Those standards require to plan and perform the review to obtain sufficient, competent
evidential matter to provide a reasonable basis for the conclusions. Those standards also require
maintaining independence in mental attitude and exercising due professional care in conducting and
reporting the conclusions. Specifically, we have performed following work procedures:
►

Assessed current and possibility of future compliance with the USG and USAID rules and
regulations as mentioned in Annexure 3);

►

Reviewed and tested PVTC’s internal controls, including segregation of duties, handling of cash,
loaning procedure, contracting procedures, personnel and travel policies to ensure
reasonableness and in accordance with applicable cost principles;

►

Reviewed and tested assets management and procurement systems, as well as policies and
procedures for administration and monitoring of loan accounts;

►

Performed specific analysis of the absorptive capacity of PVTC to manage the USAID funds at a
certain level;

►

Reviewed and assessed the PVTC’s internal controls system, relevant policies and procedures,
organization’s technical capabilities and quality assurance capabilities;

►

Reviewed the organization’s established roles and responsibilities to perform and the ability to
maintain the necessary management competencies in planning and carrying out assistance
programs;

►

Reviewed PVTC’s planning and budgeting mechanism, process for preparing the project /
program financial and progress reports; adequacy of charts of accounts, organizational charts
and accounting systems descriptions;

►

Reviewed and assessed the human resource policies and procedures, procurement policies and
procedures; warehousing and distribution procedures for materials and performed test of
controls as necessary;

►

Reviewed PVTC’s financial management system to assess the timely conduct of audits and
timely and appropriate resolution of audit findings and recommendations; and

►

Reviewed the status of actions taken on findings and recommendations reported in prior audits
of PVTC.
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3

Detailed Assessment of Current State of Individual Areas

3.1.

Legal Structure (Governance and entity level controls)

Overall Area Rating

Number of Findings
High

Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Low

01

07

02

-

Moderate to High

Summary of Key Findings:
S. No.

Key findings identified during assessment

Issue rating

1

IAD conducts audits at the VTI level but no internal audits carried out
for the HO, RO and AO operations.

High

2

Documented policies and procedures manual not developed for
Internal Audit and MIS Department of PVTC.

Moderate to High

3

No strategic plan prepared by the organization to focus on core
objectives in the short, medium and long term.

Moderate to High

4

Quarterly meetings of the Council not conducted as required by
clause 4 (a) the PVTC Rules 1998.

Moderate to High

5

Data / information back up are obtained, however, there is no formal
/ documented Business Continuity Plan (BCP) and Disaster
Recovery Plan (DRP).

Moderate to High

6

IAD reports to the Chairman instead of Finance Committee.

Moderate to High

7

Lack of capacity of IAD with respect to staff strength.

Moderate to High

8

IT audits are not carried out by PVTC for its IT systems.

Moderate to High

9

High level responsibilities of various committees have been defined
but detailed terms of references (TORs) are not documented.

Low to Moderate

10

Internal Audit plan for VTIs is prepared on a monthly basis and there
is no monitoring mechanism to assess actual progress with the
planned activities.

Low to Moderate

10
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Local Organization Definition

Punjab Vocational Training Council (PVTC) was incorporated under the "Punjab Vocational Training
Council Act 1998 (ACT VIII of 1998) on 1 October 1998 by the Provincial Assembly of Punjab. As per
the Act, PVTC is a body corporate having perpetual succession and common seal with powers to
acquire and hold property and sued by the said name.
PVTC bill was passed by the Provincial Assembly of Punjab on 24 September 1998 and assented by
the Governor of Punjab on 29 September 1998, afterwards the PVTC Act was published on 1 October
1998.
As per the requirement of the PVTC Act 1998, PVTC Council is the policy making authority of PVTC
and has the functions conferred on it under the PVTC’s Rules, 1998.
3.1.2

Legal Requirements

Based on discussion with the management, we understand following are the key laws, rules and
regulations applicable to PVTC:
► Punjab Vocational Training Council Act, 1998;

► Employee Service Regulations 2014, PVTC;

► Punjab Vocational Training Council Rules, 1998;

► Punjab Employees Efficiency;

► All regulations passed by the PVTC Council;

► Disciplinary Accountability Act (PEEDA); and

► PVTC financial rules 2010;

► Punjab Procurement Rules (PPRA), 2014.

► Applicable Tax Laws
PVTC has a Legal Department responsible to identify all the applicable laws / regulations and ensure
all the concerned departments are complied with the same. Please refer to section 3.1.5.2 for details
on Legal Department.
3.1.2.1. PVTC tax status
As per clause 58A of the second schedule of Income tax Ordinance 2001, income of a university or
other educational institution being run by a non-profit organization existing solely for the educational
purposes and not for the purposes of profit shall be exempt from income tax. We have been informed
that based on the above, PVTC also claims exemption from the applicable levy of income tax being
technical education institute and not for profit purpose organization. However, PVTC pays tax on
procurements. For the procurement of goods, PVTC follows the Sales Tax Act 1990 and for the
procurement of services PVTC follows the Punjab Revenue Authority Act 2012.
3.1.3

Organizational Structure

The approved organization structure as provided to us by the management of PVTC is as follows:
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3.1.4

Report on Pre-Award Assessment of Punjab Vocational Training Council (PVTC)
Governance

PVTC Act, 1998 came into force as “It is expedient to provide for the establishment of the PVTC for
setting up, regulation and management of VTIs in Punjab”.
The overall powers of PVTC Council as an authority, along with its duties are defined in PVTC Act,
1998. In order to ensure the effective use of powers, and to discharge duties accordingly, delegation
of authority and responsibility has been provided to different departments of PVTC. PVTC Rules,
1998 has specifically authorized PVTC to exercise its powers and to take decisions, as necessary, in
execution of relevant duties and functions of PVTC. Following is overall governance structure of
PVTC.

3.1.4.1. PVTC Council
PVTC Council is the supreme body of PVTC and it is responsible for establishment and administration
of VTIs along with preparation of necessary guidelines for the District Boards of Management (DBOM)
,Tehsil Management Committee (TMCs) and the Institutes and also supervises and coordinates the
working of the Boards for smooth functioning of all the Institutes. Detail of all functions of PVTC
Council as prescribed in PVTC Rules 1998 provided in Annexure 4.
PVTC Council members are nominated by Chief Minister (CM) Punjab. As per PVTC Act, 1998 PVTC
Council shall not consist of less than 07 members and more than 15 members including one member
each from Department of Finance - Punjab, Zakat and Ushr Department - Punjab and Education
Department - Punjab. Other members are from eminent persons in the private sector in the fields of
agriculture, agro-based industry, industry or a profession.
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The current composition of the PVTC Council is given below:
Designation

Seat at Council

1. Chairman

Chairman, PVTC

2. Minister for State, Govt. of Pakistan, Islamabad

Member

3. Member Provincial Assembly (MPA) PP-225, Sahiwal

Member

4. Member National Assembly (MNA)

Member

5. Director, Sitara Group of Industries, Faisalabad

Member

6. Director, Laal Peer Power Plant

Member

7. Director, Nishat Power, Nishat Group

Member

8. CEO Wateen Telecom / CEO Zamindar Capital

Member

9. Professor of Information Technology, LUMS

Member

10. Director, Five Star Foam

Member

11. Ex-CEO, Imperial Electric Company

Member

12. General Secretary, Pakistan Workers Confederation

Member

13. Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Finance Department

Ex-officio Member

14. Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Higher Education Department

Ex-officio Member

15. Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Zakat & Ushr Department

Ex-officio Member / Secretary
to the Council

As per PVTC Rules 1998, meetings of the Council shall be held at such time and place as the
Chairman may determine provided that the Council shall meet at least once every three months. The
meeting shall be called by Secretary of the Council with prior approval of Chairman under the normal
procedure or on the written request of at least 25% of the total members of Council. Moreover,
agenda of each proposed meeting prepared by the Secretary of the Council with the approval of
Chairman taking into consideration of, if any, received from any member of the Council.
However, we noted that meetings are not conducted on quarterly basis due to non-availability of
members as evident from the below table showing details of PVTC Council meetings in last three
years is as follows:
Council Meeting
49th meeting
th

48 meeting
th

47 meeting

Financial Year
FY 2013-14
FY 2012-13

th

46 meeting
th

45 meeting

FY 2011-12

th

44 meeting
rd

43 meeting

FY 2010-12

Meeting Date
10 April 2014
23 July 2013
19 February 2013
12 June 2012
12 December 2011
31 May 2011
1 March 2011
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3.1.4.2. Key committees of PVTC
Currently following seven committees are constituted in PVTC:
Committee name

Members of Committee

Role of committee*

Council Level Committee
Finance Committee

► Director, Nishat Power, Nishat Group
► CEO Wateen Telecom

The role of this committee is to assist
Chairman in managing audit & financial
affairs of PVTC and budget-related issues.

► Director, Five Star Foam
Development
Committee

► Director, Sitara Group of Industries
► Professor of Information Technology,
LUMS

HR & Legal
Committee

► Director, Five Star Foam

Inquiry Committee

► Senior Manager HR

► Ex-CEO, Imperial Electric Company

► Manager PR and Marketing
► Deputy Manager Legal

The role of this committee is to look after
academic and strategic issues, VTI related
matters, curriculum development, training
need analysis and R&D functions.
The role of this committee is to look after
legal, administrative, purchase & HR
matters, buildings, construction and all
employee related issues.
In accordance to the Act passed in 2010,
“Protection against harassment of women
at workplace Act 2010” PVTC has
established an inquiry committee whose
role is to act against any cases of
harassment.

Management Level Committees
Purchase
Committee

Purchase Committee is formed on ad hoc
basis by MD. Depending on the amount and
type of procurement.

The role of the committee is to open
quotations / tenders and to perform
technical and financial evaluation and
provide their recommendation to the
competent authority regarding most
suitable vendor based on evaluation.

Curriculum Review
Committee

Manager curriculum select 4-8 members
(instructors) from VTI staff directory (with the
consent of principals of VTIs) based on
experience and qualification.

The role of the committee is to review and
update the different trade manuals
(curriculum) based on latest industry
trends.

Selection Board

Selection Board is formed on ad hoc basis
as defined in ESR 2014. Appointing
authority varies depending on the level of
post.

Selection Board is formed at the time of
recruitment of staff. The role of the board
is to recommend the best suitable
candidate to the relevant appointing
authority.

Please refer Annexure 5 for detail of
members against different level of posts.

The ToRs of these committees has been approved by the Council during its 43rd meeting held on 1
March 2011 except for the Inquiry Committee which was approved through a notification dated 13
May 2013 issued by the Chairman. The minutes / proceedings of these committees are documented.
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PVTC Operational Structure - HO Level

PVTC is geographically and functionally organized. Its HO is located in Lahore, headed by the
Chairman who involves in day to day operations of PVTC and assisted by MD. Detail of each
department along with overall roles provided in below table;
Head of
Department

Role of Department

Legal

Deputy Manager

This department is responsible for ensuring compliance with
legal requirements as well as providing advice on legal
matters.

Public Relation & Marketing

Manager

This department is responsible to build, maintain and
manage the reputation of organization.

Internal Audit

Deputy Manager

This department is responsible for carrying out internal audit
at PVTC to ensure compliance with policies and
procedures.

Research & Development

Manager

The role of this department is to plan, organize, direct,
control and coordinate policy advice and strategic planning
within the organization.

Curriculum Development

Manager

This department is responsible for preparation and updation
of different trade manuals (Curriculum). It is also
responsible for liaison with industrialist to ensure that any
updates / recent development in the market are properly
updated in respective trade manuals.

Examination & Certification

Manager

This department is responsible for conducting exams and
issuance of certificate after completion of trainings of
students.

Career Guidance & Job
Placement

Deputy Manager

This department is responsible to provide career guidance
and job placement services to pass-out students of the VTIs
to help them out in carving the niche in the industry.

Staff & Teachers Training

Manager

This department is responsible for planning, budgeting,
designing, conducting, coordinating, overseeing and
monitoring of all aspects of the training and professional
development of PVTC and VTIs staff. They also involved in
identification of training needs for all staff of PVTC and
VTIs.

Management Information
System

Manager

This department is responsible for managing Information
Technology (IT) related matters of PVTC.

Finance & Accounts

Senior Manager

This department is responsible for following key activities:

Department Name

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Planning and budgeting
Cash and bank management
Payroll management
Fixed asset management
Inventory management
Books of accounts
Reporting and financial management systems
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Department Name

Head of
Department

Role of Department

Human Resource

Senior Manager

This department is responsible for all the employee related
matters
regarding salaries,
promotions, bonuses,
increments, recruitment, resignation, leaves etc.

Administration

Senior Manager

This department is responsible for day to day administration
of PVTC. Also, Administration Department is responsible for
handling and conducting procurements.

Please refer to section 3.1.3 of report for organizational structure of PVTC.
b)

PVTC Operational Structure - RO / AO Level

PVTC has three RO located in Rawalpindi, Lahore and Multan. Each RO is headed by a RM who
reports to MD. Each of these RO has officers of the rank of Deputy Managers and Supervisor
Administration & Accounts who manage all finance and accounts along with administration affairs.
Under the three RO, there are 10 AO throughout in Punjab responsible mainly for managing and
monitoring VTIs in their respective area. Following chart describes the structure of RO and AO:

Currently, there are more than 170 VTI’s established in Punjab. Each VTI is governed by a District
Board of Management (DBOM) which comprise of the local industrialists. DBOM is established at
district level and is responsible for monitoring the financial and other operational related matters of
respective VTI’s.
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Each VTI is headed by a Principal (who is selected by PVTC) and is assisted by one Administration &
Accounts Officer (AAO) and one Admission & Placement Officer (APO). AAO is responsible for
handling all the finance, accounts and administrative matters while APO is responsible for processing
admissions and liaising with the industry for placement of students after training in respective VTIs.
Instructional staffs (i.e. teachers at VTIs) are hired through DBOM and are responsible for providing
vocational training to students for different trades.
3.1.5

Control Environment

3.1.5.1 Internal audit
The PVTC has an independent IAD established to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk
management, control and governance processes at PVTC. Primary task of IAD is to conduct internal
audits of entire organization comprises of PVTC HO, RO, AO and VTIs. IAD also liaison with external
audit to facilitate retrieval of information / documentation during the execution of external audit.
IAD is currently headed by Deputy Manager Audit, as position for Manager Audit is vacant, who
reports to the Chairman PVTC instead of Finance Committee. Further, there is no documented
Internal Audit policies and procedural manual in place.
Out of a total of six positions, currently only three persons including two Deputy Managers and one
Assistant Manager are filled while remaining three positions are vacant. The following is an overview
of the current structure of the IAD:

Following is the profile of the existing key team members of the IAD:

S. No.

Designation

Qualification

Experience
(Years)
PVTC

Others

1

Deputy Manager Audit

MBA Finance

13.5

5

2

Deputy Manager Audit

B. Tech honors mechanical / LLB / MBA

14*

16

3

Assistant Manager Audit

CA Finalist

4

4

*Two years of audit experience in PVTC.
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Audit of PVTC HO / RO / AO
We have been informed that currently IAD does not cover activities carried out at PVTC HO, RO and
AO level. Till 2012 IAD used to perform pre-audit of activities at HO level however, since 2012 such
practice has also been discontinued.
Audit of VTIs
a.

Preparation of monthly audit plan

For audits at VTI level at the start of each month, Deputy Manager Internal Audit prepares a monthly
audit plan in consultation with other respective team members and presents the same to the
Chairman for his approval. In addition to routine audits surprise audits are also conducted as
considered appropriate by the Chairman. However, we noted that at the time of presenting next
month plan, no progress against plan approved for previous month is being followed up.
As per KPIs of Internal Audit staff, each member has to conduct not less than five internal audits of
VTIs each month. In addition to this following factors are considered while selection of VTIs for audit:
►
►
►
►

The expenditure / volume of transaction;
Time since last audit was conducted;
Significance of observations noted in the previous audit; and
Special instructions of the Chairman.

We have been informed that during the current financial year i.e. from 1 July 2013 till date of our
review only 44 (being 25% of total VTIs) out of 175 VTIs have been audited by the IAD while VTIs
audited in previous two years have been 78 and 102 respectively.
b.

Execution of audit

Once a VTI has to be audited as per the approved audit plan, the IAD intimates the respective VTI
prior to start of the audit. Internal audit teams use standard audit checklists / programs during
execution of internal audit covering the following process / areas:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Procurement procedures management
Financial management
Stock management
Programme management
Academic management
Administrative procedures

For each audit working paper file is maintained containing the filled checklist and required evidences.
On completion of field work, internal audit report is prepared by the respective IA team member and is
shared with concerned VTI for obtaining their comments. Concerned VTIs are required to provide
written comments within one or two weeks. After obtaining comments on draft internal audit report,
finalized report is submitted to the Chairman PVTC. A follow up audit of observations reported in the
previous audit is also conducted during the current audit.
c.

Audit recommendations and action plan

On submission of internal audit report to Chairman PVTC, the Chairman then officiate the office order
to respective VTIs for resolution of audit observation. RO is responsible for follow up / reminder for
resolution of audit observations.
3.1.5.2 Legal Department
The Legal Department at PVTC is responsible for ensuring compliance with legal requirements as
well as advice on legal matters. Legal Department was established in January 2007. Initially, Legal
Department was part of Administration Department however, since 2011 Legal Department is a
separate department reportable to MD.
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Currently, Legal Department consists of Deputy Manager Legal who is a LLB and associated with
PVTC since 2007. Further, PVTC has engaged M/s Ahmad & Pensopa as its legal consultants on a
retainer ship basis.
The nature of cases being dealt by the Legal Department includes:
►
►

Service matters
Land acquisition disputes

Legal Department is involved generally in all court cases / arbitrations and cases of amicable
settlement outside the courts at both the HO and regional levels.
Currently there is no separate compliance department in PVTC to ensure compliance with various
applicable laws and regulation and Legal Department with support from respective departments
ensures the same. For donor based projects R&D Department is responsible for ensuring compliance
with relevant rules and regulations.
Currently, there are 62 ongoing / pending cases in different courts. Below is the summary of pending /
ongoing cases at each region and HO wise:

5
Sr.
No

Cases to PVTC Level

Number of cases
ongoing / pending

PVTC

20

Central region
1

PVTC (HO)

2

Central Region
(Lahore)

20

22

South region

15

North region

15
3

South Region (Multan)

22

4

North Region
(Rawalpindi)

5

Following summary shows the type of pending cases:

Sr.
No

Case related to

Number of cases
ongoing /
pending

1

Human Resource

52

2

Land & Building

4

3

Training (VTI) related

2

4

Others

4

4

4 2

HR
Land & building
Others
Training related

52
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3.1.6

Public Relations & Marketing

Public Relations (PR) & Marketing Department is headed by Manager PR & Marketing who reports
directly to the MD.
PR & Marketing Department is responsible for conveying the ongoing activities at PVTC to the public
through electronic/print media, advertisements, newsletter, brochures and website. PR & Marketing
Department also coordinates with print and electronic media for activities like inauguration
ceremonies, projection of activities of PVTC, issuance of press release on significant occasions and
release of advertisement both classified and pictorial display section of the newspaper.
Only Manager PR & Marketing and Chairman PVTC are authorized to make public statements in
media on behalf of PVTC. No other employee can speak to media without prior approval from the
Chairman PVTC.
The following is an overview of the current structure of the PR & Marketing Department:
The
following
is
an
overview of the current
structure of the PR &
Marketing Department:

Following is the profile of the key team members of the PR & Marketing
Department:

Chairman

Experience (Years)
Designation

Qualification
PVTC

Others

Managing Director

Manager PR &
Marketing

Manager PR & Marketing

MBA Marketing

15

8

Assistant Manager PR &
Marketing

MBA Marketing

12

8

Graduate

7

7

Supervisor
Assistant Manager PR

3.1.7

Management Information System (MIS)

Management Information System (MIS) Department is responsible for managing Information
Technology (IT) related matters of PVTC HO, RO, AO and VTIs. MIS Department is headed by Senior
Manager MIS. Moreover there are designated staffs allocated at HO to assist in academic and
financial modules of MIS. The basic role of MIS is to administer the IT and communication systems,
maintenance of hardware and software and network management. There are no documented polices
and procedure manual for IT function.
MIS Department maintains the data bank on web portal where all the details of students e.g.
attendance of the students, examination of students, certificate issuance etc. is updated on real time
basis.
Licensed software is used by PVTC in computers except for Visual Studio and MS SQL server.
Network management staff of the MIS Department creates and manage network between the HO,
RO, AO and VTIs of PVTC.
MIS Department is also responsible for development and maintenance of internal databases used in
PVTC. Currently there is no documented policy for obtaining off site backups of critical data from the
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servers and the documented DRP is not yet prepared by the MIS. However, there is a system to take
daily backup of academic and financial data. Backup is maintained in the server which is placed at
Pakistan Telecommunication Company Limited (PTCL) data center. Data backup is further maintained
in three external hard drives which are placed on three different places (i.e. MIS Department,
Chairman Office and PVTC library) within PVTC HO which is updated after every 20-25 days.
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Following is the profile of the key team members of the MIS Department:
S.
No.

Experience (Years)
Designation

Qualification
PVTC

Others

8

12

1

Manager MIS

MS (CS)

2

Deputy Manager

MCS

6.5

5

3

Assistant Manager

MIT

5.5

1

4

Assistant Manager

MCS

3

4.5

5

Deputy Manager

MCS

6

6

6

Network Administrator

MIT

8

4

We have been informed that all the IT related hardware and software purchased are carried out
directly by Administration Department. We have been also informed that PVTC plans to implement
Oracle E Business Suit and People Soft Campus Management for which Purchase Order (PO)
has already been issued to the supplier. Oracle E Business Suit system will cover the following
modules:
► Financial module;
► Human Resource Management System module;
► Campus Management module; and
► Supply Chain module.
PVTC is using Microsoft Threat Management Gateway 2010 firewall system and Cisco Router
2800 series to protect network from unauthorized access. No asset can be taken out the premises of
PVTC without approved gate pass. A log is maintained by the security guard for the moveable assets
(like laptops, data base servers etc.) at entrance and exit point.
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Overall Rating:
3.1.8

Key findings in Legal Structure (Governance and entity level
controls)

Moderate to High

Detailed issues with EYFRSH recommendations and PVTC comments are mentioned below:
1.

IAD conducts audits at the VTI level but no internal audits carried out for HO,
RO and AO operations.

Finding

Rating

High

As per the better practices, Internal audit is carried out to cover all aspects of the operations of the organisation
based on detailed risk assessment exercise to assess effectiveness and operations of the internal controls
environment and activities.
As per the current practice of the IAD, monthly internal audit plan to conducted audits at VTI level is prepared
by the IAD and approved by the Chairman. Further, Internal audit teams use standard audit checklists /
programs during execution of post audit covering the following process / areas:

► Procurement procedures management
► Financial management
► Stock management
► Programme management
► Academic management
► Administrative procedures
However, we noted that IAD has not covered HO, RO and AO operations under the plan since the
establishment of PVTC.
Implication(s)
Lack of monitoring of key processes / areas at the HO / regional level may impair the effectiveness of internal
controls environment and activities at such level.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that IAD should develop a comprehensive risk based audit plan to cover all the operations of
the entity. Such risk assessment should be presented and approved by the Council. All the operations of the
entity (including PVTC HO, RO, and AO) along with VTIs should be covered for the IAD exercise.
Number of audits / periods may vary as per the risk assessment performed by IAD and approved by the
Council.
Management Comment(s)
We have conducted pre audit of PVTC for many years. Now we also included AOs and planning to conduct RM
office internal audit subject to the approval of Chairman.
We also conduct audit of PVTC’s different departments as and when directed by the chairman.
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2.

Documented policies and procedures manual not developed for internal audit
and management information system departments.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per the better practices, organizations develop policies and internal guidelines / procedures for its business
processes and document them in the form of a manual. Further, such manuals are reviewed and approved by
the governing body of the organisation.
Currently respective staff of each department of PVTC is following guidelines / instructions of the senior
management to perform different functions including internal audit and MIS.
However, we noted that there are no documented policies and procedure documents for the following key
areas:

► Internal audit;
► Management information system; and
Further to this currently, PR & Marketing Department is responsible for conveying the ongoing activities at
PVTC to the public through electronic / print media, advertisements, newsletter, brochures and website. PR &
Marketing Department also coordinates with print and electronic media for activities like inauguration
ceremonies, projection of activities of PVTC, issuance of press release on significant occasions and releases of
advertisement both classified and pictorial display section of the newspaper. Only Manager PR & Marketing
and Chairman PVTC are authorized to make public statements in media. No other employee can speak to
media without prior approval from the Chairman PVTC.
However, we noted that there is no formal communications policy developed for PVTC.
Implication(s)
In absence of the formally defined / incomplete policies and procedures documents, there may be inconsistent
practices followed for the above mentioned areas which may lead to operational issues. Also this may lead to
lack of controls and formal accountability mechanism.
Further to this, in the absence of communication policy, employees may not have clear guidelines on primary
considerations regarding corporate communication while interaction with the stakeholders / general public
outside PVTC.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that policies and procedures for the above listed areas should be documented adequately.
Further, on an annual basis such policies and procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the changes in
the entity’s practices. The changes should be approved by the Council.
Moreover, we recommend that a clear and robust policy for corporate communication should be developed by
the management. The said policy should be approved by the PVTC Council and circulated to all employees
within the organization.
Compliance with the above policy should be checked by the IAD. Moreover, the policy should be considered for
review and updation at least on an annual basis.
Management Comment(s)
Formal policies and procedures manuals are under preparation and procedures are in place and being
practiced. Moreover PPRA rules are being followed by PVTC in letter and spirit.
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3.

No strategic plan prepared by the organization to focus on core objectives in
the short, medium and long term.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per the better practice, strategic plan is prepared which documents the vision, goals and objective of the
organization. The strategic plan is generally long term, normally covering five years and is approved by the
governing body. Annual budgets are also prepared based on the approved strategic plan. Further, strategic
plan is monitored / updated on a periodic basis to ensure there are no material deviations.
As per our discussion with Senior Management of PVTC we understand it has a defined its Vision is “To use
technology to scale up the current capacity with focus on generating employable and exportable manpower –
creating values for youth” while Mission is “Getting the PVTC brand recognised nationally and internationally”.
Since its formation in 1998 (i.e. 16 years) there are periodic discussions / decisions at the PVTC Council and
Senior Management level to design and implement various activities to achieve the plan. Further, annual
budgets are prepared and approved by the Council, keeping in consideration overall vision of the entity
However, we noted that there is no formal documented strategic plan keeping in consideration vision / mission
of the entity defining short, medium and long term objectives, goals, strategies of PVTC.
Implication(s)
In absence of a formal strategic plan approved by the governance body (PVTC Council in this case) entity
senior management may not be able to design its operational strategies / activities to achieve the or gauge its
achievement over the years against entity’s overall mission / vision.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that a strategic plan (at least covering next five to seven years) should be prepared in line with
the strategic goals of PVTC and shall be approved by the Council. Annual work plans and operational budgets
should be developed based on such strategic plan.
Moreover, such strategic plan should be reviewed / re assessed on a periodic basis (preferably annually) by
the Council / Senior Management of PVTC to ensure that the plan remains updated for any change in
strategies. Further entity should design tools to assess the achievements made against such plan.
Management Comment(s)
A 3x3x3 strategy has been developed as under by PVTC to focus on core objectives in the short, medium and
long term.
1st 3 years have more than 500 VTIs across Punjab
2nd 3 years increase the total # of VTIs to over 1,200
3rd 3 years total # of VTIs in Punjab over 2,620
► Make PVTC a World Class Organization.
► Involvement of international companies & organizations like:
§

Microsoft – offering 90% discount.

§

CISCO – regional VTIs connectivity – Ethiopia case.

§

HP & Dell Introduction of N computing concept.

§

Oracle – e business suite.

§

UNIDO – Curriculum design support.

§

ILO – entrepreneurial training / JICA – literacy department.

§

GIZ – support in training of transgender, women from minority groups and flood affected youth.
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§

EU / DFID – special support for South Punjab.

§

Other international agencies.

► Strategic direction pushes - focus on livestock, agricultural & export market.
► Curriculum to be updated to include more I.T / Technical trades to ensure more manpower is exported to
earn FOREX.
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4.

Quarterly meetings of the Council not conducted as required by clause 4 (a)
the PVTC Rules 1998.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per the clause 4 (a) of the PVTC Rules 1998 ‘meetings of the Council shall be held at such time and place
as the Chairman may determine provided that the Council shall meet at least once every three months’
Currently, as PVTC Act 1998, PVTC Council is the supreme body of PVTC and it is responsible for
establishment and administration of VTIs along with preparation of necessary guidelines for the boards and the
institutes and also supervises and coordinates the working of the boards for smooth functioning of all the
institutes.
As per PVTC Rules 1998, meetings of the Council shall be held at such time and place as the Chairman may
determine provided that the Council shall meet at least once every three months. The meeting shall be called
by Secretary of the Council with prior approval of Chairman under the normal procedure or on the written
request of at least 25% of the total members of Council. Moreover, agenda of each proposed meeting prepared
by the Secretary of the Council with the approval of Chairman taking into consideration of consideration, if any,
received from any member of the Council.
However, during our review we noted that during the last year (as tabulated below) Council meeting have not
been carried out on a quarterly basis as per requirement of PVTC Rules 1998. Details of meetings held in last
four years are as follows:
Council meeting

Financial year

th

49 meeting
th
48 meeting
47th meeting
th
46 meeting
th
45 meeting
th
44 meeting
rd
43 meeting

FY 2013-14
FY 2012-13
FY 2011-12
FY 2010-12

Meeting date
10 April 2014
23 July 2013
19 February 2013
12 June 2012
12 December 2011
31 May 2011
1 March 2011

Implication(s)
Non-compliance with requirements of PVTC Rules 1998 referred above.
In absence of regular Council meetings, progress of PVTC may not be assessed effectively at the governance
body level. Moreover, strategic level guidelines from the governance body may not be provided to PVTC
management in timely manners.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that Council meetings should be held quarterly as per requirement of PVTC Rule 1998.
Management Comment(s)
PVTC Council has constituted various committees to perform their respective tasks and their meetings have
been conducted in between the Council meetings.
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5.

Data / information back up are obtained, however, there is no formal /
documented BCP and DRP.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per the better practices, organizations are always exposed to various operational risks resulting from
malfunction of any connected factor; i.e. People, System and uncontrollable factors like environmental, social
and economic conditions. To mitigate the impact of these risks in a prudent and effective manner, the
organizations chalk out BCS and DRP for their businesses (BCP) in such a way as to ensure that they could
survive with greater probability, given the most challenging conditions.
Currently, there is a system to take daily backup of MIS date. Backup is maintained in the server which is
placed at Pakistan Telecommunication Company Limited (PTCL) office located in Johar Town area of Lahore.
Data backup is further maintained on three external hard drives which are placed on three different locations
(i.e. MIS Department, Chairman office and PVTC library) within the HO, which is updated after every 20-25
days.
However, we noted that PVTC does not have documented BCP and DRP for its various processes to
adequately manage and keep the business running under any crisis situation and ensure early recovery.
Implication(s)
In absence of effective BCP / DRP entity may not be adequately prepared to deal with a manmade or natural
disaster and recovery of entity’s operations, plus information / process recovery may take longer, which may
lead to operational issues.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that PVTC should develop and implement entity wide BCP and DRP to adequately mitigate
various operational risks. The plan should broadly cover the following aspects:

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Initial preparation
Risk Assessment
Business impact reviews
Impact analysis (Business Impact Analysis BIA)
Threat analysis
Contingency considerations
Recovery strategy
Plan, development and implementation
Awareness, testing, training and maintenance.

Management Comment(s)
A committee is being formulated for the development and implementation of Business Continuity Plan (BCP)
and Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP).
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6.

IAD reports to the Chairman instead of Finance Committee.

Finding

Rating
Moderate to High

As per the better practices, an AC should be instituted within each organization. The responsibilities of an AC
primarily entail:

► Overview of financial management and reporting matters
► Interact with internal / external auditors of the organisation independent of the management
► Monitoring of internal controls and risk management
As per the current practice of the IAD report to the Chairman, on a periodic basis who is also responsible to
approve the periodic internal audit plans, and does not report to the Finance Committee constituted at the
Council level.
Implication(s)
In the absence of an independent reporting of the IAD Department, objectivity of the function may be impaired.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that IA should operationally report directly to Finance Committee to ensure / maintain its
independence / objectivity.
Management Comment(s)
A proposal to establish audit committee to independently oversee financial matters will be presented in the next
PVTC Council meeting for its approval.
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7.

Lack of capacity of IAD with respect to staff strength.

Finding

Rating
Moderate to High

As per the better practices, depending upon the nature of activities, IAD shall be adequately staffed to ensure
Internal Audit can perform all planned activities agreed in the Internal Audit plan.
Currently, IAD of PVTC consists of a total three staff comprising of two Deputy Manager Audit while one Asst.
Manager Audit. All three staffs are involved in conducting the field work / audits of VTIs.
During our review we noted following capacity constraints, which may adversely impact effectiveness of its
operations:

► Out of a total sanctioned staff of 6, three positions are vacant including on Audit Manager and two
Assistant Manager Audits.

► Each of the three audit staff carry out their respective audits and submits the reports to the Chairman after
obtaining management comments from VTI and there is no mechanism for review of work with in the IAD
resulting in lack of supervisory / review controls.

► During the financial year 2013 – 14 till dates of our review only 44 (being 25% of total VTIs) out of 175
VTIs have been audited by the IAD, mainly due to time / capacity constraints while VTIs audited in
previous two years have been 78 and 102 respectively.
Implication(s)
In the absence of adequate capacity, IAD may not be able to fulfill its roles in an effective manner.
Recommendation(s)
From our discussion with the management, we understand that the reason for vacant position is the ban
imposed by the Government and management has requested the Government to provide exemption for
recruitment at the HO level. However, to make the function effective, we recommend this matter should be
escalated to concerned authorities and approval to recruit required level of staff should be obtained. For this
purpose IAD staff need assessment should be carried out based on extent of work it need to carry out.
Management Comment(s)
PVTC is planning to strengthen the Internal audit by providing more manpower.
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8.

IT audits are not carried out by PVTC for its IT systems

Finding

Rating
Moderate to High

As per the better practices, as part of mandate of IAD, IT audit is also carried out at regular interval for
assessment of all weaknesses pertaining to IT system.
Currently, MIS Department is responsible for development of various modules of MIS as per requirements
along with rectification of any issue identified. Also the entity use the following IT modules for different
activities:

► Finance Module (General Ledger, MOZU and Budget.)
► Academic Module (Trainee Batch Management, Trainee Profile Management, Daily Attendance, Daily
Lesson Plans, Manual Demand & Dispatch, Sessional Marks, Stipend Management, Staff Management,
Exams & Certification System, On-Job Training, First Placement etc.)
However, we noted that there has been no IT system audit carried out either by the internal audit team or by
any external consultants to ensure IT systems related risks are being monitored and mitigated adequately.
Implication(s)
Absence of IT audit may expose the entity to risks related to IT systems. Moreover, any system related errors /
issues are not identified on a timely basis.
Recommendation(s)
Keeping in consideration that PVTC is implementing a new ERP system in future, we recommend that the
entity should build capacity of the IAD or engage with any external consultants to carry out IT Audits both at the
general as well as application controls level.
Management Comment(s)
Conducting IT audits will definitely help to improve IT services and products not only in PVTC but also at
Regions, Areas and VTIs. But to achieve this dream we need to follow an IT audit and assurance standard. We
would also require CISA certification for MIS team, a resource to manage audit documentation and support for
infrastructure development to meet IT audit standard mandatory requirements.
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9.

High level responsibilities of various committees have been defined but
detailed TORs are not documented.

Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per the better practices, the term of reference for different committees are documented to define its
purpose, structure, responsibilities and scope of work.
PVTC Council approved HR & Legal Committee, Finance Committee and Development Committee under
number 5 agenda item in 43rd meeting on 1 March 2011. Further, the Inquiry Committee was approved through
notification issued by the Chairman on 13 May 2013. The said minutes of meeting / notification provides
broader level responsibilities along with member details of each committee.
However, we noted that detailed TORs for each of the above mentioned committees are not prepared to cater
roles and responsibilities, authorities, meeting frequency, quorum and Secretary of committees.
Implication(s)
Lack of formal TORs may adversely impact the effectiveness of such committees and required results /
outcome from formation of such committee may not be achieved.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that the ToRs for all committees should be documented and approved by the Council /
Chairman. The ToRs should specify at least the following:

►
►
►
►
►
►

Roles and responsibilities;
Authorities;
Meeting frequency;
Members;
Quorum; and
Secretary.

Management Comment(s)
TORs of one the committees (development committee) have been formulated whereas TORs of remaining
committees are being formulated. The TORs of development committee are as under.

► Chairman PVTC will be the President of Development sub-committee.
► President will convene / preside the meeting of Development sub-committee.
► In the absence of President, any member chosen by the attending members of the committee will preside
the meeting.

► SMF PVTC will be the Secretary of the Development sub-committee.
► Secretary of the committee will issue meeting notice and agenda of the meeting with the approval of the
president at least seven days before the date fixed for the meeting.

► Secretary of the committee will prepare working paper and will circulate with the approval of the president.
► Minimum 50% of the total members shall constitute the quorum of the meeting.
► Decision will be made through majority votes. In case of equal number of votes the president or presiding
member will have casting vote.
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10. Internal Audit plan for VTIs is prepared on a monthly basis and there is no
monitoring mechanism to assess actual progress with the planned activities.
Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per the better practices, at the start of each year an Internal Audit Plan is prepared to ensure that internal
audit activities are planned to cover all high risk processes / areas.
Currently, internal audit plan is prepared by the IAD at the start of each month containing detail of planned
audit date, target VTI and designated IAD team member. Internal Audit submits the plan to the Chairman for
approval.
However, we noted that there is no practice in place to monitor actual vs planned audits carried out by IA team
and assess the reasons for under achievement.
Implication(s)
In absence of annual Internal Audit plan, activities may not be planned in an effective manner to ensure all
VTIs are covered during internal audit.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that Internal Audit plan should be prepared and approved on an annual basis. Monthly audit
plans can be derived based on the annual plan.
Further, we recommend that a progress report containing an analysis of planned vs. actual activities shall be
prepared and submitted to the concerned authorities to ensure actual progress against plan is monitored.
Management Comment(s)
We conduct internal audit as per annual plan and get approval on monthly basis.
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Financial Management and Internal Control Systems

Overall Area Rating

Number of Findings
High

Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Low

-

02

02

-

Low to Moderate

Summary of Key Findings:
S. No.

Key findings identified during assessment

Issue rating

1

Financial procedures and SOPs prepared by F&A are brief and do
not cover many aspects.

Moderate to High

2

MIS system does not provide integration between Financial System
and Academic System.

Low to Moderate

3

There is no prescribed and documented fixed asset capitalization
policy.

Low to Moderate

4

All fixed assets are not tagged and physical verification is not carried
out.

Moderate to High
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The Finance & Accounts (F&A) Department is headed by the Senior Manager Finance who reports to
Managing Director (MD). Following are the key activities performed by F&A Department:
►

Cash and bank management

►

Financial planning and budgeting

►

Accounting transaction recording / payment

►

Financial Reporting

F&A function is decentralized with respect to preparation, recording, storage and maintenance of
financial transactions which are carried out at RO, AO and VTI’s level. However, policy making,
strategic decision making and budget approvals are centralized.
Following is an overview of the current structure of F&A Department:
Chairman

Managing Director

Senior Manager F&A

Deputy Manager
( Vacant)

Deputy Manager
( Institutes)

Assistant Manager
( Head office)

Assistant Manager
( Regional offices/
Area Office)

Supervisor

*The position of deputy Manager is vacant since 2009.
Following is an overview of the current structure of F&A Department at RO, AO and VTI level:
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3.2.1

Budgeting and Variance Analysis

Before the start of each fiscal year, PVTC prepares an annual budget based on zero-based budgeting
mechanism. The budget (covering both capital and revenue nature items) are developed at the
following two levels:
►

PVTC level (covering operational budget of PVTC HO, RO and AO)

►

VTI’s level (covering all VTIs)

a)

PVTC level

To initiate the budgeting process F&A Department forwards the Activity Plan Performa to each
department.
In March / April every year a meeting is conducted between Chairman, MD and all HoDs / RMs to
discuss the activity plan / targets for the coming fiscal year.
Once the activity plan is finalized, F&A Department emails the Budget Performa to each department
to provide the resources required to achieve the plan / targets agreed in the the meeting.
For regions, the RM prepares the consolidated Budget Performa based on information received from
each AM in respective region and submits the same to F&A Department.
The input (i.e. budget sheet) received from departments and regions is consolidated by F&A
Department and submitted to MD for review. MD after reviewing the budget sheet in accordance with
activity plan forward the same to Chairman and after review the same is then presented to the Council
for final approval.
b) VTI level
The respective AM in consultation with RM sets targets / activity plan for each VTI in the area through
consultation with respective VTI Principal.
In February each year, a Budget Performa and budget guidelines are forwarded to each VTI through
email.
Principal and AAO at respective VTI are responsible for preparation of Budget Performa. Budget
Performa is forwarded to respective DBOM for vetting. Once DBOM agrees with the Budget Performa
the same is forwarded to respective AM. AM after reviewing the Budget Performa forwards the same
for all VTIs in his area to RM. RM after reviewing, forward Budget Performa for all VTIs in his region,
to F&A Department of PVTC HO.
F&A Department is responsible for consolidation of the Budget Performa received from respective
RM. Once consolidated, these estimates are forwarded to MD. MD after performing few analytical
checks, with support of F&A, forwards the consolidated estimates to Chairman and after review the
same is then presented to the Council for approval.
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3.2.1.1 Budget reallocation
a.

PVTC budget reallocation

As per PVTC financial procedures MD can reallocate / re-appropriate budget in any head up to PKR
500,000. The Chairman can approve any reallocation above PKR 500,000.
b.

VTI’s budget reallocation

At VTI level budget reallocation can be made as per following limits:
Heads

President DBOM

MD

Chairman

Capital Sub-Head of Accounts

Up to 100,000

Above
100,000
1,000,000

to

Above 1,000,000

Recurring Sub-Head of Accounts

Up to 25,000

Above
100,000
1,000,000

to

Above 1,000,000

Main head

-

Up to 1,000,000

Above 1,000,000

* All values are in PKR
3.2.1.2 Additional budget
Additional budget is required for any unforeseen / unbudgeted expenditure and can only be approved
by Chairman both for PVTC and VTI, subject to ratification from Council.
3.2.1.3 Budget monitoring
F&A Department is responsible for monitoring of approved budgets.
Each month, Deputy Manager F&A performs variance analysis at PVTC level while VTI’s level
variances analysis is prepared by the Assistant Manager F&A to make a comparison of allocated and
actual expenses, to compare expenses incurred in a month with that incurred in the corresponding
month last year.
Variance analysis report is reviewed by SM F&A who forwards the same to MD for his review.
Further, F&A Department vets each Purchase Requisition raised to ensure that budget is available
under the respective head. At RO and AO Supervisor Administration & Accounts and Assistant
Manager Finance AO performs the same task.
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3.2.2

Banking Relationship and Accounts

PVTC is currently maintaining seven bank accounts at HO level , 13 bank accounts at RO and AO
level while three bank accounts at each VTI level. All of these bank accounts are being maintained
with Bank of Punjab (BoP).
One operational bank account is maintained at each RO and AO level for meeting day to day
operational expenses.
Each bank account is operated by joint signatories i.e. at least two signatories.
At PVTC level, for any change in the authorized signatories (addition / deletion) council has delegated
its power to Chairman with ratification from Council to make / approve the change. For all other bank
accounts authority has been delegated to MD by Council. The change in authorized signatories is
forwarded by Finance Department to respective bank.
3.2.2.1 Types of bank accounts maintained by PVTC
Details of bank accounts maintained at the HO, RO and AO level along with respective bank
signatories are provided in table below:
Sr. no

Type of account

Account title

Bank signatories

PVTC Operational Account

These Bank accounts are operated by three
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction.

HO level
1

Operational account

► Chairman
► MD
► SM F&A (only up to amount of PKR
100,000)
2

Project Accounts

PVTC - NAVTEC
(Donor account)

These Bank accounts are operated by two
authorized signatories, signatures of both are
mandatory.

► Chairman
► MD
3

PVTC MOZU Funds
(Students fee received
from MOZU students is
deposited in this account)

4

PVTC – PSDF
(Donor account)

These Bank accounts are operated by two
authorized signatories, signatures of both are
mandatory.

► Chairman
► MD
These Bank accounts are operated by four
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction.

►
►
►
►
5

PVTC- Grant In Aid
(Donor account)

Chairman
MD
Member PVTC Council
SM F&A (only up to amount of PKR
100,000)

These Bank accounts are operated by four
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction.

► Chairman
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Type of account

Account title

Bank signatories

► MD
► Secretary
► SM F&A (only up to amount of PKR
100,000)
6

PVTC- UNICEF
(Donor account)

These Bank accounts are operated by three
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction.

► Chairman
► MD
► SM F&A (only up to amount of PKR
100,000)
7

PVTC- Solar Project
(Project account)

These Bank accounts are operated by three
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction.

► Chairman
► MD
► SM F&A (only up to amount of PKR
100,000)
RO level
8

Operational account

Regional Manager (South)
PVTC

9

Regional Manager (North)
PVTC

These Bank accounts are operated by four
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction. Signatories have
been divided into two groups. One sign from
each group is mandatory:

10

Regional Manager
(Center) PVTC

► Managing Director
► Regional Manager
and

► AAO RO
► Deputy Manager RO
AO level
11

Operational account

AM Sialkot PVTC

12

AM Sargodha PVTC

13

AM Rawalpindi PVTC

14

AM DG Khan PVTC

15

AM Bahawalpur PVTC

16

AM Vehari PVTC

17

AM Sahiwal PVTC

18

AM Gujranwala PVTC

19

AM Faisalabad PVTC

These Bank accounts are operated by three
authorized signatories, out of which any two
can authorize a transaction.

► AM
► Assistant Manager Finance
► Regional Manager
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Type of account

20

Account title

Bank signatories

AM Lahore PVTC

VTI level (At each VTI three bank accounts are maintained)
21

Operational account

22

MOZU funds account

23

Grant & Aid account

These Bank accounts are operated by three
authorized signatories, out of which two can
authorize a transaction. Signatures of
Principal is mandatory and any one can sign
from other two (priority is given to Executive
Member of respective TMC).

► Principal
► Executive member of respective TMC
► Member TMC (Nominated by respective
DBOM President)

3.2.2.2 Opening and closing of bank accounts
A request is generated by F&A Department for opening a new bank account. The request is
forwarded to the Chairman for approval subject to ratification by the Council. Once the request is
approved F&A Department liaises with the bank to complete the requirements for account opening.
In case of donor / project specific account, after the contract is signed with the donor, Manager R&D
raises a request to SM F&A for opening of bank account. F&A Department forwards the request to
Chairman for approval subject to ratification by Council. Once approved, F&A Department liaises with
bank to complete the requirements for bank opening.
For closure of bank accounts F&A Department raises a request to Chairman for approval of closure of
bank account. Once approved the Bank is informed to close the respective bank account.
3.2.2.3 Bank reconciliation statements (BRS)
Bank reconciliation statements are prepared by the Supervisor F&A on a monthly basis for each
account maintained by PVTC. The same is reviewed by AM F&A and is forwarded to SM F&A for final
review. All unusual items are investigated by AM F&A and adjusted accordingly, if required.
For RO and AO BRS are prepared on a monthly basis by the Supervisor Administration & Accounts
and is reviewed by the Regional Manager. In case of AO BRS is prepared by Assistant Manager
Finance of respective AO and is reviewed by AM.
3.2.3

Cash flow Management

Projected Cash Flows (PCF) are prepared on need basis by F&A Department to analyze whether the
investment maturing in near future shall be invested again or should it be converted to cash to meet
organizational operational expenses. Also, the decision of short term investment and long term
investment is also based on results obtained from PCF.
AM F&A obtains input from each department / RO and AO regarding any outstanding or expected
payments of the current and subsequent period. On the basis of this AM F&A prepares PCF, which is
reviewed by SM F&A. On the basis of results obtained from PCF, Chairman with consultation of MD
and SM F&A decides whether to invest the surplus cash in short term investments or long term
investment.
3.2.4

Internal Controls : Payments - Segregation of Duties

PVTC has established financial procedures approved by the Council in its sixth meeting dated 18
June 1999 and they were recently revised in August 2010 and Financial SOPs approved by the
Council in April 2011. The SOPs and financial procedures cover the payment process.
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The table below summarizes the segregation of duties related to the payment process:
Activity

Authorized person

Review and approval of invoices

Reviewed by Administration Department and approved by Competent
authority as per the approved authority matrix (refer to section 3.2.8)

Recording of transactions

Supervisor F&A

Review of transactions

AM F&A

Approval of transactions

Competent authority as per the approved authority matrix (refer to section
3.2.8)

Cheque signatories

All cheques are properly signed by at least two authorized signatories.
(refer to section 3.2.1.1. for list of authorized signatories)

Posting of transaction

SM F&A

3.2.5

Internal Controls: Accounting Cycle - Segregation of Duties

The financial procedures of PVTC provide an adequate delegation of authority system and
segregation of duties within the accounting cycle. The table below summarizes the segregation of
duties related to the accounting cycle.
AUTHORITY TO APPROVE
AUTHORITY ITEM
Council

Chairman

M.D

Sr. Mgr.
(F&A)

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Approval of budget

Y

Expenses within overall capital Budget:

•

PKR 500,000 plus

•

Up to PKR 500,000

•

Up to PKR 15,000

Beyond Capital Budget provisions

Y
Y
Y
Y
(delegated to
Chairman with
ratification by
the Council)

Advances to contactors, vendors and employees for
purchases

•

Above PKR 500,000

Y
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AUTHORITY TO APPROVE
AUTHORITY ITEM
Council

•

Up to PKR 500,000

•

Up to PKR 15,000

Chairman

M.D

Sr. Mgr.
(F&A)

Y
Y

OPERATING/RECURRING EXPENDITURE
Approval of annual operating budget

Y

Beyond operating budget provisions

Y
(delegated to
Chairman with
ratification by
the Council)

Expenditure within the approve budget
Above PKR 500,000

Y

Up to PKR 500,000

Y

Up to PKR 15,000

Y

AUDIT FEES
Determination

Y

RETAINERSHIP

•

Retainer ship (approval and fixation of
compensation)

Y
(delegated to
Chairman with
ratification by
the Council)

•

Payment of Retainer ship

Y

•

Other/legal expenses

Y

ADVANCE / LOANS
Against Expenses / Supplies

•

Above PKR 500,000

•

Up to PKR 500,000

•

Up to PKR 15,000

Against Salaries (equal to P.F balance account plus two

Y
Y
Y
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AUTHORITY TO APPROVE
AUTHORITY ITEM
Council

Chairman

M.D

gross salaries).

•

Management cadre

•

Executive cadre

Y

•

Support staff

Y

Y

RE-APPROPRIATION
Re-appropriation within overall capital and recurring
budget:

•

Above PKR 100,000

•

Up to PKR 100,000

Y
Y

BANKING FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS AND GUARANTEES
BANKING AND FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS

•

New Bank Account

•

Overdraft & Loans

•

Deposit for investment in Banks & NSC

•

Letters of Credit

Y

•

Other Investments

Y

•

Against Fixed Assets

Y
(delegated to
Chairman with
ratification by
the Council)

(delegated to
Chairman with
ratification by
the Council)

GURANTEES/ RECEIPTS

•

Bank Guarantee

Y

•

Acceptance of deposit from outsiders in cash or
bank guarantee and refunds

Y

Y

Sr. Mgr.
(F&A)
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3.2.6

Direct and Indirect Cost

As mentioned above separate project accounts are not maintained at PVTC (unless it is agreed as
per the contract terms with respective donors) hence direct and indirect cost cannot be bifurcated. As
per the audited accounts of PVTC, cost has been categorized into following main heads:
►

Salaries, wages and other benefits;

►

Printing and stationery;

►

Utilities;

►

Insurance;

►

Depreciation;

►

Laboratory consumables; and

►

Petrol, oil and lubricants.

However, currently there is no mechanism to allocate cost between direct and indirect cost.
3.2.7

Allowable and Unallowable Cost

PVTC financial records are maintained in MIS accounting software. MIS system has the capacity to
maintain separate project accounts. However, PVTC does not maintain separate accounts for any
project / donor. Project account is only maintained separately if it is agreed as per the contract terms
with respective donor.
The contract signed with donors is based on two factors, as follows:
►

Tuition fee of students

►

Stipend payable to student

The total value of contract is decided on the basis of these two factors plus number of students to be
trained under this funding.
The contract terms does not include any head wise breakup of cost or any other breakup which
describes the allowable cost or restrict some cost as unallowable. Hence, allowable and unallowable
cost cannot be identified at PVTC.
As per discussion, we have been informed that in case of one GIZ project where funding is being
made directly to the VTI, PVTC has maintained separate project accounts in MIS as required by the
contract terms. We were informed by the management that in this case all cost/expenses incurred as
per approved budget lines were treated as allowable cost and all other related and support activities
which were not detailed in budget lines were treated as unallowable cost.
3.2.8

Accounting / Bookkeeping System

PVTC is currently using MIS accounting software for recording of all the financial transactions. The
financial records including general ledger, subsidiary ledgers, trial balance and financial reports are
being maintained and prepared by MIS.
The financial data of other offices and VTI’s is transferred to the HO on a periodic basis, the data is
uploaded on MIS server by respective office on every 3rd and 20th of each month. Data is
consolidated at the central office level by F&A Department for monthly reporting purpose.
There is a defined chart of accounts at PVTC with three level coding. However, there is no separate
chart of accounts for any project. Also, project accounts are not separately maintained at PVTC
unless it is required in donor agreement.
3.2.8.1 Basis of accounting
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PVTC maintains its financial records on accrual basis of accounting, except for the funds received
under MOZU scheme where receipts are recorded on receipt basis and payments are recorded on
accrual basis. As per the latest audited financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2013, PVTC
follows the requirements of approved accounting standards, as applicable in Pakistan. Approved
accounting standards comprise of Accounting and Financial Reporting Standard for Medium-Sized
Entities (MSEs) issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan.
The accounting process can be divided into the following sub processes:
►
►

Income
Payments

3.2.8.2 Income
PVTC has the following sources of income:
►
►
►
►

Tuition fee
Grants and donations
Return on short term investment and saving accounts
Other income

Source of income
Tuition fee

Details
Tuition fee is generated from following sources against the training services provided to
students:
►

MOZU scholarships: The income under this scheme is generated from tuition fees
(PKR 2,000 per month per students) paid by Mustahiq students enrolled for training
under PVTC institutes for MOZU Educational Stipend Scheme. Funds under the
scheme are received from Provincial Zakat Council at PKR 2,500 / month for each
student which is transferred through bank to respective student’s account who then
pays PKR 2,000 / month to PVTC through crossed cheque which is deposited to the
bank on the same day while PKR 500 are retained by the student as stipend.
Funds received under MOZU scheme are accounted for on receipt basis while
stipend payable to the students is accounted for on accrual basis. These funds are
only recorded in fiduciary account and are not part of PVTC main accounts as PVTC
does not have any right on these funds. Only the fee which is charged to student
against rendering the services is recognized in main accounts as fee income.

►

Self-finance: The scheme is for students who have the capacity to finance
themselves. The amount of fees varies depending on nature of course which is
normally ranges between PKR 1,500 to 4,000/month.

►

Donors financed: The funds received from donors are recognized as tuition fee on
monthly basis against the training services rendered at VTI level. PVTC has received
funds from different donors including:
·

United Nations Children Funds (UNICEF)

·

National Vocational Technical Training Council (NAVTTC)

·

Paidaar Development Organization (PDO)

·

Punjab Skill Development Fund (PSDF)

·

Islamic Relief Fund (IRF)

·

International Organization of Migrates (IOM)

·

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
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Source of income
Grants
donations

and

Details
Grants and donations are received from following sources:

►

Government of Punjab: These funds are received from the Government of Punjab
through annual development programme funds. These funds can only be utilized for
establishment and up gradation of VTIs.

►

Others:
At VTI’s: These are the funds which have been directly paid to VTI’s by donor
agencies or government department for meeting operational expenses.
At PVTC: In few cases, the amount received from donors which is in excess after
paying VTI's contribution (student fee + stipend) for its services is treated by PVTC
as reserves.

Return on short
term
investment
and
saving
accounts

This income is generated from PLS savings account. PVTC operational account is PLS
savings account. Further, most of the VTI’s have their operational PLS savings accounts.
Currently, the interest rate on PVTC deposit accounts is 8.6% on monthly basis.
PVTC have short term investment in Term Deposits Receipts (TDR) of BoP. These TDRs
have fixed term maturity normally ranging from 06 Months to 01 year. Currently the
interest rate on these TDR ranges from 9.65% to 10% (profit to be credited on 06 monthly
basis).
Projected cash flow is prepared by F&A Department to identify funds that are available for
investment. Once identified Chairman PVTC makes the decision on value of funds which
shall be invested in long term and in short term investments. As instructed by the
Government of Punjab priority is given to BoP for investment of funds. We have been
informed that if any other designated bank is providing better interest rate then negotiation
are made with BoP, however, there is no documented evidence is maintained for this
purpose.
This income is recognized in the financial records on accrual basis. Supervisor F&A
makes the entry in MIS which is reviewed by AM F&A and the entry is posted by SM F&A.

Other income

Other income comprise of various sources including income generated from sale of asset,
and income generated from sale of clothes (made by students at VTI’s) etc.

3.2.8.3 Payments
Payments to vendors / suppliers / consultants
Payment process is initiated by the Administration Department which forwards the Payment Note
(along with all supporting’s) to relevant authority for authorization of payment as explained in section
3.2.8. Once approved by relevant authorities, the Payment Note is forwarded to F&A Department for
processing of payment.
F&A Department performs the following checks before further processing:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Purchase Requisition (PR) is properly authorized;
Budget check is performed again;
Stock register has been updated;
Inspection / Satisfactory report is attached;
Sale tax invoice is attached; and
Same quantity and amount is mentioned on PO and invoice.

In case of any discrepancy the Payment Note is returned to the Administration Department for
resolution of discrepancy.
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Upon satisfactory verification of documents, Supervisor F&A prepares the cheque and submits the
cheque along with the payment voucher and supporting documentation to AM F&A for review which is
then forwarded to SM F&A and concerned authorized signatories. All the payments are made through
crossed cheques signed by authorized signatories. Supervisor F&A makes the entry in MIS which is
reviewed by AM F&A and the entry is posted by SM F&A once the cheque is signed.
Payments to employees against loans / advances
PVTC provides loans / advances to its employees. As per the PVTC financial procedures maximum
advances / loans provided can be equivalent to the provident fund balance plus two gross salary of
respective employee. Loan / Advances are paid to Executive cadre and Support staff with approval of
MD and in case of Management Cadre personnel Chairman is the approving authority.
Payment vouchers are prepared on MIS by Supervisor F&A which is checked by AM F&A. Once
checked a request is generated by AM F&A to SM F&A for posting of voucher. SM F&A do not have
any right on editing or preparing voucher. If the voucher is wrongly posted, AM F&A raises a request
to SM F&A for un-posting the voucher. SM F&A un-post the voucher and required editing is made by
Supervisor F&A. Same process for posting of voucher is performed again.
3.2.9

Chart of Accounts, General Ledger and Financial Statements

PVTC is currently using MIS accounting software for recording of all the financial transactions. The
detailed Chart of Accounts with three level coding is defined in the MIS accounting system.
Changes in 3rd level of accounts can be made by AM F&A. However, changes in 1st and 2nd level of
accounts can only be made by Administrator MIS or SM F&A.
Financial statements are generated directly from MIS on monthly basis and closed on annual basis.
3.2.10 Financial Records Management
Record management of PVTC can be divided into the following sections:
3.2.10.1 MIS records maintenance
PVTC financial records are maintained in MIS accounting software. Other, major reports generated by
MIS include:
►
►
►
►

Annual accounts
Variance analysis (HO, RO, AO and VTI wise)
Students attendance
Job placement details
► Students on job training details
► Donor specific reports (if required)
Backup of MIS data is taken on real time basis on a backup server placed at PTCL headquarters
Lahore. In addition to this, every 20-25 days back up is taken on three hard drives which have been
placed in Chairman’s office, library and MIS Department.
3.2.10.2 Assets management
a)

Stores management

Following consumables / store registers are being manually maintained by Administration
Department:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Stationary register
Entertainment register
Crockery register
Stock register
Cleaning register
Electrical accessories register
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►
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Dry Cleaning register

On the receipt of stock the concerned Supervisor Administration updates the relevant stock registers
which is reviewed by SM Administration on random intervals and signs the bill to confirm that the
stock has been received.
The requisition is raised by the user on a pre-defined format which is reviewed by the concerned HoD
and is forwarded to Administration Department for issuance of stock. When materials are issued,
Supervisor Administration obtains a written acknowledgement from the concerned person. Once
issued, relevant stock register is updated by the respective Supervisor Administration which is
reviewed by SM Administration on random intervals.
b)

Fixed assets management

Administration Department maintains a fixed asset register manually on register which is updated on
regular basis. Currently, the types of fixed assets owned by PVTC include:
►
►
►
►

Vehicles
Buildings
Furniture and Fixture
IT equipment (Computers, laptops, Servers)

The fixed asset register includes the following heads:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Date of acquisition of asset
Particulars of asset
Cost of asset
Location / custody of asset
Disposal / transfer / scrap
Depreciation (opening balance / for the year)
Cumulative depreciation
Written down value

Further, PVTC follows the practice to tag its fixed assets at all the locations including regional and
areas office. However, during our review we noted that the fixed asset tagging exercise has not been
completed.
The depreciations method used for the fixed assets is straight line method.
The request for issuance of assets is raised by the user on a pre-defined format which is reviewed by
concerned HoD. The request is forwarded to concerned authority as per the approved threshold
provided in section 3.2.8 of the report.
We noted that there is no prescribed and documented fixed asset capitalization policy.
Once the goods are procured Administration Department receives the goods and signs the bill and
GRN, and updates the fixed assets register.
c)

Physical verification

We have been informed that physical verification of all stock is carried on yearly basis by the external
auditors as part of their audit procedure. However, management of PVTC does not perform physical
verification.
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3.2.11 Sources of Funding
Currently, PVTC has following sources of funding:
►
►
►
►
►

MOZU fund
Seed money
GoP fund
Donor and other government body funding
Fund generated from self-financed students

Kindly refer to section 3.2.8.2 for details of each funding sources.
3.2.12 Financial Reporting
PVTC is an autonomous body and its financial reporting is made to PVTC supreme body i.e. Council.
Stand-alone MIS is implemented at RO, AO and VTI’s. RO, AO and VTI’s servers are not linked with
HO on real-time basis. The financial data is submitted to the central office on a periodic basis, on
every 3rd and 20th of each month. Data is consolidated at central office level by F&A Department. Due
to limitation of MIS, the data received from other offices and VTI’s is consolidated using Ms. Excel
spread sheet.
However, we have been informed that management has initiated a project for implementation of ERP
with assistance from UNICEF. Till date, contract has been signed and implementation process will
begin in one to two weeks, which is expected to be completed within one year of inception.
Following ERP modules will be implemented:
►
►
►
►
►

General Ledger
Receivables
Payables
Cash management
Fixed asset

3.2.12.1 Financial statements closing process
PVTC prepares its accounts on monthly basis and accounts are closed at the end of each fiscal year.
At the end of the fiscal year, AM F&A raises a request to SM F&A to close the year accounts. After
ensuring all the records are updated and correct, the SM F&A fills the Year Closing Form on MIS and
accounts are closed. SM F&A and Administrator MIS only have the access to close year accounts.
Also, the access to activate a new month only lies with SM F&A and Administrator MIS.
In addition to the routine entries there are some additional adjusting entries which are prepared by
Supervisor F&A and reviewed by AM F&A and is posted by SM F&A. These entries include:
►
►
►
►

Provision for income tax, if applicable;
Year-end write offs for receivables, fixed assets, stocks and stores, based on above procedures;
Provision for doubtful MOZU funds / receivable; and
Other adjustments, if any.

The approval of Council is obtained related for all the above adjusting entries before financial
statements are approved.
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3.2.12.2 MIS reporting
MIS has the capacity to generate all types of reports required by management of PVTC. Currently the
major reports generated by MIS include:
►
►
►
►

Annual accounts
Variance analysis (central office, RO, AO and VTI wise)
Students attendance
Job placement details
► Students on job training details
► Donor specific reports (if required)
3.2.13 Audit and Review of Financial Statements
External audit of financial statements is conducted every year. Audit for the last year (year ended 30
June 2013) has been completed and the external auditors have issued un-qualified (clean) report. A
management letter has also been issued highlighting certain observations which have been discussed
between the auditor and PVTC management who have provided their comments. However, final ML
has not been issued till the date of our review.
3.2.14 Financial Management Personnel
Following is the profile of the key team members of F&A Department:
Experience (years)
Designation

Qualifications
PVTC

Others

Senior Manager F&A

ACMA

9 Years

7 Years

Deputy Manager F&A

ACMA

5 Years

3 Years

Assistant Manager F&A

M.Com & MIT

9 Years

5 Years

Assistant Manager F&A

MBA Finance & M.Com

8 Years

4 Years

Supervisor F&A

MBA HRM & Finance & MA
Economics

9 Years

5 Years

Computer Operator F&A

BA Dep. In Computer

9 Years

--
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3.2.15 Key findings in Financial Management and Internal Control
Systems

Overall Rating:
Low to Moderate

Detailed issues with EYFRSH recommendations and PVTC comments are mentioned below.
1.

Financial procedures and SOPs prepared by F&A are brief and do not cover
many aspects

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per better practices, organizations develop policies and internal guidelines / procedures for its business
processes and document them in the form of a manual. Further, such manuals are reviewed and approved by
the governing body of the organisation.
However, during our review of the Financial Procedures and SOPs developed by PVTC, we noted that
documentation is brief as it does not cover end to end processes for example in case of preparation and
posting of vouchers procedures, the process of rectification and modification of vouchers is not explained.
Further, these procedures have not been revised / updated since 2010 to cater for changes till date. Also
following key aspects have not been covered in the document:

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Threshold for the fixed assets capitalization policy
Payroll processing
Preparation and presentation of financial statements
Accounting entries
Documents retention policy
Taxation policy
Cash management policy

Moreover, we also noted that procurement thresholds defined in PVTC Finance Manual 2010 are not updated
according to PPR 2014.
Implication(s)
In absence of the formally defined / incomplete policies and procedures documents, there may be inconsistent
practices followed by different stakeholder, which may lead to operational issues for the entity and in some lack
cases lack of key controls / accountability.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that Financial Procedures and SOPs should be updated to cater all the missing areas listed
above. All updates in the manual shall be approved by the Council.
Further, on an annual basis such policies and procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the changes in
the entity’s practices. The changes should be approved by the Council.
Management Comment(s)

► Fixed Assets Capitalization Policy: The observation may be correct only to the extent that threshold has
not been defined to capitalize the expenditure. Rest of policies regarding capitalization exists.

► Payroll Processing: The matter relates to HR policies not related to Finance. Finance is only responsible
for payment of salaries, for which a complete process of payment is followed.

► Preparation and presentation of Financial Statements: A comprehensive process of monthly financial
reporting of PVTC and VTIs exists and reports are regularly submitted to the management on monthly
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basis. The same have also been shared with Assessors.

► Accounting Entries: The observation is not understood. Can the assessors point out any wrong entry is
passed in the books.

► Documents Retention Policy: No threshold is defined. However, all record is retained.
► Taxation Policy: As a policy, all the applicable tax laws are followed.
► A detailed SOP for cash management has been shared with Assessors. Please let us know if any
deficiency is found in that.

► Financial reporting has been defined in financial procedures of AOs and ROs. The same have been
shared with the assessors. The observation is not understood.
Assessors have rated the risk as Moderate to high without referring any transaction in which they have
assessed the moderate to high risk. In light of above, risk assessment should be redefined.
EY Response:
We understand that many practices are currently in place; however, to ensure consistency of practices we
have recommended a consolidated manual comprising all the missing information. This should be treated as
an improvement idea by PVTC for its SOPs.
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2.

MIS system does not provide integration between Financial System and
Academic System.

Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per the better practices, MIS system is implemented by the organizations to integrate various IT modules to
ensure proper recording and monitoring of database on real time basis. This integration helps in assessment of
information generated by the MIS system for different purposes for their stakeholders.
Currently, MIS Department has implemented an in house MIS system that helps in data processing and data
gathering at a single place. The current MIS system consists of two modules i.e. Academic System and
Financial System. Academic System covers all operational aspects while Financial System covers financial
aspects. Academic system covers following areas:

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Trainee Batch Management;
Trainee Profile Management;
Daily Attendance;
Daily Lesson Plans;
Manual Demand & Dispatch;
Sessional Marks;
Stipend Management;
Staff Management;
Exam & Certification System;
On-Job Training; and
First Placement, etc.
On the other hand, Financial System covers following three areas:

► General Ledger;
► MOZU; and
► Budget.
Currently both MIS modules are in operation throughout PVTC HO, RO, AO and VTIs level.
However, we noted that MIS system does not provide the integration between Financial System and Academic
System.
Implication(s)
In absence of integration of modules, management may not be aware of critical aspects of operations in timely
manners. Further, lack of integrations may cause following inefficiencies in overall operations.
►
►
►
►
►

Duplication of work;
Reconciliation and consolidation of data received from different sources;
Probability of more errors due to human involvement;
Wastage of staff time; and
Extra cost to manage the system.

Recommendation(s)
We recommend that management should ensure that the upcoming system (i.e. Oracle E Business Suit and
People Soft Campus Management) should provide the integration among the modules.
Management Comment(s)
To cover up integration gap as well as to induct new modules, ERP system is going to be launched soon.
Working on this ERP system is in progress. After the implementation of ERP system there will be quick and
controlled access to the information at all tiers of the management. This ERP system will be hosted in
centralized environment and will be accessed over the internet by all stakeholders.
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To further strengthen the security and functionality of ERP System, we need support to deploy VPN (Virtual
Private Network) for data, voice and video conferencing, Tablets to use mobile ERP application features,
capacity building and infrastructure development for enhanced Disaster recovery of application and data.
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3.

There is no prescribed and documented fixed asset capitalization policy.

Finding

Rating
Low to Moderate

As per the better practice, formal asset capitalization policy is adopted by the organisation based on nature of
items and its value. This practice helps in effective management of entire fixed assets and calculation of
deprecation as per accounting policy adopted by the organisation.
Currently, at PVTC, the budget is divided into two heads capital budget and recurring budget. Recurring budget
includes all the budgeted revenue expenses whereas capital budget includes all capital nature expenses. All
the assets which are purchased through capital budget are capitalized.
However, we noted that there is no formal (monetary) policy for capitalisation of fixed assets in compliance with
the requirement of the generally acceptable accounting standards / practices.
Implication(s)
In absence of a formal fixed asset policy low value items having useful life of less than one year may be
classified as fixed assets.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that a formal documented policy should be prepared, approved and implemented for
capitalization of fixed asset defining the minimum threshold (in monetary terms) and keeping in consideration
requirements of IAS 16 titled Property, Plant & Equipment.
Further there are certain assets which may not meet the criteria for capitalization (such as computer hard
drives or USB or other lower value office equipment) that may be expensed out in the year of purchase,
however, for better control memorandum records may be maintained for such items.
Management Comment(s)
Assets are capitalized as per Generally accepted accounting principles and standards. Only thing which is
missing is that we have not defined threshold for capitalization of expenditure. Rest of the components of
Capitalization policy exists. So assessors need to redefine the observation with respect to threshold and its
risk.
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4.

All fixed assets are not tagged and physical verification is not carried out

Finding

Rating
Moderate to High

As per better practices, when an asset is procured, the same is tagged with a unique asset code before being
handed over to the respective personnel / department. This assists in effective tracking of the asset. Further,
physical verification of fixed assets shall be carried out on periodic basis to ensure physical existence of asset
and its condition.
As per discussion with the management, we have been informed that PVTC has recently conducted an activity
to assign unique asset code to its assets, which have been tagged with the unique identification code.
However, we noted that all fixed assets of the organisation at the HO level are not tagged. Moreover, during
our visit to Central, South and North RO, we noted that all fixed assets have not been tagged. Further, we have
noted that management of PVTC has not established a practice to carry out periodic physical verification of
fixed assets and reconcile the results of such verification with fixed assets records.
Implication(s)
In absence of tagging of fixed assets, following implications may occur:
► Management assertion for existence as reflected in the financial statements may be impaired adversely.
► Reconciliation of records and physical existence of fixed assets may not be possible in the absence of
physical tags/ codes assigned to all the fixed assets.
► Lack of controls over assets may lead to misappropriation of assets, which may not be identified in a timely
manner.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend the following:

► PVTC should identify and carry out a fixed asset tagging exercise for all its assets which have not been
tagged till date of our review.

► All new assets procured should be tagged before issuance to the user department.
► Management should establish a formal policy and procedures for carrying out periodic physical verification
of assets. Outcome of fixed assets verification should be reconciled and reviewed on a periodic basis.
Management Comment(s)
Admin Department has already 80 % completed the task of pasting the Tags on fixed assets, however
remaining task will be completed within one month. We highly appreciate the recommendations given by your
esteemed organization. We are pleased to inform you that all the recommendations are already practiced.
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Procurement Systems

Overall Area Rating

Number of Findings
High

Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Low

-

01

01

01

Low to Moderate
Summary of Key Findings:
S. No.

Key findings identified during assessment

Issue rating

1

Documented policies and procedures manual not developed for
Procurement Department.

Moderate to High

2

No formal complaint handling system in place with respect to
procurements.

Low to Moderate

3

No practice to prepare consolidated annual procurement plan at
entity wide level, further existing procurement plan prepared
individually at HO, RO, AO and VTIs level require improvement.

Low
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Procurement Policies, Procedures and Practices

Procurement process is a decentralized function for value below PKR 1 million and is carried out at
respective locations i.e. HO, RO, AO and VTIs levels. Procurement of goods / services / works above
PKR 1 million which are conducted centrally.
Administration Department at the HO, RO, AO and VTIs are responsible for procurements of goods,
services and works. Following is the current structure of Administration Department:

The following table highlights the qualification and experience of the key management working in the
Administration Department and engaged in procurement activities:
S.
No.

Experience (Years)
Designation

Qualification
PVTC

Others

B.Sc. Engineering

16

8

1

Senior Manager Administration

2

Deputy Manager Administration (Procurement)

MBA

6

5

3

Assistant Manager Administration (Insurance)

MBA in MIS

9

12

3.3.2

Procurement Policies, Procedures and Practices

There are no documented policies and procedures for procurements at HO level, however, the
authority levels are documented in the Financial Procedures 2010 of PVTC. The procurement policies
and procedures for procurement at RO / AO are covered in Financial Manual for RO – 2009 while
VTIs level procurement policies and procedures covered in Financial Manual of VTIs - 2007.
On 13 March 2014, PVTC has adopted the PPRA 2014. All the procurements since the date of
adoption are executed as per the said rules.
VTIs, RO and AO also follow PPR 2014 in addition to the procedures mentioned in their respective
financial manuals. However, if there is any conflict between PVTC’s financial / procurement
procedures with PPRA 2014, then PPRA 2014 prevails.
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Financial manuals of PVTC HO, RO, AO and VTIs are not yet updated as per guidelines of PPRA,
2014. As per revised rules, the following procurement requirements are applicable from 13 March
2014 to HO, RO, AO and VTIs:
Method of procurement
as per PPRA 2014
Small
purchases
50,000)

recurring
(below PKR

Description
Recurring purchases below RKR 50,000 can be made without following bidding
process or quotation of prices; however Administration Department collects at
least three quotations for ensuring accuracy and transparency while making
recurring purchases other than retail goods where price are generally fixed.

Three quotations method

From PKR 50,000 up to PKR 100,000; all purchases can be made using three
quotation methods.

Competitive Bidding

Above PKR 100,000; all purchases will be made through competitive bidding.

Single stage
envelope

–

one

In single stage – one envelope bidding the bid comprises one single envelope
containing, financial proposal and technical proposal (if any).

Single stage
envelope

–

two

In single stage – two envelope procedure the bid comprise a single package
containing two separate envelopes. Each envelope contains separately the
financial proposal and the technical proposal. Initially only the technical proposal is
opened and no amendments in the technical proposal are allowed during the
evaluation. After approval of technical proposal, financial proposals of the
technically accepted bids are opened publically. The financial bids of technically
non-responsive proposals are returned unopened.
Whether to use single stage (single or two envelope method) depends on the
goods to be procured as decided by respective authorities. These methods are not
distinguished on the basis of monetary values.

Two stage
procedure

–

bidding

In two stage bidding procedure, at first stage the bidders submit technical proposal
without price. During this method the procuring agency can revise, delete, modify
or add any aspect of the technical requirements or evaluation criteria.
Additionally, it can add new requirements or criteria not inconsistent with the rules
that procuring agency communicated to all the bidders equally at the time of
invitation to submit final bids, and sufficient time is allowed to the bidders to
prepare their revised bids.
In second stage the bidders who have been technically shortlisted and who are
willing to confirm their bids to the revised technical requirements of the procuring
agency are invited to submit a revised technical proposal along with the financial
proposal.

Two stage – two envelope
bidding procedure

In two stages – two envelope bidding procedure, in first stage the bids are
received in a single package containing two separate envelopes. Each envelope
contains separately the financial proposal and the technical proposal. In this, a
bidder who is willing to conform to the revised technical specifications and whose
bids have not been rejected already submits a revised technical proposal along
with the original financial proposal, according to the technical requirement.
This method is used where alternative technical proposals are possible, such as
type of machinery or equipment or manufacturing plant.
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Details of different types of procurements with responsible competent / approving authority at HO, RO, AO and
VTIs level is provided below:
Types of
Procurement

Financial Limits
(PKR)

Principal
Procurement
Officer (PPO)**

Approving Authority

Procurement under Capital and Operating Budget – PVTC HO level
Petty Purchases

Up to 15,000

Supervisor
Administration

15,001- 500,000

Sr. Manager F&A
Managing Director

Above 500,000
Procurement of
goods and
Services*

(within overall approved capital
budget)

Deputy Manager
Administration

Chairman

Delegated to Chairman
subject to ratification by
the Council

Beyond Capital / Operating budget
provision
Procurement under Capital and Operating Budget – PVTC RO / AO level
Petty Purchases

2,501 – 5,000
Procurement of
goods and
Services*

Regional Manager

Up to 2,500
Deputy Manager and
Administration &
Accounts – RO

Regional Manager

5,001 – 500,000

Managing Director

Above 500,000

Chairman PVTC

Procurement under Capital and Operating Budget – VTIs level
Petty Purchases

Procurement of
goods and
Services*

Up to 10,000

Principal VTI

10,001 – 50,000

Executive Member – TMC

50,001 – 500,000

Admin and Accounts
Officer (AAO) – VTI

President DBOM

500,001 – 1,000,000

DBOM

Above 1,000,000

Chairman PVTC

* Method of procurement as described in PPRA 2014 (ref. table provide in section 3.3.2 above) is
dependent upon nature of desired goods / services.
** PPO is responsible / accountable for carrying out the activities related to procurements.
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Compliance with Policies and Procedures

Procurement process for different level of procurement at HO, RO, AO and VTIs level provided
below:
3.3.3.1 Procurement process at HO Level:
i.

Procurement Planning:

An activity plan is submitted by the respective Administration Department of HO, RO, AO and VTIs
by March – April of each year which is the basis for preparing annual budget identifying capital and
recurring expenses to be incurred during the year. Further, a procurement plan is prepared by the
Administration Department for the HO level procurement. However, the procurement plan prepared
at HO level is not approved by MD / Chairman and is very brief and only provides detail of tentative
date of different procurements and do not provides following detail:
►
►
►
►
►
►
ii.

Preparation of technical specifications / bid documents / ToRs;
Advertisement dates;
Evaluation dates;
Approval dates from concerned authorities;
Contract signing dates; and
Contract completion dates.
Procurement Execution:

User department raises demand for required goods on a standard requisition form and gets it
approved by the competent authority (i.e. approving authority and detail provided in section 3.3.2
above). Requisition is reviewed by Deputy Manager Finance for budget availability.
Requisition form is then shared with the Administration Department for further processing. If goods
are available in stock, Deputy Manager Administration proceeds to issue required good from
available stock. If stock is not available for required good and there is an existing contract with a
supplier (in case of stationery items only), Deputy Manager proceeds to issue purchase order to the
supplier as per terms of the contract. However, if required items is not available in the stock and
there is no existing contract with a supplier or in case of request for procurement of services,
following procedures approved under notification reference PVTC/CHR/2010/861 dated 3 August
2010 of Financial Procedures 2010 are performed:
Procurement
threshold (PKR)

Up to 15,000

Policy Description and Procedure*

Procurement is approved by the Senior Manager F&A. All purchases are conducted by
Deputy Manager Administration directly from open market without obtaining any
quotations i.e. from a single source.
Procurement above 15,000 up to 300,000 are made through obtaining at least three
quotations and based on the recommendations of a Purchase Committee that is
constituted by Managing Director.

15,001- 500,000*

The Committee is headed by an Officer having at least status of Manager and has at
least three members one each from the Administration, Finance and any other
department. This Committee provides recommendations on the basis of quality and
price after obtaining at least three quotations.
Procurement above PKR 300,000 upto PKR 500,000 is made through competitive
bidding by advertising in the any two newspapers and based on recommendations of
Purchase Committee. Constitution of Purchase Committee is same as mentioned
above.
After tender / proposal submissions by the bidders, Assistant Manager / Deputy
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Procurement
threshold (PKR)

Policy Description and Procedure*
Manager Administration prepare comparative statements and share it with the
Purchase Committee for selection of appropriate vendor. Final selection of vendor is
approved on the basis of recommendation of Purchase Committee.
When final approvals are obtained to initiate transaction with the selected vendor, a
draft contract is prepared and presented to Purchase Committee and shared with Legal
Department as well before sharing with vendor. Purchase Committee approves the
contract draft based on recommendation of Deputy Manager Legal. Approved contract
is issued for agreement with approved vendor.
All procurements above PKR 500,000 are approved by Chairman PVTC. Procurement
is made by open tendering / bidding by advertising in any two reputed newspapers.

Method of procurement as described in PPRA 2014 (ref. table provide in
section 3.3.2 above) is dependent upon nature of desired goods / services and
approved competent authority decides procurement method for goods /
services.
Above 500,001
( within overall
approved capital
budget)*

Chairman is authorized to issue any instruction(s) on case to case basis to ensure
economy, efficiency, transparency and equal opportunities throughout procurement
process.
Purchase Committee is constituted by Managing Director. The Committee is headed by
an Officer having at least status of Manager and has at least three members one each
from the Administration, Finance and any other department. This Committee gives
recommendations considering the quality and price. After bid / proposal submissions by
bidders, process is same as mentioned in above threshold.
However, purchases of goods and services, irrespective of their value, of the famous
brands, may be procured on single source basis from the original supplier /
manufacturer / authorized dealer. We understand this is not consistent with the better
competitive procurement principle, however, an exception has been allowed in the
policy to make it efficient in exceptional circumstances.

Beyond Capital /
Operating budget
provision*

Procurement process is same as described above except that approval of Chairman is
subject to ratification by the Council...

* Method of procurement as described in PPRA 2014 (ref. table provide in section 3.3.2 above) is dependent upon nature of
desired goods / services and approved competent authority decides procurement method for goods / services.

iii.

Procurement contract management and disbursement:

Compliance with all the terms and conditions of the signed contract is ensured by Senior Manager
Administration. Deputy Manager Administration and Assistant Manager Administration are responsible
to ensure timely delivery of goods or services by the suppliers in accordance with signed contract. All
vendor bills / invoices are paid only after obtaining satisfactory written remarks of user department on
vendor invoice who requested the goods or service. Please refer section 3.2.4 of Financial
Management and Internal Control Systems for further detail on payment process.
3.3.3.2 Procurement process at RO and AO Level:
i.

Procurement planning

The Activity plan referred to in section 3.2.1 above is used as a procurement plan; however, no
separate procurement plan is prepared for respective RO and AO.
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Procurement execution

Currently, Admin and Accounts Officer at the respective region execute all procurements at regional
level under the guidance of RM / AM.
User department raises demand for required goods on a standard requisition form and gets it
approved by the competent authority (i.e. approving authority and detail provided in section 3.3.2
above). Requisition is reviewed by Deputy Manager for budget availability. Requisition form is then
share with Admin and Accounts Officer for further processing. Admin and Accounts Officer proceeds
to issue required good from available stock. If required item is not available in the stock and there is
an existing contract with a supplier (in case of stationery items only) or in case of request for
procurement of services, Admin and Accounts Officer proceeds to issue purchase order to the
supplier as per terms of the contract. However, if stock is unavailable and there is no existing
contract, following procedures approved by Council in 38th meeting dated 9 May 2009.:
Procurement
threshold (PKR)

Policy Description and Procedure**

0 - 2,500

Procurement of goods or services is conducted from open market without obtaining any
quotations by Admin and Accounts Officer (AAO) and it is approved by RM.

2,501 to 5,000

Procurement of goods or services is conducted by Admin and Accounts Officer (AAO)
and approved by RM after obtaining at least three quotations from open market.
Procurement above PKR 5,000 up to PKR 100,000 are made through obtaining at least
three quotations and based on approval by Managing Director.

5,001 – 300,000*

Procurement above 100,000 up to 300,000 are made through obtaining at least three
quotations and based on the recommendations of a Purchase Committee that is
constituted by RM. The Committee is headed by RM or his / her nominee, Senior
Principal of District, AM and Deputy Manager. This Committee provides
recommendations considering quality and price after obtaining at least three
quotations.
Procurement above 300,000 up to 500,000 are made through open tendering through
advertisement in any two newspapers and based on the recommendations of a
Purchase Committee that is constituted by RM. Constitution of Purchase Committee is
same as mentioned above.
All procurements above PKR 500,000 are approved by Chairman PVTC. Constitution
of Purchase Committee is same as mentioned above. Procurement is made by open
tendering / bidding by advertising in any two reputed newspapers.

300,001 and above*

Chairman is authorized to issue any instruction(s) on case to case basis to ensure
economy, efficiency, transparency and equal opportunities throughout procurement
process.
After tender / quotation/ proposal submissions by bidders, Deputy Manager RO
prepares comparative statements and shares it with the Purchase Committee for
selection of appropriate vendor. Final selection of vendor is approved on the basis of
recommendation of Purchase Committee. When final approvals are obtained to initiate
transaction with the selected vendor, a draft contract is prepared and presented to
Purchase Committee and shared with Legal Department as well before sharing with
vendor. Purchase Committee approves the contract draft based on recommendation of
Deputy Manager Legal. Approved contract is issued for agreement with approved
vendor.

* Method of procurement as described in PPRA 2014 (ref. table provide in section 3.3.2 above) is dependent upon nature of
desired goods /services and approved competent authority decides procurement method for goods / services.
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Procurement contract management and disbursement:

Compliance with the all terms and conditions of the signed contract / PO is monitored by respective
RM / AM with the assistance of Admin and Accounts Officer. Admin and Accounts Officer is
responsible to ensure timely delivery of goods or services by suppliers in accordance with signed
contract. All vendor bills and invoices are paid only after obtaining satisfactory written remarks of
user department on vendor invoice who requested the goods or service. Please refer section 3.2.4 of
Financial Management and Internal Control Systems for further detail on payment process.
3.3.3.3 Procurement process at VTIs Level:
i.

Procurement planning:

The Activity plan referred in section 3.2.1 above is used as a procurement plan; however, no separate
procurement plan is prepared for respective VTIs.
ii.

Procurement Execution

Currently, Admin and Accounts Officer at respective VTI execute all the procurements under the
guidance of Principal - VTI.
User raises demand for required goods on a standard requisition form and gets it approved by the
competent authority (i.e. approving authority and detail provided in section 3.3.2 above). Requisition
is reviewed by Principal for budget availability. Requisition form is then shared with the Admin and
Accounts Officer for further processing. Admin and Accounts Officer proceeds to issue required good
from available stock (in case of stationery items only). If stock is not available for required good and
there is an existing contract with a supplier, Admin and Accounts Officer proceeds to issue purchase
order to the supplier as per terms of the contract. However, if required items is not available in the
stock and there is no existing contract or in case of request for procurement of services, following
procedures approved under notification reference PVTC/FIN/2008/114/636 dated 28 March 2008
Procurement
threshold (PKR)
0- 5,000

Policy Description and Procedure*

Procurement of goods or services is conducted from open market without obtaining any
quotations by Admin and Accounts Officer and it is approved by Principal of VTI.
Procurement of goods or services above PKR 5,000 up to PKR 10,000 is conducted by
Admin and Accounts Officer and approved by Principal of VTI after obtaining at least
three quotations from open market.

5001- 200,000

Procurement of goods or services above 10,000 up to 50,000 is conducted by Admin
and Accounts Officer and approved by Executive Member of Tehsil Management
Committee (TMC) on the recommendations of Principal of VTI after obtaining at least
three quotations from open market.
Procurement of goods or services above 50,000 up to 200,000 is conducted by Admin
and Accounts Officer and approved by President DBOM based on recommendation of
Purchase Committee formed by President DBOM. The committee is headed by
Executive Member TMC and has Principal VTI and at least one member from staff of
VTI and Admin and Accounts Officer.

Above 200,000

Procurement of goods or services above PKR 200,000 up to PKR 500,000 is carried
out through open tendering / bidding by advertising in two reputed national
newspapers. Procurement conducted by Admin and Accounts Officer and approved by
President DBOM based on recommendation of Purchase Committee formed by
President DBOM. Constitution of Purchase Committee is same as mentioned above.
In case of Procurement of goods or services above PKR 500,000 up to PKR 1000,000
is carried out as describe above para except that final approval provided by DBOM
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Procurement
threshold (PKR)

Policy Description and Procedure*
based on recommendation of Purchase Committee.
In case of Procurement of goods or services above PKR 1000,000 is carried out as
describe above para except that final approval provided by Chairman PVTC based on
recommendation of Purchase Committee.

iii.

Procurement contract management and disbursement:

Compliance with the all terms and conditions of the signed contract / PO is monitored by respective
Principal of VTI with the assistance of Admin and Accounts Officer. Admin and Accounts Officer is
responsible to ensure timely delivery of goods or services by suppliers in accordance with signed
contract. All vendor bills and invoices are paid only after obtaining satisfactory written remarks of
user department on vendor invoice who requested the goods or service. Please refer section 3.2.4of
Financial Management and Internal Control Systems for further detail on payment process.
3.3.4

Procurement and Sub-awards

There are no current projects whereby PVTC enters into sub award / contractual arrangements;
hence there are no specific policies or procedures documented in this respect.
Code of Conduct followed in procurement process
PVTC follows a code of conduct approved in ESR 2014 by Council. Code of conduct is communicated
to all employees at HO, RO, AO and VTIs level. Code of conduct cover the guidelines on the following
key aspects:
► Wilful insubordination or disobedience, whether alone or in combination with others, to any lawful
and reasonable verbal/written order of a superior.
► Theft, fraud or dishonesty in connection with the Council business or property.
► Wilful damage to or loss of Council goods or property
► Taking or giving bribes or any illegal gratification
► Habitual absence without leave or absence without leaves for more than a week.
► Habitual late attendance.
► Breach of any law.
► Riotous or disorderly behavior or any act subversive of discipline.
► Habitual negligence or neglect of work.
► Disregard of instructions.
► Improper behavior, such as drunkenness.
► Making false or misleading statements.
► Inefficient, dilatory, careless or wasteful working
► Malingering
► Strike or inciting others to strike.
► Go-slow
► Making commitment in business beyond the scope of delegated authority or detrimental to the
interests of the PVTC or VTI.
► Joining PVTC or VTI under false pretense.
► Joining any other employment or taking other vocation or trade while in service of the Council
without prior permission of the Management.
► Bring any influence / pressure to the officers including the immediate supervisor and Competent
Authority or whatsoever, in order to gain advantage or make him/her to do anything in his or her
favor or in someone else favor.
► Getting employment on the basis of non-recognized degree/diploma/certificate/credentials.
► Conduct unbecoming of an officer/employee and a gentleman.
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Further, PVTC follows the PPRA 2014 which requires avoiding corrupt and fraudulent practices.
‘Corrupt and fraudulent practice’ means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of anything of value
to influence the action of a public official or the contractor in the procurement process or in contract
execution to the detriment of the procuring agency; or misrepresentation of facts in order to influence
a procurement process or the execution of a contract, collusive practices among bidders (prior to or
after bid submission) designed to establish bid prices at artificial, non-competitive levels and to
deprive the procuring agency of the benefits of free and open competition and any request for, or
solicitation of anything of value by any public official in the course of the exercise of his duty; it may
include any of the following practices:
► Coercive practice by impairing or harming, or threatening to impair or harm, directly or indirectly,
any party or the property of the party to influence the actions of a party to achieve a wrongful gain
or to cause a wrongful loss to another party;
► Collusive practice by arrangement between two or more parties to the procurement process or
contract execution, designed to achieve with or without the knowledge of the procuring agency to
establish prices at artificial, noncompetitive levels for any wrongful gain;
► Corrupt practice by offering, giving, receiving or soliciting, directly or indirectly, of anything of
value to influence the acts of another party for wrongful gain;
► Fraudulent practice by any act or omission, including a misrepresentation, that knowingly or
recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party to obtain a financial or other benefit or to
avoid an obligation;
► Obstructive practice by harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly, persons or their
property to influence their participation in a procurement process, or affect the execution of a
contract or deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering or concealing of evidence material to the
investigation or making false statements before investigators in order to materially impede an
investigation into allegations of a corrupt, fraudulent, coercive or collusive practice; or threatening,
harassing or intimidating any party to prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of matters relevant
to the investigation or from pursuing the investigation, or acts intended to materially impede the
exercise of inspection and audit rights;
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Overall Rating:
3.3.5

Key findings in Procurement System
Low to Moderate

Detailed issues with EYFRSH recommendations and PVTC comments are mentioned below:
1.

Documented policies and procedures manual not developed for Procurement
Department.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per the better practices, organizations develop policies and internal guidelines / procedures for its business
processes and document them in the form of a manual. Further, such manuals are reviewed and approved by
the governing body of the organisation.
Currently respective staff of each department of PVTC is following guidelines / instructions of the senior
management to perform different functions of procurement.
However, we noted that there are no documented policies and procedure documents for the Procurement
Department.
Implication(s)
In absence of the formally defined / incomplete policies and procedures documents, there may be inconsistent
practices followed for the above mentioned areas which may lead to operational issues. Also this may lead to
lack of controls and formal accountability mechanism.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that policies and procedures for the procurement function should be documented adequately.
Further, on an annual basis such policies and procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the changes in
the entity’s practices. The changes should be approved by the Council.
Compliance with the above policy should be checked by the IAD during their exercise.
Management Comment(s)
Formal policies and procedures manuals are under preparation and procedures are in place and being
practiced. Moreover PPRA rules are being followed by PVTC in letter and spirit.
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2.

No formal complaint handling system in place with respect to procurements.

Finding

Rating
Low to Moderate

As per the better practices, organizations have formal complaint handling system and constitute a committee
for redressal of grievances to address complaints of bidders that may occur prior to the entry into force of the
procurement contract.
Currently, we have been informed vendors’ complaints regarding procurement process of PVTC are received
through emails to Managing Director or Chairman of PVTC. Further at RO, AO and VTIs level, vendors lodge
complaints to RMs / AMs or respective Principals that actually involved in whole procurement process.
However, we noted that there is no formally designed compliant login, recording and handling system
established for PVTC, at HO, RO, AO and VTIs levels.
Implication(s)
Lack of a formal / well designed complaints handling mechanism may adversely impact procurement
transparency and fair competition principles.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that there should be a formal and well-designed complaint management system for having the
following key features to keep the procurement process transparent and ensure fair competition.

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Commitment;
Fairness;
Transparency and access;
Responsiveness;
Privacy and confidentiality;
Accountability; and
Systematic approach in recording complaints and outcomes.

Management Comment(s)
There is a proper system of handling complaints through replaying to all the manual mail and electronic mails
received by the offices of Chairman / MD. However, all the complaints pertaining to procurements are dealt in
accordance with PPRA rules.
As stated in above para there is proper complaint mechanism system strictly followed as per PPRA Rules in
order to make the procurement process transparent and fair through constitution of committee comprising of
odd members not less than three in line with guidelines set by PPRA i.e.:

► The procuring agency shall constitute a committee comprising of odd number of persons, with proper
powers and authorizations, to address the complaints of bidders that may occur prior to the entry into
force of the procurement contract.

► Any bidder feeling aggrieved by any act of the procuring agency after the submission of his bid may
lodge a written complaint concerning his grievances not later than fifteen days after the announcement
of the bid evaluation report under rule 35.

► The committee shall investigate and decide upon the complaint within fifteen days of the receipt of the
complaint.

► Mere fact of lodging of a complaint shall not warrant suspension of the procurement process.
► Any bidder not satisfied with the decision of the committee of the procuring agency may lodge an appeal
in the relevant court of jurisdiction.
We highly appreciate the recommendations given by your esteemed organization. We are pleased to inform
you that all the recommendations are already practiced.
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EY Response:
Our recommendation is specific to formalize and improve existing complaints management mechanism related
to procurement. We understand on a case to case basis when complaints are received, these may be
addressed / responded. Kindly refer to the recommendation for details improvement that can be made, which
will be helpful to make procurement process more transparent.
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3.

No practice to prepare consolidated annual procurement plan at entity wide
level, further existing procurement plan prepared individually at HO, RO, AO
and VTIs level require improvement.

Finding

Rating

Low

As per better practice, organizations prepare consolidated procurement plans which specify timelines of
different activities of procurement like preparation of technical specifications / bid documents / ToRs,
advertisement dates, evaluation dates, contract signing dates, contract completion dates , etc. to ensure that
planning for procurement of goods / services is according to desired requirements of organisation.
Currently, activity plan submitted by respective Administration Department of HO, Regional / AO and VTIs by
March – April of each year which is the basis for preparing annual budget identifying capital and recurring
expenses to be incurred during the year. Further, a procurement plan is prepared by the Administration
Department for the HO level procurement.
However, we noted the following:

► The procurement plan prepared at HO level is not approved by MD / Chairman and is very brief and does
not have all the required information, to make it an effective planning tool.

► No procurement plans are being developed at the Regional / AO and VTI level, which can then be
consolidated to provide an entity wide procurement plan.

► Further, no centralized, consolidated and electronic record of procurements made by PVTC at various
level is maintained to enable effective monitoring.
Implication(s)
Lack of planning / monitoring over procurement processes may lead to inefficiency in the procurement process.
Further common procurements entity wide (for example office equipment) may not be consolidated to seek the
benefits of bulk procurement.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that management of PVTC should prepare a consolidated procurement plan against each
approved procurement to ensure that each activity complete within stipulated time.
Further procurement plan currently prepared at HO level should comprise following additional information and
timelines to improve the effectiveness of planning tool:

►
►
►
►
►
►

Preparation of technical specifications / bid documents / ToRs;
Advertisement dates;
Evaluation dates;
Approval dates from concerned authorities;
Contract signing dates; and
Contract completion dates.

Further, we recommend that management should maintain a consolidated database of all the procurements
being carried out throughout the entity at various levels, including HO, region and VTI. Such procurement MIS /
database should be reviewed on a periodic basis by the senior management and should be compared with
approved procurement consolidated plan.
Management Comment(s)

► Please refer to your quires regarding consolidate annual procurement plan, we are pleased to inform you
that before proceeding for the procurement at all levels budgets are prepared and amounts are allocated in
different heads which is subject to approval of the Chairman / MD after discussion in the Council Meetings
for the purpose of sanctioning of Council.

► It may be appreciated that Japanese model of procurement advocates that in order to insured the saving,
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purchases are carried out purely on demand basis which usually subjected to changes keeping in view the
quality, price and availability of the items.

► We already have MIS system, however PVTC management is planning to switch over to ERP system in
order to maintain transparency and efficiency to optimal standards.
We highly appreciated the recommendations given by your esteemed organization. We are pleased to inform
you that all the recommendations are already practiced in letter & sprit.
EY Response:
Based on our understanding of better practices, we have recommended a consolidated procurement plan for
PVTC with few improvements to be made in the format of procurement plan. Management may consider to
improve its controls over procurement planning.
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Human Resource Systems

Overall Area Rating

Number of Findings
High

Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Low

-

-

04

-

Low to Moderate

Summary of Key Findings:
S. No.

Key findings identified during assessment

Issue rating

1

Vacant key positions in different departments as per approved
organizational structure.

Low to Moderate

2

Limited trainings provided to PVTC staff on recent development /
progress on their respective role / functions.

Low to Moderate

3

ESR 2014 does not cover key aspects relating to HR functions.

Low to Moderate

4

Employee payroll is prepared manually, which is subject to intentional /
unintentional errors and inefficiencies.

Low to Moderate
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Overall HR Policies and Procedures

PVTC has its staff at four different levels; i.e. HO, RO, AO and VTIs.
HR matters (e.g. staff hiring, promotion, termination, salaries etc.) of HO, RO and AO are dealt by
PVTC HO. However, VTIs are independent for their own staff hiring (except Principal), promotion,
removal, salaries and other HR matters. All such matters at VTIs level performed under supervision of
members of TCM and DBOM.

PVTC has documented HR related policies and procedures in ESR 2008 approved by Council on 14
June 2008. In addition, the guidelines provided by Punjab Employees Efficiency, Discipline and
Accountability (PEEDA) Act 2006 are also being followed by PVTC. ESR 2008 has been updated in
March 2014 and revised ESR is approved by PVTC Council on 10 April 2014. The approved ESR
2014 covers the following aspects of HR under different chapters:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Designations, grades, qualification, experience & staff strength;
Recruitment policy;
Promotion;
Terms and conditions of service;
Discipline & disciplinary action;
Pay scale / compensation / fringe benefits;
Leave entitlements; and
Training (local & foreign).

However, following are some major aspects which are not covered in ESR:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Annual HR planning;
Monitoring of annual HR plan;
Employee files and database management;
Time sheet management;
Demotion policy;
Health and Safety;
Conflict of Interest;
Policy of personal and official visitors;
Employee dress code;
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► Employee identification cards;
► IT (computer equipment and software) usage; and
► Security policy
3.4.1.1 HR Procedures at PVTC HO, RO and AO
a)

HR planning

PVTC Council is the final authority for creation of any new position or removal of existence position.
However, Chairman may also create any post (s) in case of urgent need subject to the ratification by
the Council.
HR requirement is identified annually as a part of annual budgeting process of PVTC through getting
feedback from all departments / offices (covering HO, RO and AO).
For incorporation in budgets, HoDs of each department are responsible for planning of their
departments proposed positions while RMs are responsible for planning of proposed positions of their
respective RO and AO. The budget preparation and approval process is explained under section
3.2.1 of Financial Management and Internal Control Systems.
HR Department also prepares a consolidated plan for HO, RO and AO for creation of positions as
identified above and forwards it to the Chairman for approval. Chairman provides his approval subject
to ratification by the Council. If Council meeting is imminent then HR Department share proposal
directly to Council through Chairman. Once a position is approved by the Council, appointing authority
(detail of appointment authority provided in annexure 5) may then hire the employee as per
recruitment procedure mentioned below.
b)

Recruitment process

We have been informed that currently there is a ban (through a letter ref. no. SOR-IV(S&GAD) 10-5 /
2013 dated 18 January 2013) on hiring in all Punjab Government organization (including PVTC head
office, RO, AO and its VTIs). The letter has been circulated by Additional Secretary (PP&CM),
S&GAD on behalf of CM Punjab.
However, PVTC has obtained exemption from the above ban on recruitment at VTI level through a
letter ref. no. 8342/13 received on 25 March 2014 by Secretary, S&GAD, to Chief Minister Punjab.
The exemption letter allows recruitment on the following positions:
Name of Position at VTI

No. of Positions

Principals

20

Admin and Accounts Officers

33

Admission and Placement Officers

44

Instructors

206

Lab Assistant

146

Support Staff

50

Total no. of positions

499

We have also been informed that for PVTC HO, RO and AO level recruitment, a request for
exemption for the above said ban has been submitted, however, till date of our review exemption has
not yet been provided. Details of sanctioned, existing and vacant positions at HO, RO, AO and VTIs
level provided in annexure 7.
Once budget is approved and a staff has to be recruited, head of respective department initiates
demand and Assistant Manager HR initiates the recruitment process. Hiring of personnel is conducted
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as prescribed policy provided in chapter 3 ‘Recruitment Policy’ of ESR 2014. Currently, hiring is being
conducted in the following categories:
►
►
►
►
i.

Permanent staff
Long term extendable contract
Temporary / part time
Special assignment and Internship
Permanent staff hiring procedures

PVTC have 3 broader level grades including Management Cadre (M), Executive Cadre (E) and NonManagement Cadre (S). Following are the details of designation and grades under each Cadre:
The Chairman of PVTC is directly appointed by CM of Punjab along with other Council Member. For
all other posts, HR Department advertises the post in at least two national newspapers through
Director General Public Relations (DGPR) who conducts advertisements on behalf of all government
entities.
Based on the advertisement, candidates are required to submit their applications to National Testing
Service (NTS). NTS is an autonomous body which is engaged in conducting test and assessment for
admissions, scholarships, recruitments for public and private sector. NTS organizes written tests for
the candidates and on the basis of NTS’ test results; candidates are shortlisted as per the eligibility
criteria defined by PVTC. Shortlisting conducted by NTS is called as provisional shortlisting. After
provisional shortlisting, NTS submits the following documents of applicants to PVTC:
► Soft copy of candidates test results;
► Hard copy of candidates test results; and
► Applications submitted by candidates.
Once results of candidates are submitted along with other documents by NTS, final shortlisting of
candidates is conducted by PVTC’s Selection Board and Appointing Authorities as defined in ESR
2014 under clause 11.
Once shortlisting is complete, interviews are conducted by the Selection Board. Selection Board
shortlists and refer at least two candidates to Appointing Authority. Final selection of candidate is
approved by appointing authorities based on recommendations of Selection Board. Please refer
annexure 5 for detail of appointing authorities and members of selection boards for hiring staff under
different grades.
Salary of the newly recruited employee is decided as per the salary notification (i.e. PVTC / CHR / 12 /
1026) which is approved by PVTC Council on 1 May 2012. PVTC Council is the final authority for
approval of salary of an employee at HO level while selection board is the final authority for approval
of salary of an employee at RO and AO level.
ii.

Appointment on long term extendable contract

Procedure for hiring of staff under long term extendable contract is same as mentioned in permanent
staff hiring. Please refer to “permanent staff hiring and procedure”.
Staff may be hired on long term contract basis i.e. for three years, and it may be extended for
additional three years subject to performance / appraisal of concerned employee. Staff may be hired
either on full time or part time basis. All fringe benefits which are provided to regular employees are
also allowed to employees hired under this arrangement.
iii.

Appointment on temporary / part time contract

All posts of ‘S4’ Cadre fall under category of temporary staff. HR Department advertises the post in
notice board of PVTC.
On receipt of applications, candidates are shortlisted as per the eligibility criteria defined by PVTC.
Selection Board as defined in Annexure 5 to conducts interview of shortlisted staff, however, no
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formal evaluation sheet is prepared for employees falling under grade S4. Appointing authority of
grade S4 provide final approval for selection of the candidate.
However, if an immediate requirement is raised for hiring new staff on temporary / part time basis, the
competent authority may appoint any person on temporary or part time contract basis; however as per
ESR, contract period must not exceed 180 days and such contract is not extendable in any case. In
contract hiring, ESR 2014 requires no special appointment procedure needs to be followed.
iv.

Special assignment and Internship

Need for hiring an internee is indicated by the concerned Head of Department who identify internee
and refer him / her to HR Department to fill Application Form. Head of Department then interview the
candidate and share the interview assessment result with HR Department who in turns forwards the
request to Chairman for approval.
Internee(s) on internship may be inducted with the approval of Chairman for a period of up to one
year. Chairman also has authority to decide compensation and terms & conditions for hiring internees.
For special assignments, Chairman may appoint any person(s) from open market. However for a
position requiring total emoluments more than PKR 150,000 per assignment, the decision of
Chairman is ratified by presenting to the Council. We have been informed by management that no
hiring has been made under this category till date.
Department Wise Employee Strength, Head Office
30

6
2

2

6

7

6

5
2

3

3
1

2

1
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Employee Strength - Regional offices and Area
5
4

4
3

2

3

4
3

4

4

4

3

2

Following is the Grade wise break up of 119 staff working in 9 different grades at PVTC:

Grade Wise Employee Strength
40

25
21
11

E1

E2

3

4

M2

M3

10
4

1
ME

S1

S2

S3

Please refer to Annexure 6 for detail of designations and grades.

c)

Appraisals and promotions

As per ESR (Chapter IV, clause 17), an employee is promoted provided he/she:
►
►
►
►

Meets minimum qualification criteria set for the rank to which he is being promoted;
Has completed at least 3 years in current position;
Is recommended for promotion by his immediate supervisor; and
Get recommendation of promotion based on annual performance appraisal.

S4
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Every year, annual performance appraisal is conducted for each employee of PVTC HO, RO, AO and
VTI Principals while appraisals of teachers are directly conducted by DBOM. HR Department initiates
the appraisal process by sending appraisal forms to all the departments through email. Immediate
supervisors provide their recommendations to head of department about their subordinates. Appraisal
form is based on specific criteria and KPIs defined for each employee. HoDs reviews the appraisal
form and can make changes if considered necessary based on feedback obtained from each
employee on their appraisal. Finally appraisal form is forwarded to HR Department which forwards all
the appraisal forms to the Promotion Board (i.e. also the Selection Board for recruitments). Promotion
Board is the authority who approves the promotion of employees for the all positions. Please refer
annexure 5 for details of Promotion Board.
In case of extra ordinary performance of an employee observed during the period, the Chairman may
also approve his / her promotion without involvement of Promotion Board as per delegation of
authority approved by the Council.
d)

Disciplinary procedures

All disciplinary actions against corruptions or other illegal acts of employees are taken, executed and
processed by the Legal Department of PVTC in accordance with the PEEDA Act, 2002, whereas
employee exit procedure is completed and finalized by HR Department.
ESR 2014 also defines certain disciplines for all PVTC employees, violation of which is subjected to
disciplinary actions; these disciplines are as follows:
► Punctuality
Acts of omission / commission which tantamount to misconduct; major acts which fall under this
category are briefly described below;
► Disobedience
► Theft, fraud, dishonesty, breach of any law
► Wilful damage to or loss of PVTC goods or property
► Habitual late attendance
► Sexual harassment
► Disregard of Instructions
► Misleading statements
► Carelessness, inefficient, dilatory, wasteful working
► Malingering
► Strikes or inciting others to strike, and
► Joining another employment while in service of the Council without prior permission of the
management
► Pressurizing officials to gain advantage for his own or others
Complaint against an employee at HO, RO, AO and VTIs is made to the concerned officer /
immediate supervisor of the employee. Concerned officer inquires the matter and refers the case to
Legal Department of PVTC HO. Legal Department collects further facts about the subject and refers
the case to the Chairman / MD. Legal Department, after approval of Chairman / MD, constitutes an
Inquiry Committee to look further into the matter. Chairman / MD provide recommendations and
orders to initiate proceedings as per applicable provisions of PEEDA Act. Legal Department proceeds
to appoint an Inquiry Officer as per order of Chairman / MD. The facts about the case are concluded
and presented before the Inquiry Committee and Chairman / MD. On the recommendations of Inquiry
Committee, Chairman / MD issues final order which is filed in personal file of the concerned
employee. Employee has right to appeal against the order within 30 days of date of communication of
order. Thereafter, Appellate Authority gives its decision within 60 days from date of appeal made by
the employee. Decision of appellate authority is final.
Detail about appellate authority as provided in ESR 2014 is as follows;
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Appellate Authority means authority next above the Competent Authority (i.e. Immediate Supervisor of
Competent Authority) to which the appeal lies against the order(s) of Competent Authority except the
followings:
► Where Chairman is Competent Authority, Appellate Authority shall be HR & legal committee of
the Council.
► Where President DBOM is Competent Authority, Appellate Authority shall be MD.
► Where Principal is Competent Authority, President DBOM shall be the Appellate Authority.
► In case the Appellate Authority is not in place, then the Authority above it shall be the Appellate
Authority.
e)

Orientation and Training

i.

Orientation

At the time of joining of an employee, HR Department conducts orientation of new employees.
Orientation includes the following:
► Orientation on administrative policies (e.g. working hours, leaves, medical facility, disciplinary
policies, etc.); and
► Understanding of job responsibilities and authorities.
The orientation and training is recorded on formal “Orientation Form” which is then filed in the
personal files of respective employee maintained with HR Department. Orientation sheet indicates
areas in which orientation is conducted. All personnel are also required to sign off their Job
Description which is also filed in the personal files of each employee along with the other
documentations.
ii.

Training

All trainings are conducted following an approved training plan. Only one training per year is allowed
to an employee on one single topic. Training plan is updated annually and approved by the Chairman.
Training needs for various employees or departments (for HO, RO, AO and VTIs) are assessed based
on the following parameters:
► During staff appraisal, an area highlighted by a supervisor lacking required skills
► On the request of Chairman / MD
► Request initiated by an employee requiring training on a particular area, such a request is
approved by Chairman or MD
Every year, a training plan is prepared from January to December by Training Department. Plan is
approved by Chairman / MD by the end of October every year.
f)

Retirement, resignation and termination

In case of resignation, competent authority which is same as appointing authority is the sole authority
for accepting or rejecting the resignation of an employee. Competent authority is authorized to:
► Waive off the notice period, or
► Adjust it against the earned leaves.
In case of retirement, every employee retires on attaining the age of 60 years. However, a retiring
employee can be re-employed by Chairman for an additional period not exceeding three years.
In cases of termination, there are two scenarios:
i. During Probation: An employee may be terminated during probation without assigning any
reason by giving 30 day notice or salary in lieu thereof. The competent authority for approving
termination cases is the appointing authority for the employee being terminated. After obtaining
recommendations from the concerned Head of Department and approval from the concerned
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authority, HR Department processes the case of termination and intimates the concerned
employee.
On Confirmation: An employee may be terminated with the approval of his / her appointing authority
with the following notice periods:
► In case of management and executive cadre, 60 days
► In case of non-executive cadre, 30 days
After obtaining approval from concerned appointing authority, HR Department processes the cases of
terminations in accordance with the procedure as approved by the Chairman. For termination
process, please refer to Disciplinary procedure.
Resignation of an employee is initiated by issuing a resignation letter by the employee who wants to
resign. Resignation letter is sent to the concerned appointing authority which considers the case for
accepting / rejecting resignation as per terms of employment contract and by following the guidelines
of ESR 2014 as mentioned below:
In case of resignation, competent authority is the sole authority for accepting or rejecting the
resignation of an employee. Competent authority is authorized to:
► Waive off the notice period, or,
► Adjust it against the earned leaves
Final settlement form is prepared by on the prescribed format and is approved by respective
departments and submitted to HR Department for approval of Senior Manager HR.
3.4.1.2 HR Procedures at VTIs level
There is no separate HR Department at VTI level; however, all the hiring is completed as per
procedures laid in ESR 2014 by Selection Board and Appointing Authority. Composition of the
Selection Board and Appointing Authority has been detailed in Annexure 5.
a)

HR planning

The required positions at VTI level are proposed in annual budget of VTIs. VTI principal identifies
need for any new post or removal of existence post. However, Chairman may also create any post (s)
in case of urgent need subject to the ratification by the Council. Although, no annual HR plan is
prepared at VTI level, however, HR planning process at VTI level is based on the following:
► Annual budgeted positions; and
► New positions identified during the period.
b)

Recruitment process

Once a new position is identified at VTI level, principal of VTI issues advertisement in newspaper.
Applications of candidates are received at VTI level and selection board as mentioned in Annexure 5
conducts interview of candidates for shortlisting purpose. An evaluation sheet is prepared based on
recommendations of selection board.
Shortlisted candidates are referred to appointing authority for final selection. Appointing authority at
VTI level as mentioned in Annexure 5 is final authority which can approve selection of the candidate
on the basis of selection board recommendations.
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Appraisals and promotions

All appraisal and promotion procedures are same as discussed at PVTC HO level, except selection
board is different as detailed in Annexure 5 which is also promotion board of that particular post which
is being evaluated.
d)

Disciplinary procedures

Disciplinary procedure is same as mentioned above at head level.
e)

Orientation and Training

Orientation and training processes at VTIs level are same as mentioned at HO level except,
orientation at the time of joining of an employee is conducted by the senior staff / Principal of the
candidate employed.
f)

Retirement, resignation and termination

For termination or removal of an employee, please refer to Retirement, resignation and termination
section as mentioned at HO level. Resignation of an employee is initiated by issuing a resignation
letter by the employee who wants to resign. Resignation letter is sent to Principal of VTI / concerned
appointing authority which considers the case for accepting / rejecting resignation as per terms of
employment contract and by following the guidelines of ESR 2014 as mentioned below:
In case of resignation, competent authority which is same as appointing authority is the sole authority
for accepting or rejecting the resignation of an employee. Competent authority is authorized to:
► Waive off the notice period, or,
► Adjust it against the earned leaves
3.4.2

Staff Time Management

a)

Staff Time Management System at PVTC HO:

At the PVTC HO, staff attendance is recorded through Bio Metric devices which are linked to
Management Information System (MIS) of PVTC. Bio Metric devices record in and out timings of
employees and MIS attendance database is updated on daily basis. Attendance record is extracted
by HR Department on monthly basis at the time of preparation of payroll. HR Department follows the
following guidelines of ESR 2014 regarding attendance and deductions:
► All employees shall mark their attendance in the attendance register or biometric system within
fifteen minutes of start of office timing daily.
► In case an employee is late for more than 15 minutes to one hour from start of office timing for
more than 3 days, his casual leave (if there is no balance of casual leave then from earned leave
otherwise Leave Without Pay) will be curtailed as per following schedule:
Late Attendance
(Days in a month)

Deduction from the Casual / Earned
Leave Balance/Leave Without Pay

3 days

Issuance of a notice by reporting officer

4 days

half day

5 – 7 days

1day

8 days

2 days

► If an employee comes after one hour he will be considered on half day leave.
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► If an employee is late for 09 or more days in a month or found habitual late comer, it will be
treated as misconduct and disciplinary action will be taken against him / her and no salary will be
paid for this period.
► Deduction will be made from the employee salary, in case there is no casual / earned leave credit
at his leave account.
b)

Staff Time Management System at RO and AO:

Attendance at RO and AO is also managed through HR Department at PVTC HO. Bio Metric system
of attendance is installed at all RO and AO and all employees at Regional / AO levels mark their
attendance through these devices. The same time management procedures and policies are
applicable to RO and AO as mentioned at HO level. Please refer to HO policies and procedures which
are also being followed at RO and AO.
c)

Staff Time Management System at VTIs level:

At VTIs attendance / time keeping mechanism is centrally monitored by HR Department at 54 VTIs
out of total 176 VTIs where a Bio-Metric system of attendance is installed, whereas in remaining
(around 122) VTIs inclusive of satellite VTIs, attendance is maintained on daily attendance registers
which is monitored by RMs and AMs and sent to HR Department on monthly basis.
Please refer to HO policies and procedures which are also being followed at VTI for staff
management. The following chart represents percentage and number of VTIs who practice Bio Metric
system of attendance and those who do not.

122
VTIs
without Bio
Metrics
69%

d)

54
VTIs with
Bio Metrics
33%

54 VTIs with Bio
Metrics
122 VTIs without
Bio Metrics

Leave Management at HO, RO AO and VTIs

As per the ESR (Chapter VIII, clause 41), following are the leave entitlements:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Casual leaves
Earned leaves
Sick leaves
Leave without pay
Extraordinary leaves
Study leaves
Special leaves for employees (paternity, maternity leaves etc.)

Standard Leave Application Form is filled by the employee to avail leaves in any of the above
categories. Concerned Head of Department approves the leave form and sent to HR Department
where leave record of employees are kept in the personnel files. Leave record is updated on “Leave
Balance Sheet” which shows the actual leaves availed and the leave balance. For control purpose,
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leave balance is matched with the attendance record of the employee in order to reconcile the
difference (if any). If earned leaves are in excess of its entitlement, then HR Department prepares
make deductions from respective employee’s salary and forwards it to Finance Department for
Finance proceedings.
At HO, RO, AO and VTIs, employees may avail leaves after approval of concerned authority as
mentioned in table below; the approving authority is changed with respect to the type of leaves.
Sanctioning
Authority

Management
Cadre
ME,
M1

M2, M3

VTI Sanctioning Authority for

Executive Cadre

NonManagement Cadre

Principal

VTI Staff

E1-E2

S1-S4

M3, E1-E2

S1-S4

* HoD

AM on
recommendation
of Executive
Member *TMC

Principal

Type of
Leaves

PVTC Sanctioning Authority for

SM-HR on
recommendat
ion of HoD

MD on
recommendation
of President
DBOM & AM

AM on
recommendati
ons of
Principal &
Executive
Member TMC

* MD

MD

* RM on
recommendati
on of Principal
& Executive
Member TMC

MD

RM on
recommendation
of President
DBOM & AM

RM on
recommendati
on of Principal
& Executive
Member TMC

MD

MD on
recommendation
of President
DBOM & AM

MD on
recommendati
on of RM

SM-HR

RM on
recommendation
of President
DBOM & AM

RM on
recommendati
on of
Executive
Member TMC
& AM

Casual / Sick
* RO

RO

RO

(up to10 days)

RO

MD

MD

MD

MD / Chairman
for Department
Reporting to him.

Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

Maternity /
Paternity

Chairman

Leave without
pay beyond 10
days up to two
months (Max)

Chairman

Leave without
pay (in case
there is no
leave balance
in their
account) up to
10 days

Chairman

Sick Leave
beyond two
months

Chairman

Earned leave
(with / without
LFA) / Sick
Leave (beyond
10 days up to
two months)

MD

MD

MD
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Sanctioning
Authority

Type of
Leaves

Management
Cadre

VTI Sanctioning Authority for

Executive Cadre

NonManagement Cadre

Principal

VTI Staff

ME,
M1

M2, M3

E1-E2

S1-S4

M3, E1-E2

S1-S4

Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

Study leave

PVTC Sanctioning Authority for

* RO: Relevant Officer
* HoD: Head of Department
* MD: Managing Director
* RM: Regional Manager
* TMC: Tehsil Management Committee

3.4.3

Payroll System

a)

Payroll System at PVTC HO:

Payroll is prepared by HR Department using a manual payroll system (through Ms. Excel
spreadsheets). Pay scales for all positions are defined in the “Pay Structure” having the maximum and
minimum basic pay for each sanctioned position.
Pay scales with other fringe benefits (including fixed additional charge allowance for each position,
house rent, changes in Pay Scales) are approved by the Council and can be revised from time to
time.
Assistant Manager HR prepares payroll based on attendance records / leave records extracted and a
summary of all deductions and amendments to the monthly payroll are highlighted separately in the
monthly payroll (including leavers and joiners).
Payroll data is forwarded by Senior Manager HR to Deputy Manager Finance both in hard form and
electronic form. Once Deputy Manager Finance receives the payroll data, it performs the following
procedures:
► Accounting (update the payroll GL in financial module of MIS);
► Taxation (performs tax deduction as per income tax laws applicable in Pakistan);
► Reconciliation (performs reconciliation of current month payroll with the previous month payroll to
identify variance, if any); and
► Disbursement (finally disburse salaries to employees through cross cheques).
Consolidated salary sheet is presented to MD for approval. Once the salary sheet is approved then
salaries are paid direct bank transfers. The following pay scale is currently applicable to different
employees of PVTC, VTIs, and RO and AO:
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Annexure to Notification No: PVTC / CHR / 12 / 1026
Basic Pay Scales 2012 w.e.f. 1 May 2012

PVTC Designation

VTI Designation

Grade

Minimum
Basic

Annual
Increm
ent

Maximu
m Basic

Stage
s

Driver, Office boy, Steward,
Sweeper, Mali, Security
Guard

Driver, Office boy,
Steward, Sweeper,
Mali, Security Guard

S4

6,500

325

16,250

30

JCO, Dak Rider, Senior
Driver

JCO, Lab Assistant,
Senior Driver

S3

8,000

400

20,000

30

CO / OA, Telephone
Operator, Diary Dispatch
Clerk, Store Keeper,
Electrician

CO / OA, Jr. Instructor,
Sr. Lab Assistant

S2

10,000

500

25,000

30

Supervisor, House Keeper

AAO, APO, Instructor

S1

14,000

700

35,000

30

Assistant Manager

Principal CAT-II, Sr.
Instructor, Sr. AAO, Sr.
APO

E2

19,000

950

38,000

20

Deputy Manager, AM

Principal CAT-I

E1

30,000

1,500

60,000

20

Manager

Senior Principal

M3

42,000

2,100

84,000

20

Senior Manager, Regional
Manager

---

M2

52,000

2,600

88,400

14

General Manager

---

M1

68,000

3,400

115,600

14

Managing Director

---

MP1

165,000

8,250

224,000

10

b)

Payroll System at RO and AO:

Payroll at RO and AO is prepared by Admin and Accounts Supervisor at RO and by Assistant
Manager Finance at AO. Payroll is then forwarded to HR Department at HO for review and changes, if
any.
HR Department finalizes payroll of regional / AO and sends it to Finance Department for
disbursement. Finance Department issues transfer advice to disburse salaries to RO and AO after
getting approval of Managing Director. Applicable pay scales are mentioned in the pay scale table
provided under HO payroll system. Payroll process at RO and AO is same as mentioned in “Payroll
system at HO level”.
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Payroll System at VTI level:

At VTIs, all salaries are paid at basic pay rates as mentioned in notification PVTC / CHR / 12 / 1026
dated 9 May 2012, provided under “payroll system at HO level”. At the time of induction of new
employee, salary of the employee is approved by PVTC Council. Further, if there is a change in the
salary of the employees, it is also approved by PVTC Council. However, no further approval is
obtained from HO for the disbursement of monthly salaries to employees.
Payroll sheets are prepared by Admin and Accounts Officers of VTIs on a monthly basis as per
attendance record of employees and in accordance with the deduction policy as mentioned in staff
time management.
Payroll sheets are reviewed and signed by Principal. AMs and Tehsil Management Committee also
supervise payroll at VTIs to check compliance with attendance, pay rates and deduction policy of ESR
2014. Salary is paid through bank transfers and in exceptional cases through cross cheques where
teacher do not have a bank account in BoP. Once salary is paid, a salary slip is issued to every
employee.
3.4.4

Travel Policies and Procedures

PVTC follows Travel and Daily Allowance Policy duly approved by the Chairman which contains
policies and procedures for domestic and international travelling by PVTC employees. Travelling and
Allowance policy includes the following key areas:
►
►
►
►

Kinds of travelling allowance (Permanent, Mileage, daily, Actual etc.)
Modes of Journeys (Rail, Sea, Road, Air)
Events wise details of TA (Joining, Transfer, training or to attend some other official event)
Categories of officers and non-official leaders and members of delegations for travelling,
entertainment, transportation and other miscellaneous allowances outside Pakistan.

At HO, RO, AO and VTIs, travelling is made by employee as and when travel is required. Respective
department head provides the administrative approval of the travelling plan for each employee.
Domestic travelling:
At HO, RO and AO, employee fills out a prescribed travel form and obtains administrative approval
from Head of Department and sends it to MD for final approval.
At VTIs, employee fills out a prescribed travel form and sends it to Principal for approval. In case
travel is required by Principal, then travel form is approved by Executive Member of TMC.
Mode of travelling, Hotel accommodation, and daily allowance are also covered in prescribed travel
form which is forwarded to the officers referred above.
Following are the entitlements of mode of travelling as per ESR (Notification no. PVTC / LC / 10 /
1920):
Designation

Entitlement

Chairman / MD

By Air (Business Class) / AC Sleeper / Luxury
Bus

Senior Manager / Regional Manager

By Air (Economic) / AC Sleeper / Luxury Bus

Manager / Senior Principal

By Air (Economic) / AC Sleeper / Luxury Bus

Assistant / Deputy Manager, AM, principals CAT I & II, Senior
Instructors

By Air (Economic) / AC Sleeper / Luxury Bus

Supervisor, Executive Secretary, AAO, APO, Senior Computer

A.C. Sitter / Bus (AC)
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Designation

Entitlement

Operator, Junior Instructor / Instructor
Jr. Computer Operator, Computer Operator, Lab Assistant, Dak
Rider

1st class railway / bus (AC)

Lady Attendant, Driver, Office Boy, Security Guard, Cleaning
boy

2nd class railway / bus

Following are the entitlements of hotel accommodation as per ESR (Notification no. PVTC / LC / 10 /
1920):
Designation

Entitlement

Chairman / MD

Actual

Senior Manager / Regional Manager

Actual up to PKR 3900/- per day

Manager / Senior Principal

Actual up to PKR 3000/- per day

Assistant / Deputy Manager, AM, principals CAT I & II, Senior
Instructors

Actual up to PKR 2300/- per day

Supervisor, Executive Secretary, AAO, APO, Senior Computer
Operator, Junior Instructor / Instructor

Actual up to PKR 1200/- per day

Jr. Computer Operator, Computer Operator, Lab Assistant, Dak
Rider

Actual up to PKR 750/- per day

Lady Attendant, Driver, Office Boy, Security Guard, Cleaning
boy

Actual up to PKR 450/- per day

Following are the entitlements of daily allowance as per ESR (Notification no. PVTC / LC / 10 / 1920):
Designation

With Hotel

Without Hotel

Chairman / MD

PKR 1030 /- per day

PKR 1320 /- per day

Senior Manager / Regional Manager

PKR 920 /- per day

PKR 1200 /- per day

Manager / Senior Principal

PKR 800 /- per day

PKR 1030 /- per day

Assistant / Deputy Manager, AM, principals CAT I &
II, Senior Instructors

PKR 630 /- per day

PKR 920 /- per day

Supervisor, Executive Secretary, AAO, APO, Senior
Computer Operator, Junior Instructor / Instructor

PKR 520 /- per day

PKR 800 /- per day

Jr. Computer Operator, Computer Operator, Lab
Assistant, Dak Rider

PKR 290 /- per day

PKR 400 /- per day

Lady Attendant, Driver, Office Boy, Security Guard,
Cleaning boy

PKR 230 /- per day

PKR 265 /- per day
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International travelling:
Employee sends request to his / her head of department. Request is then forwarded to Chairman for
approval. Following is the entitlement for international travelling:
► By Air (Economy Class) for employees of PVTC / VTI in grades M1 to M3, S1 to S4 and E2
► By Air (Business Class) for officers working in grades ME and Chairman
Hotel accommodation and daily allowance is paid as per Office Memorandum no. F.1 (10) R.10 /
2006-795, which was issued by Finance Department of government of Punjab to all Punjab
government departments on 30 December 2006. Memorandum outlines country wise entitlement for
hotel accommodation and daily allowance.
Mileage allowance
Mileage allowance is paid to the employees for their travelling on official needs. Following are Mileage
allowances as per ESR (Notification no. PVTC / LC / 10 / 1920):
Mode of Transport
Official Car

Personal Conveyance

Taxi

Class of Vehicle

CNG

Petrol

Up to 800 cc

PKR 3.75 / KM

PKR 5.15 / KM

Up to 1000 cc

PKR 4.20 / KM

PKR 5.75 / KM

Above 1000 cc

PKR 4.75 / KM

PKR 7.00 / KM

Motor car

-

PKR 7.00 / KM

Motor cycle

-

PKR 2.75 / KM

Actual / full taxi charges for management cadre staff subject to prior approval of
competent authority.

All payments with respect to travelling expenses are processed and approved using same policies
and procedures as detailed for the other transactions in section 3.2.4 of this report. Travelling
expenses are paid in advance separately to the employees through crossed cheques.
Travel benefits
PVTC provides travel benefits to its employee for the post of Manager and above. Following are
approved fuel limits (w.e.f 1 January 2011) as per ESR Notification no. PVTC / LC / 10 / 1920:
Designation

Approved Fuel

Chairman

As per actual usage

Managing Director

350 liters petrol *

Senior Manager

250 liters petrol *

Manager

225 liters petrol *

AM

175 liters petrol *

*Or CNG equivalent to the amount of petrol entitlement
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Overall Rating:
3.4.5

Key findings in Human Resource System
Low to Moderate

Detailed issues with EYFRSH recommendations and PVTC comments are mentioned below.
1.

Vacant key positions in different departments as per approved organizational
structure.

Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per the better practices, senior management of the organisation ensures that all key positions of
organisation are filled as per their approved organisational structure with skilled and committed employees to
maintain overall quality and efficient execution of organisation's functions.
Currently, we noted that PVTC has an approved organogram/ organization structure which is reviewed and
approved by the Council on regular basis. Current Organogram / Organizational Chart was approved by
Council under notification reference PVTC/CHR/14/741 dated 24 March 2014 through which total of 187
positions were sanctioned.
During our review we noted that from total of 187 sanctioned positions, 68 positions (36% of the total
sanctioned) are vacant of which following 05 are key managerial positions, currently vacant:

►
►
►
►
►

GM Service
GM Operations
DM (PMO)
Sr. Manager MIS
Manager Internal Audit

Please refer to Annexure 7 for department wise details of vacant positions.
Implication(s)
► Lack of resources may have an adverse impact on PVTC operational capacity, specifically in case of
further expansion of operations.
► In some instances it may lead to segregation of duties and / or lack of supervisory controls issues.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that a recruitment plan should be developed to fill all the key positions on a priority basis as
per approved organisation structure. In case any of the above listed positions are not required or merged with
another position, organizational chart should be updated accordingly.
Management Comment(s)

► The positions namely General Manager (Services), General Manager (Operations) and Senior Manager
MIS are newly created vacancies in March 2014 in line with the organizational future plans and have no
adverse impact on current operational capacity of PVTC.

► As per organogram, there must be either Manager (PMO) or DM (PMO). The DM / PMO is in place, so this
point is invalid.

► Due to ban on recruitment since February 2013, this position has not been filled.
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2.

Limited trainings provided to PVTC staff on recent development / progress on
their respective role / functions.

Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per better practices, organizations conduct trainings on different aspects for their employees relevant to
their respective roles to enhance their skills and equip them with latest knowledge and practices. These
trainings helps organisation in achievement of their desired objectives in an effective manners.
Currently, a training plan is prepared each year from January to December, mainly for the instructional (VTI
teachers). On the basis of annual performance appraisal, week areas of employees are identified. In the month
of October, Training Department requests HR Department to provide the areas which are required to be
considered for training. On the basis of the documented highlighting areas of improvement, Training
Department prepares Training Plan, designs course contents and share it for approval of MD. After approval of
Training Plan, it is shared with all Heads of Departments at HO, RO, AO and VTIs level and respective Heads
of Departments suggest further changes to Training Plan based on results of performance appraisal of their
employees and all suggested changes by respective Head of Departments (HoDs) incorporated in Training
plan and approval is again obtained both from MD and Chairman.
Based on the approved Training Plan, Training Department plans execution of the trainings either in house or
through engagement of external trainers.
However, we noted that:

► Only one training (i.e. Change Management) planned and provided to managerial staff of PVTC in FY
2013-14 which indicates that Training Plan is more focused towards training of instructional staff (i.e.
teachers)
► Department wise / employee wise record of trainings not maintained by Training Department.
Implication(s)

► Lack of comprehensive Training Plan may lead to employees being not aware of recent technical
development or understand their job responsibilities fully.

► Due to lack of trainings, employees will not be acquainted with latest knowledge and skills. Further,
operational efficiency of employees will be adversely affected which in turn, will impact organization
operations.
► In the absence of training records, compliance with the training plan may not be tracked.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that a comprehensive training plan should be prepared, based on training needs assessment
exercise for all the employees of the entity. This should specifically cover all training provided to managerial
staff in different areas to equip them with latest knowledge and skills.
Further, training records should be maintained to identify areas where trainings have not been imparted as per
plan.
Management Comment(s)
There is a formal planning for Training & Development of instructional and management staff, but it is true that
there is deficiency of structured approach toward implementation of training plan for in house training.
However, the External / Outhouse training opportunities are always available to all the employees subject to
the recommendation of Head of Department and approval by the Competent Authority.
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3.

ESR 2014 does not cover key aspects relating to HR functions.

Finding

Rating
Low to Moderate

As per better practices, organizations develop policies and internal guidelines / procedures for its business
processes and document them in the form of a manual. Further, such manuals are reviewed and approved by
the governing body of the organisation.
PVTC has developed ESR 2014 that contains broad HR management policies, however, these lack following
key aspects:

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Annual HR planning;
Monitoring of annual HR plan;
Employee files and database management;
Time sheet management;
Demotion policy;
Health and Safety;
Conflict of Interest;
Policy of personal and official visitors;
Employee dress code;
Employee identification cards;
IT (computer equipment and software) usage; and
Security policy

We understand that the above practices are in place however, these are not documented in the form of policies
and procedures.
Implication(s)
In absence of the formally defined / incomplete policies and procedures documents, there may be inconsistent
practices followed for the above mentioned areas which may lead to operational issues. Also this may lead to
lack of controls and formal accountability mechanism.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that policies and procedures for the above listed areas should be documented adequately with
ESR 2014 or through a separate document.
Further, on an annual basis such policies and procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the changes in
the entity’s practices. The changes should be approved by the Council.
Management Comment(s)

► The annual HR planning is in place to cater the HR needs of the organization.
► The HR Department is in place not only to monitor the HR plan but also entire HR activities.
► Employee files of not only PVTC staff but also VTIs staff has been maintained and updated. The ERP
system for database is being installed. However, MS Access database and MS Excel database is in place.

► Bio-metric attendance system is place and all the employees are bound to mark their in & out attendance.
► The employees can only be demoted on the basis of a formal enquiry carried out as per PEEDA 2006 so
there is no need of demotion policy.

► A safe and secure environment is ensured to be provided to every employee working in PVTC Head,
Attached Offices and VTIs.

► In the employment contract, there are clauses to harmonize the interest of employee and the Council.
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► There is no restriction to receive the official as well as personal visitors in the office.
► There is not defined dress code but the employees are expected to wear clean dresses as per their
position.

► Employee Identification Cards have been handed over to all the employees.
► The Computer System / Laptops have been given to employees for official work and employee may get
installed the necessary software from MIS Department.

► Security of premises and assets is the responsibility of Administration Department.
EY Response:
Management has listed various activities / practices in place. We understand that such practices may in place;
however, to ensure consistency and documentation, we have recommended / identified missing aspects in
ESR 2014.
Hence to improve HR management processes, we recommend listed areas should also be covered in detail in
ESR 2014 or an HR manual / SOP.
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4.

Employee payroll is prepared manually, which is subject to
intentional / unintentional errors and inefficiencies.

Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per better practices, organizations maintain an automated system of payroll to ensure control over payroll
function that makes payroll processing simpler, and reduces errors, which are more likely with the manual
system.
Currently, at PVTC HO Assistant Manager HR prepares payroll using MS Excel worksheet based on
attendance record extracted from MIS system and after review of HR Manager, forwards it to F&A Department
for accounting, taxation, disbursement and reconciliation.
The payroll of RO and AO are sent on a monthly basis to the HR Department from where after due verification
it is forwarded to F&A Department for transfer of salaries. AT VTIs payroll sheets are prepared by Admin and
Accounts Officers and after review of Principals, it is forwarded to VTIs F&A Department for payment.
However, during our review we noted that payroll sheets are prepared manually at all levels of PVTC. Further
to details of new joiners and leavers are also updated manually to the payroll.
Implication(s)
Manual preparation of payroll is time consuming exercise and prone to human errors and miscalculation, which
may lead to non-compliance / operational risk to PVTC.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that PVTC should implement automated payroll system at all levels of PVTC. Such system
should keep all record of employees and should be updated on regular basis. Further, system should be
capable to keep all types of payments data related to overtime, salaries, commissions, bonuses, pay raises,
wage deductions, etc. Further, it should also be capable of keeping employees database.
Management Comment(s)
Currently, payroll is being prepared in MS –Excel, however all necessary checks to avoid any human error are
in place. Further, implementation of ERP System is in progress and payroll system shall be shifted to ERP in
near future.
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Project Performance Management

Overall Area Rating

Number of Findings
High

Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Low

-

02

02

-

Moderate to High

Rating for Project management and execution

Low to Moderate

Rating for Project Monitoring

High

Summary of Key Findings:
S. No.

Key findings identified during assessment

Issue rating

1

Documented policies and procedures manual not developed for Project
Execution / management and M&E functions.

Moderate to
High

2

Separate independent M&E function does not exist within PVTC, instead it
is being performed by RO and AO in respective areas.

Moderate to
High

3

A project impact assessment exercise has not been carried out by an
independent person.

Low to
Moderate

4

No consolidated M&E plan is prepared to schedule visits to different VTIs,
to ensure all the VTIs in respective area / region are covered as required
by approved JDs / KPIs for regional / area office staff.

Low to
Moderate
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Project management / execution

Several departments including regional / AO teams of PVTC are engaged in project management and
monitoring of PVTC programs. Following sections describes roles of each department during project
management / monitoring:
Project management / execution can be further broken down into the following sub process:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Research and Development
Establishment of new VTIs
Curriculum development and its revision / up gradation
Examination and certification
Recruitment and training of Teachers
Career guidance and job placement

3.5.1.1 Research and Development (R&D)
R&D Department is responsible for dealing with various donors’ agencies including preparation,
submission and negotiation of proposals / agreements with the donor agencies. Once project
agreement i.e. MOU is singed R&D Department coordinates with the donor on quality of training
matters and coordinate with Finance Department and RO regarding the submission of periodic report
to donors (if any). R&D Department is not itself involved in reporting to donors.
There are two types of projects which are generally negotiated with the donors:
► Project based funding, whereby donor agencies request PVTC to launch any specific trade in any
specific area; and
► Operational support funding, whereby donor agencies fund in operational account of PVTC to
support its existing activities.
In both the cases negotiation is normally made with the donors on topics like duration of the course,
number of students to be trained and per students’ fee charge.
Over the last few years PVTC has implemented several projects funded by national and international
donors like GIZ, PSDF, UNICEF, Islamic Relief Fund, JICA and USAID and more than 29,000
persons have trained from these projects.
Following is the profile of the key team members of the R&D Department:
S.
No.

Experience (Years)
Designation

1

Manager R&D

2

Assistant Manager R&D

Qualification
PVTC

Others

MBA

7.5

5

MBA & MA English

12

4
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3.5.1.2 Establishment of new VTIs
PVTC has established a DBOM at each district level. DBOM consists of all local volunteer members
from eminent private sector. Need for the establishment of new VTI is identified through DBOM,
Principals, AMs and General Public. AM in consultation with Principals of that area and DBOM,
analyze the need for establishment of VTI and forwards the request to RM which is then shared with
MD / Chairman for their opinion.
Currently PVTC has more than 170 VTIs all over Punjab to carry out its operations. Whenever a need
to establish a new VTI is identified, following process is followed:

1

Need for the establishment of new VTI is identified through District Board of
Management (DBOM), Principals, AMs, General Public or any other source e.g. NGOs,
Group of donors etc.)

2

The matter is brought into the notice of RM who after his / her satisfaction related to
establishment of VTI, present the matter to MD / Chairman

Upon satisfaction of MD / Chairman, RM collects data about availability of P&D Capital
budget, recurring zakat funds and building in the concerned vicinity for establishment
of VTI

3

4

5

RM communicates to the MD / Chairman about budget availability. If the budget is
available then MD / Chairman instruct RO to prepare feasibility report. Feasibility
report is forwarded to MD/ Chairman for review and approval. Feasibility report
generally covers the aspects like Capital Cost, Recurring expenses, MOZU educational
stipend

Once the approval is granted to establish a new VTI then the procedures for the hiring
of staff, purchase of equipment etc. begins.
Additional charge is assigned to some other VTI staff (i.e. Principal, Instructors, APO,
AAO) to look over new VTI until the staff for the new VTI is hired.
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3.5.1.3 Curriculum development and training process
The Curriculum Resource Centre (CRC) is responsible for Training Need Analysis (TNA), Curriculum
Development and Social Economic and Demographic Analysis (SEDA). It also supports the
instructors for teaching programs in the VTIs all over the Punjab and other related Vocational trades
for which PVTC has signed MOU with national and international donors.
Keeping in view the latest market trends, CRC has developed curricula for more than 40 trades to
cater for the growing demands of industrial, agriculture and service sectors. Below cycle explains the
training activities performed by PVTC.

Identify
training
needs

Determination
of Objective
and Knowledge
& Skills
requirement

Examination
and
certification

Execution &
trainings

Training
Material /
Manual

Training Need Assessment (TNA)
A comprehensive Training Need Assessment (TNA) is conducted annually by CRC with the
assistance of field staff comprising of APO, Principals, AMs and RMs. An industrial survey is
conducted at Tehsil level to identify demographics including population, schools, major industries,
growing industries and the economic activities. On the basis of this TNA, employable courses at
Tehsil level are identified and introduced as per market demand to enhance employment
opportunities of PVTC students.
Determination of Objective and Knowledge & Skills requirement
Once trade is identified, a subject matter specialist (if considered necessary) is hired based on
approval of Chairman and MD. A committee comprising of following members is responsible for
setting training objectives and knowledge and skill requirement:
► Manager Curriculum (coordinator / convener);
► Regional Manager (nominated by Managing Director); and
► Manager Administration.
Training objectives are set in terms of what the trainee will be doing on the job / work place, and the
skills to perform such tasks are then identified. In case the trade is being developed for a specific
donor the objectives are also discussed and agreed with the donor.
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Afterwards, there is an assessment about “what knowledge must be imparted to learners to develop
these skills”. For this purpose, the selected subject specialist present a blue paper highlighting the
need, objective, skills and knowledge requirements of the trade as well as procedure / methodology of
training as per approved standard format of training program of PVTC.
The subject specialist also highlights course contents, including division of training hours as per PVTC
rules, areas of employability and list of equipment / tools / consumables required to establish a lab at
VTI.
Other factors that are determined at this stage include:
►
►
►
►

The entrance criteria of students for each particular trade;
Job requirements to be met;
Skills that are needed to be developed; and
Knowledge to be included e.g. “what does the plumber need to know?”

Training program presented by the subject specialist is approved by the Chairman and MD.

Training Material
After determining knowledge and skill requirements for different trades, training materials are
developed to achieve the desired training goal, and each student is provided a training manual.
These curricula cover almost all training aspects including need and objective, knowledge and skill
requirements, list of equipment and consumables, complete training scheme as well as employability
sectors.
Afterwards, printing of manuals and distribution to VTIs is be carried out by the Administration
Department.
Life skills (80 hours), Know About Business (KAB) and Social Entrepreneurship (50 Hours) courses
are compulsory for each trainee.
Curriculum Revision / Up-gradation Process:
Revision and up-gradation of curricula is an ongoing process which is carried out through in house as
well as outsourced consultations. At the end of every session following five types of feedbacks are
obtained to ensure adjustment of all necessary up-gradation and changes in the curriculum
material/manual.
►
►
►
►
►

Feedback guidance from council members;
Feedback from the trainers;
Feedback from trainees who are On-Job training (OJT) in the relevant industry;
Feedback from the experts from industry during skill up gradation training of trainees at STTI; and
Feedback from the employers / members of DBOM.

Afterwards, a CRC is established consisting of trained and experienced instructors of 4-8 members
that review all input received from the above sources and incorporate valid features in the course.
In addition to above, CRC can also assess the feedback obtained from general public through
website.
Curriculum Up-gradation process: Members of CRC are assigned different chapter of the
concerned manual and ask to prepare a revised draft. The senior member is nominated as group
leader in order to coordinate and supervise all activities related to revision and up gradation of
curriculum. He / she also ensure completion of assigned tasks within given time frame.
CRC submits to Curriculum Department after a given time with the revised draft of chapters assigned
to them. Revised manual is then sent to the subject specialist for vetting. Final corrections / revisions
are carried out in the light of vetting report / certificate by the subject specialist.
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Approval of revised manual is obtained from the Chairman and MD by Curriculum Department.
Afterwards, it is sent to Administration Department for printing and distribution to VTIs.
Following is the profile of the key team members of the Curriculum Department:
S.
No.

Experience (Years)
Designation

Qualification
PVTC

Others

B.Sc. Electrical
Engineering

7

19

1

Manager Curriculum

2

Assistant Manager Curriculum

MS Management
Sciences

3

4

3

Assistant Manager Curriculum

B.Sc. Computer
Engineering

5

3

4

Computer Operator / Office Assistant

I.C.S

8

4

5

Computer Operator / Office Assistant

Matric

8

2

A Council level committee (i.e. Development Committee) is also constituted who is responsible for
periodically reviewing and providing its guidance on curriculum development.
3.5.1.4 Examination and certification (E&C)
Final evaluation of trainees is done at the end of the training program and certificates are issued to
those who successfully qualify by obtaining at least 50% marks in theory and practical separately.
Students who do not pass evaluation are eligible to retake the exam. The external examiners /
professionals are deputed from related industry / businesses and also from public and private
technical / vocational training institutes, for transparency.
Final evaluation is based on marks obtained in theory, practical and internal assessment. To qualify
for award of certificates, each trainee is essentially required to undergo On the Job training (OJT) for
two months.
Examination Process: As per annual schedule of E&C Department, AMs are required to submit pre
exam data to the E&C Department of PVTC for their planning of examination. Pre exam data consist
of following:
► Starting and ending dates of courses at each VTI / Number of students in each batch
► Number of students who did not appear / failed in last session and are willing to give examination
in this session
Upon receiving the current session pre exam data from AMs, E&C Department prepares date sheet of
the examination and prepare question papers for the examination. Question paper is generally based
on 40% objective questions and 60% subjective questions. Questions are selected from question
bank which is developed at the time of designing of curriculum and is updated as and when
curriculum is updated. E&C Department also prepares the backup paper (i.e. Paper ‘B’) for use in
case of any doubt. Both the papers are in custody of Deputy Manager Examination and secrecy is
maintained. Papers are transmitted to exam centers 15-30 minutes before the start of exam.
Transmission of paper is performed through email to the external examiners who then take the print
out. Every exam center acknowledges to E&C Department about the receipt of question papers.
External examiners after conducting the theory and practical exams, award marks and send the result
along with solved answer sheets to E&C Department on a standard format, through courier service.
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Different elements carry following weightage in final evaluation:
►
►
►
►

Theory 10%
Practical 60%
Internal Assessment 25%
Life Skills 5%

Examination results are announced once On the Job Training of the candidates is completed. After
tabulation by the E&C Department, results are uploaded on web portal of PVTC.
► Following are the key function of the E&C Department:Preparation of Annual Examination
Schedule;
► Receipts of pre-exam data from AMs;
► Announcement of Date Sheet;
► Preparation of examination question paper;
► Preparation of draft for final papers;
► Identification and Nomination of External Examiners;
► Transmission of final papers to the exam centers (i.e. VTIs);
► Receipt of examination material and award lists from external examiners once exam is conducted;
► Declaration of final results; and
► Award of Certification to successful trainees.
Following is the profile of the key team members of the E&C Department:
Experience (Years)

S.
No.

Designation

Qualification
PVTC

Others

MBBS

15

10

MBA

15

3

B.S Electrical

5

2.5

1

Manager

2

Deputy Manager

3

Assistant Manager

4

Supervisor

MBA

13

-

5

Computer Operator / Office Assistant

B.A

12

-

6

Computer Operator / Office Assistant

Matric

11

-

7

Junior Computer Operator

FA

7

-
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3.5.1.5 Recruitment and Trainings of Teachers
Recruitment of teachers:
Please refer above section no. 3.4.1.2 (b) for the procedures of hiring teachers at VTIs.
Training Programs:
PVTC places emphasis on training and development of its staff. It has established a training institute
at Green Town, Lahore for the continuous training of its Managers, Principals, Teachers, AAOs, APOs
and other support staff. In case of teachers, following three types of trainings are provided to them:
► Pedagogy Training (it is the training in which teacher are taught with the skills that how to teach
the students)
► Skill Up gradation Training (it is the training in which trade specific (e.g. motor mechanic,
beautician, medical assistance etc. trainings are provided through external experts hired by PVTC
and helping hands corporations of PVTC)
► Self-Development courses i.e. Life skill for instructional staff of VTIs.

No. of trainings provided since year 2005

15

7

16
Instructor / Lab Assistants
28

Principal
APO
AAO
Managers / RMs / DMs / AMs
186
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Following is the profile of the key team members of the Teachers’ Training Department:
Experience (Years)

S.
No.

Designation

1

Manager

2

Deputy Manager (Pedagogical
Training)

3

Deputy Manager (Technical
Training)

4

Supervisor

Qualification
PVTC

Others

M. Phil HRM

11

2

M. Phil Education

5.5

6

Masters in Technical
Education

5.5

6

B.A

10

2

Pedagogy and Managerial Training courses are developed by the staff in the Training Department
with the coordination of pedagogical and leadership experts from renowned universities and training
organizations i.e. Punjab University IER Department, IBA-PU, UMT, PIQC, UMT, SURE institute,
Possibilities etc.
Skill up-gradation courses for all Instructional staff for each trade are developed with the coordination
of relevant industry i.e. Atlas Honda, DYL, RAVI, EAGLE and some other motorcycle manufacturers
coordinated in skill up-gradation of MCM Trade and also provided trainers to impart the training, M/S
Christine Cosmetics, KEUNE, Golden Pearl and Golden Girl supported PVTC in skill up-gradation of
Beautician Trade Instructors. Following are helping hands of PVTC from corporate sector in the area
of staff development.
Atlas Honda Ltd, DYL Motorcycle, RAVI Motorcycle, Pak-Suzuki Motors, Quinqi Motor Cycle, PEL,
WAVES, ORIENT, Dawlance,, Haier, Toyota, Isuzu, Honda, Keune, Christine, Stage line, Master
Textile, Mr. Denim, Sonex, Faisal Sanitary, Beta Pipe, NPO, Intel, Diamond, GR Cable, Style Textile,
Tania Collection, Lahore Beauty College, Thermo-sole, Cold Kraft, Z-KAP, Sapphire Textile, Newage
Cable, ILO, GIZ, Oratech Systems, Singer, Haseen Habib Corporation, Saloon Selection, Saloon
Collection, Post Quam, Golden Girl, Golden Pearl, Blesso Cosmetics, Mehran Enterprises and many
more.
PVTC has started entrepreneurship program for its VTIs with partnership of following major
organizations:
International Labor Organization (ILO): PVTC has collaborated with ILO to offer entrepreneurship
training to its graduates which is titled as Know About Business (KAB).The ITC ILO has developed
and tested this set of training materials for entrepreneurship education. The primary aim of the
package is to sensitize young people to choose entrepreneurship as a career option.
British Council: British Council is helping to introduce / promote the social entrepreneurship concept in
Pakistan in collaboration with YES Network Pakistan. British Council announces different competitions
on international and regional level in which PVTC graduates actively participate.
YES Network Pakistan PVTC has incorporated social entrepreneurship and service learning in the
curriculum of all its Vocational Training Institutes. PVTC has launched social entrepreneurship and
service learning course for transforming disadvantaged youth from victims to social entrepreneurs.
PVTC has accomplished this milestone with the support of Youth Engagement Services (YES)
Network Pakistan.
Intel Corporation PVTC has started a similar program with Intel Corporation and introduced the Intel
Youth Entrepreneurship program in the system so that to increase the awareness about
Entrepreneurship among its graduates.
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3.5.1.6 Career Guidance and Job Placement
PVTC has recently established a separate department (i.e. Career Guidance and Job Placement
CG&JP) whose primary responsibility is to provide career guidance and job placement services to
pass out trainees of the VTIs to help them out in carving the niche in the industry. Major functions of
the department are:
► To liaison with the VTIs and industry to place the passed out students for job;
► To network with industry to get their various demanded skills and appraise the VTIs Curriculum
Department to tailor the curriculum as per industry need;
► To liaison with recruitment agencies and job placement of pass out students;
► To keep track record of pass out students;
► Keep updated list of industrial / agricultural clusters in Pakistan who employees pass out VTIs;
and
► To develop the labor information management system (industry wise) to cater the need of VTIs for
referring the pass out for OJT.
Following is the profile of the key team members of the CG&JP Department:
Experience (Years)
S. No.

1

Designation

Deputy Manager CG &
JP

Qualification

MBE and LLB

PVTC

Others

9

4
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Project monitoring

We noted that monitoring of the projects / activities is performed through RO and AO as detailed
below and there is no separate department formed for this purpose. The monitoring activities are
mainly conducted through following means with the involvement of regional / AO staff who are also
engaged in project / activities implementation:
► Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) activities by the AM and RM through their respective KPIs;
► M&E by the RM in response to findings highlighted in internal audit report; and
► M&E by donor agencies for projects funded by them.
Details of each type of monitoring are provided below:
a.

M&E activities by AM and RM through their respective KPIs.

At the beginning of each year, AM and RM are required to set their annual KPIs which along with
other routine tasks also include monitoring visits of various VTIs. RM approves the KPIs of AM and
Managing Director / Chief Executive is responsible to approve KPIs of RM.
RMs are required to visit each VTI of its region on annual basis whereas AMs are required to visit
each VTI at least four times a year (i.e. on a quarterly basis, AMs are also required to visit at least two
VTIs in a month. There is no consolidated monitoring plan in place and KPIs of Regional and AMs do
not contain name and tentative date of visit of any VTIs.
At the end of each visit, a report named as ‘Visit Report’ is prepared by RM and AM. Visit report of AM
is forwarded to RM and visit report of RM is forwarded to MD / CE for their review. The visit report of
AM also contains a detailed financial checklist (consists of 57 questions) covering the adequacy of
following key financial aspects:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Accounting Records;
Banks and their operations;
Grant in Aid;
MOZU accounts;
Compliance of purchase/procurement procedure;
Budget monitoring;
Salaries;
Miscellaneous financial compliances;
Reconciliations;
Software Analysis; and
Adjustment, provision and accruals.

In addition to the above financial checklist, AM's report also contains the programme related
monitoring which covers following aspects:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Attendance records;
Personnel files;
Physical teaching / learning environment;
Lesson plans;
Infrastructure facilities; and
Status of lab equipment.

The findings of the visit report along with the recommended actions are afterwards shared with the
Principal of concerned VTI for his/her responses and future action plan. The follow up on the previous
findings are performed by the respective manager during their next visit.
b.

M&E by AM in response to findings highlighted in internal audit report.

In addition to the above routine visits, Chairman of PVTC may also direct AM to perform monitoring
visits on VTIs in response to any major deviation highlighted by the internal auditors in their audit
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reports. Upon completion of visit, AM submits the report to Internal Audit Department on the
concerned issue.
c.

M&E by donor agencies for projects funded by them.

For donor funded project, respective donors also conduct independent M&E as per agreed contract
terms, if any. The monitoring teams visit the field and prepare a report which is shared with the donor
and PVTC (if required) and action plans are agreed based on the same.
3.5.3

Project performance review

In addition to the above mentioned monitoring related duties performed by regional / AO, AM also
prepares Monthly Management Report (MMR) of his area which highlights the major activities
performed by the AO. At the beginning of each month, AM forwards the MMR of the preceding month
to RM for his review which is then consolidated by RM who in turns presents it to management (i.e.
Chairman / MD). MMR mainly covers following aspects:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Monthly overview;
Status of ongoing projects;
Next 60 days plan;
Major challenges;
Major highlights of the month; and
New initiatives.

PVTC being an autonomous body (as per PVTC Act 1998) is reportable to its Council only. There is
no other statutory reporting requirement to reporting of Project performance to any Government body/
department.
Following is the profile of key team members of the ROs:
RO (Central):
Experience (Years)

S.
No.

Designation

Qualification
PVTC

Others

7

12

B.Com

14

7

FA

14

-

B.E Electronics Engineering
1

Regional Manager (Central)
MBA Executive

2

Assistant Manager (Central)

3

Supervisor Admin and Accounts

RO (North):
S.
No.

Experience (Years)
Designation

1

Regional Manager (North)

2

Deputy Manager (North)

3

Supervisor Admin and Accounts

Qualification
PVTC

Others

B.Sc Electrical Engineering /
MBA HR

4.5

26

B.Sc Software Engineering

7

16

B.Com

7

3
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RO (South):
S.
No.

Experience (Years)
Designation

1

Regional Manager (South)

2

Deputy Manager (South)

3

Supervisor Admin and Accounts

Qualification
PVTC

Others

MBA in MIS

8

9

B.Sc Civil Engineering

11

3.5

B.Com

9

5
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3.5.4

Key findings in Project Performance Management

Overall Rating:
Moderate to High
Detailed issue with EYFRSH recommendations and PVTC comments is mentioned below.
1.

Documented policies and procedures manual not developed for project
management / execution and monitoring and evaluation functions.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per the better practices, organizations develop policies and internal guidelines / procedures for its business
processes and document them in the form of a manual. Further, such manuals are reviewed and approved by
the governing body of the organisation.
Currently respective staff of each department of PVTC is following guidelines / instructions of the senior
management to perform different functions including operations and M&E.
However, we noted that there are no documented policies and procedure documents for the following key
areas:

► Operations, covering research for new trades, induction of new trades, establishment of new VTIs etc.
► Monitoring & Evaluation.
Implication(s)
In absence of the formally defined / incomplete policies and procedures documents, there may be inconsistent
practices followed for the above mentioned areas which may lead to operational issues. Also this may lead to
lack of controls and formal accountability mechanism.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that policies and procedures for the above listed areas should be documented adequately.
Further, on an annual basis such policies and procedures should be reviewed, and updated for the changes in
the entity’s practices. The changes should be approved by the Council.
Moreover, we recommend that a clear and robust policy for corporate communication should be developed by
the management. The said policy should be approved by the PVTC Council and circulated to all employees
within the organization.
Compliance with the above policy should be checked by the IAD. Moreover, the policy should be considered for
review and updation at least on an annual basis.
Management Comment(s)
Formal policies and procedures manuals are under preparation and procedures are in place and being
practiced. Moreover PPRA rules are being followed by PVTC in letter and spirit.
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2.

Separate independent M&E function does not exist within PVTC, instead it is
being performed by RO and AO in respective areas.

Finding

Rating

Moderate to High

As per better practices, there is an independent Monitoring Department formed within an organization which
monitors independently progress of various activities / projects being implemented by the entity on an ongoing
basis. To maintain objectivity, role of said department is limited to the monitoring and not engaged in the
implementation of the programs / projects.
Currently, PVTC have three RO and 10 areas offices. We have been informed that such staff at respective
offices is primarily assigned to perform monitoring of on-field activities, primarily VTIs. RMs are required to visit
each VTI at least once in a year whereas AMs are required to visit each VTI on quarterly basis as per their
KPIs approved in the beginning of the year.
However, based on our observation during visits to such RO and understand of day to day activities performed
we understand that M&E function at PVTC is not independent considering following facts:
a)

KPIs of RMs and AMs includes the following, which we understand are program implementation activities:

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Induction / replacement of trades;
Recruitment at VTIs;
Establishment of new VTIs;
Shifting of VTIs to government buildings from rented buildings;
Relocation of VTIs;
Implementation of self-financing classes; and
Visit to the VTIs and prepare visit report etc.

b)

During our visit to RO of PVTC, we noted the following:

► We were informed that out of 55 VTIs in south region, RM South has visited only two VTIs i.e. VTI Abdul
hakim and VTI Fatehpur dated 24 March 2014 and 1 April 2014 respectively due to lack of time
availability from other program related activities (such as preparation of feasibility for the establishment of
new VTIs, liaison with District Zakat Council, maintaining liaison with DBOMs, supervision of activities
performed by AO etc.).

► In RO North, AM (who is also responsible for monitoring of project) Rawalpindi is acting as Principal for
Rawalpindi VTI.
Implication(s)
Objectivity of the monitoring function may be impaired due to the conflicting duties of RO and AO staff. Further,
the monitoring function may not be performed effectively due to work overload of RO and AO staff.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that there should be a M&E Department, which is independent of management / program
implementation activities. Further M&E should directly report to a designated senior management person such
as MD or a board level independent committee. The role of this department should only be limited to the
following;
►
►
►
►
►
►

Monitoring of all the projects and activities;
Preparation of the monitoring plan;
Executing the monitoring plan;
Preparation of the standard checklist and maintaining the same;
Reporting to the Independent Committee; and
Follow-up of the observations.

Management Comment(s)
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South Region in executing Majority of Projects in all terms from last few years. We at south region
are very heavily loaded with project work including field visits and reporting.
RM South has completed 36 Visits Since November 07, 2013 to May 30, 2014 i.e. 07 Months work
with visits average of 4.85% per month.
In order to maximize the utility of appointments a certain overlap is there in implementation and
M&E function. The system is working perfectly and no problems have been faced so far.’
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3.

Independent impact assessment exercise not carried out

Finding

Rating
Low to Moderate

As per better practices, an independent impact assessment exercise is carried out by the organisation for
assessment of its programme objectives along with actual achievements at different stages of the project. The
main purpose of this exercise it to ensure that all proposed objectives are align and in case of any issue
identified during impact assessment exercises then proper mitigation measures taken to overcome all issues.
Currently, PVTC provide vocational trainings to deserved students (i.e. zakat eligible) in different trades
through VTIs. The basic objective of VTIs is not only to provide skills to deserving students but also to ensure
that all its pass out students get employed in their relevant fields. For this purpose, VTIs with the help of useful
links of DBOM members in industries make effort for employment of its students. Based on provided
information by management, almost 72% of the total students who completes their courses from PVTC's VTIs
since inception have got employment in the relevant industries based on the training received. This provides
that majority of the PVTC trained students are readily acceptable in the local industry. Further PVTC has
established various other mechanisms to obtain feedback from the industry with respect to its course design,
effectiveness through a feedback system on its curriculum and quality of its trainees.
However, we noted that an independent impact assessment exercise has not been carried out by the
management of PVTC to assess effectiveness of different parameters of the programme.
Implication(s)
In absence of impact assessment of the implemented programme, problematic issues may not be identified in
timely manner that ultimately impact all desired objectives from the programme.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that PVTC should consider engaging an independent consultants / team having relevant
experience to carry out project impact assessment exercise of the projects implemented by PVTC to obtain an
independent view and recommendation for future programs design.
Management Comment(s)
Any Project wise “Impact assessment exercise” may be carried out Internally or Externally subject to “need and
availability” of resources. Independent impact assessment exercise can be done if sponsors/ donors so like
and provide requisite funding for it also.
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4.

For monitoring conducted by RMs and AMs, consolidated annual M&E plan to
visit different VTIs not prepared to ensure that each VTIs covered by regional
/ area level team according to their approved JDs / KPIs.

Finding

Rating

Low to Moderate

As per better practices, a consolidated monitoring plan is prepared at the start of every year by M&E
Department for the execution of monitoring process. Such consolidated plan is comprise of number and date of
visits every year to each locations / offices followed by the date of follow ups. This plan also serves as the
control document for the monitoring functions which is approved by the head of operations (i.e. General
Manager Operations). This also form basis for comparison of planned vs. actual monitoring which is presented
to head of operations for their concerns / remarks.
Currently, we were informed that RMs perform monitoring visit at each VTI at least once in a year in
accordance with their approved KPIs. Similarly, AMs also visit each VTI quarterly as defined in their KPIs. At
the end of each visit, a visit report is prepared which mainly covers the areas from monitoring perspective.
However we noted that, despite the frequency of visits defined in approved KPIs, there is no consolidated
monitoring plan which can reflect the visit plan / details to each locations / offices by the visiting team / person.
Implication(s)
► The M&E exercise may not be effective.
► The teams may not be able to verify the progress of all projects.
Recommendation(s)
We recommend that a monitoring plan should be prepared at the start of the each year. The plan should cover
all VTIs along with the date of visits and the person authorized to visit the VTI. The plan should be approved by
the head of operations (i.e. General Manager Operations).
The actual visits should be planned and progress should be checked against the monitoring plan.
Apart from the visit reports, the departments should also prepare quarterly and annual reports summarizing the
activities to compare with the initial targets set in plan.
Management Comment(s)
Annual plan is not made due to fluid nature of work. The need of visits is determined on case to case basis and
at times it can happen that certain VTI is visited more no of times due to specific projects / problems etc. The
visits of AMs are planned one month in advance but subject to change in view of changing situations. The visits
of RM carry an element of surprise and should not be planned in advance to avoid chances of not being able to
find out on ground situation.
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Organization Sustainability

The following aspects have been covered to analyze organizational sustainability and capacity
assessment of PVTC:
3.6.1

Sources of Funding

To assess the sources of funding available to PVTC and their continuity is critical to understand.
PVTC is in process to enhance its existing operations. Currently, following are the sources of funding
at PVTC:
*Source of fund
MOZU fund

Description

Under MOZU scheme funds are provided to mustahiq (eligible) students at
PKR 2,500 per month for getting training from the institutes of PVTC under
MOZU Educational Stipend Scheme.
For this purpose data related to eligible enrolled students is provided by
VTIs to District Zakat Councils through Ministry of Religious Affairs
(MORA) Scholarship Committee.
Per student amount of PKR 2,500 provided by Provincial Zakat Council is
transferred to the mustahiq student’s bank account through VTIs, who is
then required to pay PKR 2,000 to respective VTI as tuition fees per
month.
Out of PKR 2,000 received from each student, PKR 1,800 are utilised by
the respective VTI for meeting its expenses, whereas PKR 200 are paid to
PVTC HO as services charges for arrangement of exams, student
uniforms, books, etc.
As per the information provided by management, we noted that in 201213, Zakat fund received from Ministry of Zakat and Usher amounts to PKR
827 million out of this VTIs and PVTC received PKR 662 million (80%) in
form of tuition fee.

Donor
and
other
government body funding

PVTC receives following two types of funding from various donor agencies
and Government Departments:
1- Project based funding in which donor agencies / Government
departments request PVTC to launch any specific trade in any specific
area; and
2- Operational support funding in which donor agencies / Government
departments fund in operational account of PVTC to support its
existing activities.
The amount received from the donors agencies over the last three years
amount to PKR 1,095 million against 33 thousand students / beneficiaries.
Donor’s wise details of funds for last three years have been tabulated
below.

Seed money

At the time of establishment of PVTC. An amount of PKR 100 million was
received from Government of Punjab. PKR 15 Million was paid for
incorporation / establishment of PVTC and 85 million were received to
generate recurring income for PVTC.

Government of Pakistan

PVTC receives funds from the Planning & Development Department
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*Source of fund
funds

Description

(P&D), Government of Punjab. These funds can only be used for
establishment and up gradation of VTIs.
As at 30 June 2013 the funds retained by PVTC under this category
amounts to PKR 94 million.

Fund generated from
self-financed students

Income is generated from students who can self-finance themselves for
getting vocational training for different trades. These courses cannot be
funded from MOZU funds.
We were informed by the management that number of self-finance
students varies each year. In the current sessions of PVTC (from January
to June 2014), more than 1800 self-finance students have been enrolled.
PKR 58 million (4% of the total income) has been contributed to the total
income for the year ended 30 June 2013 from such self-financed students.

Return on investment

PVTC also earns return on its short term investments in the Term Deposit
Receipts (TDRs) with BoP. The amount of TDRs is PKR 682 million as at
30 June 2013 carrying interest rates ranging from 11.50% to 13.85%.

*The percentage of each source of income in current structure of PVTC is detailed below in ratio analysis (section 3.6.4a).

Donor based projects:
The major donors and their funding as informed to us by the management are appearing below:
S.no

Donor name

No of
beneficiaries

Contracted
amount (PKR)

1

USAID's funding through Creative & International Organisation
for Migration (IOM)

5,835

341,700,000

2

Punjab Skill Development Fund (PSDP)

7,825

341,411,213

3

German International Cooperation (GiZ)

2,732

198,198,335

4

Japan International Cooperation Authority (JICA)

13,440

155,970,000

5

United Nations International Children's Emergency
Fund (UNICEF)

600

12,600,000

6

Others (including IRF, FDO, NRSP etc.)

2,846

45,234,000

33,278

1,095,113,548

Total
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Over the last three years, 33 agreements have been signed by PVTC with various donors agencies.
At the date of our review 21 contracts are completed. Below is the brief description of the projects
status till date of our review:
Project
status

Completed

No of
project

21

No of
beneficiaries

15,742

Amount in
PKR

Remarks

► PKR 200 million with Punjab Skill
Development Fund (PSDF) for VTIs
sited in the districts Bahawalpur,
Bahawalnagar,
Lodhran
and
Muzaffargarh
for
4,475
beneficiaries.
393,263,174
► PKR 76 million with GIZ Pakistan in
Districts
Lahore,
Sheikhupra,
Faisalabad, Chiniot, Gujranwala for
492 beneficiaries.
► PKR 318 million of USAID/O
TI funding through Creative for VTIs
of Southern Punjab for 4,515
beneficiaries

In progress

11

15,536

598,862,874

► PKR 130 million with Punjab Skill
Development Fund (PSDF) for VTIs
sited in Districs Lahore, Sheikhupra,
Faisalabad, Chiniot, Gujranwala for
3,350 beneficiaries.
► PKR 19 million with Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
for VTI Green town Lahore for 240
beneficiaries.

Proposed
projects

1

2,000

102,987,500

PVTC has signed contract with GIZ
Pakistan amounting to PKR 103 million in
45 selected VTIs of the entire 3 regions
of Punjab. The objective of the project is
to train students on how to make a solar
panel and how to install it. The project is
starting from 1 July 2014 and will benefit
2000 beneficiaries.
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Project allocation and spending trend analysis:

Based on the information received from management for project activities completed during the last
three years, following is an analysis to assess the absorptive capacity of PVTC for the projects funded
by the donor agencies:
Description

No of
projects

Allocation

Released*

Spending

ApUI

BPI

AUI

OACI

Overall
absorptive
capacity

21

393,263,174

343,687,914

225,707,125

57%

87%

66%

75%

Appropriation Utilization Index (ApUI) = Spending/Allocation (ability to utilize funds relative to the spending target)
Budget Programming Index (BPI) = Released/Allocation (extent to which the funds have been released by donors)
Allotment Utilization Index (AUI) = Spending/Released (extent to which PVTC effectively utilized the available
resources at any given time)
Overall Absorptive Capacity Index (OACI) = AUI/BPI (ability to utilize the allotments received and the relative
priority given to PVTC by different donors.

*This includes amount released to both PVTC and directly to VTIs by donor agencies.
Appropriation Utilization Index (ApUI): The Appropriation Utilization Index (ApUI) ratio stands at
57% over the last three years. This indicates that PVTC management has been able to utilize only
57% of it targets of spending of total projects. However, it should also be considered that ApUI is
influenced by donor’s ability to provide agreed funds (87% in above case) which is not fully under the
control of PVTC management.
Budget Programming Index (BPI): The results show that donors funding as committed have been
reasonably received as BPI is around 87% of the funds allocated through donor agencies. This is
indicative of donor’s commitment and trust to provide funds to PVTC. Out of total released amounting
of PKR 344 million in last three years, PKR 260 million has been directly received by PVTC at HO and
remaining amount (PKR 84 million) was directly disbursed to VTIs by donor agencies.
Allotment Utilization Index (AUI): The Allotment Utilization Index (AUI) ratio stands at 66% which
shows that PVTC management has been able to utilize only 66% of all the funds released from donor
agencies. We have been informed by management that the agreed targets with donors for training the
students were achieved successfully within the above stated amount and remaining funds were
retained by PVTC to be utilized for future financial needs of VTIs.
Overall Absorptive Capacity Index (OACI): The Overall Absorptive Capacity Index (OACI) ratio
stands at 75% over the last three years for completed projects. This indicates that PVTC capacity to
utilize the available donor resources could be improved. In order to absorb further funds, PVTC needs
to enhance its capacity related to utilization of donor's funds.
(Please refer to Annexure 8 for measures of absorptive capacity)
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3.6.3

VTI’s capacity and performance:

VTI's Capacity:
VTIs are critical to assess as these are engaged in delivering trainings to the students in various
desired locations of the province for various trades / subjects approved by PVTC.
VTIs growth analysis:
The VTI Network of PVTC has expanded progressively over the years. PVTC has started its
operations in 1998-99 with the establishment of two VTIs in Lahore. The speed of setting up new VTIs
accelerated when the Ministry of Religious Affairs (MORA) scholarship scheme was approved and
some steps were taken by Central Zakat Council in late 2002. By the end of 2003, the initial target set
by Government of Punjab to establish 47 VTIs throughout the province was exceeded and 50 VTIs
were established in all the districts of Punjab with the capacity to train 12,000 trainees in 32 trades.
Currently, PVTC has a network of more than 150 VTIs* with the annual training capacity of 31,000
trainees in 54 trades. Following is the graphical presentation on expansion of VTIs every year:

No of VTIs
200
150
100
50
0
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Years
*These are total number of VTIs including satellite VTIs.

Average students per VTIs / Sessions:
As per data provided by the management, we noted that in 143 VTIs around 967 courses related to
mustahiq students are currently in progress. The average number of students per session ranges
from 27-33 and average number of students per VTI ranges from 153 to 284 as tabulated below:
No of VTIs*

No of
sessions

No of
students

Average
students per
VTIs

Average
student per
session

Faisalabad

16

120

3,753

235

31

Gujranwala

16

109

3,188

199

29

Lahore

14

131

3,974

284

30

Sahiwal

10

79

2,288

229

29

56

439

13,203

236

30

Rawalpindi

10

63

2,062

206

33

Sargodha

15

63

2,189

146

35

Sialkot

11

90

2,940

267

33

36

216

7,191

200

33

Bahawalpur

17

103

3,003

177

29

D-G Khan

20

111

3,061

153

28

Vehari

Regional
Office

Central
Region

AO

Total central region
North Region

Total north region
South Region

14

98

2,801

200

29

Total south region

51

312

8,865

174

28

Grand total

143

967

29,259

205

30
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*These are total number of VTIs providing training to Mustahiq (eligible) students.

Capacity of students in existing sessions of VTIs:
Currently, under different VTIs of PVTC, 967 sessions are in progress (at the date of our review) in
which average no of mustahiq students ranges from 27-33 per session. The below analysis shows
that there is still sitting capacity of 5% mustahiq students, which is idle in running sessions of VTIs:
Region

Current
sessions

AO

Central
region

No

%age

120

3,770

3,753

17

0%

Gujranwala

109

3,545

3,188

357

10%

Lahore

131

4,190

3,974

216

5%

Sahiwal

79

2,383

2,288

95

4%

439

13,888

13,203

685

5%

Rawalpindi

63

2,395

2,062

333

14%

Sargodha

63

2,386

2,189

197

8%

Sialkot

90

2,923

2,940

(17)

-1%

216

7,704

7,191

513

7%

83

3%

92

3%

Total north region
South region

Further capacity in
existing sessions

On roll
students

Faisalabad

Total central region
North region

Capacity of
students*

Bahawalpur

103

3,086

3,003

D-G Khan

111

3,153

3,061

98

2,843

2,801

42

1%

Total south region

Vehari

312

9,082

8,865

217

2%

Grand total

967

30,674

29,259

1,415

5%

*Capacity of students is calculated based on the data provided by management related to sitting
capacity of students under ongoing sessions of VTIs.
Average students per teacher ratio:
We compared the existing number of mustahiq students with the number of teachers in each area and
noted that the average number of students per teacher ranges from 38-61, which further provides
that on average each teacher is conducting 1 to 2 sessions of the courses.

Region

AO

Number of
enrolled
students

Current
sessions

Average
students per
teacher

No of
teachers

Faisalabad

120

3,753

70

54

Gujranwala

109

3,188

52

61

Lahore

131

3,974

72

55

Sahiwal

79

2,288

54

42

439

13,203

248

53

Rawalpindi

63

2,062

49

42

Sargodha

63

2,189

47

47

Sialkot

90

2,940

49

60

216

7,191

145

50

Bahawalpur

103

3,003

78

39

D-G Khan

111

3,061

80

38

98

2,801

66

42

Total south region

312

8,865

224

40

Grand total

967

29,259

617

47

Central region

Total central region
North region

Total north region
South region

Vehari
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Job placement ratio:
The basic objective of VTIs is not only to provide skills to mustahiq students but also to ensure that all
its pass out students get employed in their relevant fields. For this purpose, VTIs with the help of
useful links of DBOM members in industries make effort for employment of its students. We
performed analysis on data provided by the management and noted that almost 72% of the total
students who completes their courses from PVTC's VTIs since inception get employed in the relevant
industries. This provides that majority of the PVTC trained students are readily acceptable in the local
industry:

Region

AO

Central region

Total Pass out
students since
inception
25,064

18,591

74%

Gujranwala

15,793

11,184

71%

Lahore

27,303

19,902

73%

Sahiwal

15,498

11,603

75%

83,387

60,814

73%

Rawalpindi

17,083

11,174

65%

Sargodha

23,231

16,411

71%

Sialkot

19,622

15,432

79%

59,814

42,682

72%

Total north region
South region

% age

Faisalabad

Total central region
North region

No of
employed
students

Bahawalpur

22,246

14,899

67%

D-G Khan

24,494

17,864

73%

Vehari

21,570

15,262

71%

68,179

47,741

70%

211,380

151,237

72%

Total south region
Grand total
Monthly Dropout ratio:

Monthly dropout ratio indicates the number of students who could not complete their course and leave
before completion of the session. Such students are not awarded with the course completion
certificates and are not eligible for further stipends from the date of his leaves.
We obtained the details of number of dropouts for ROs for the period of two months (April – May
2014), and noted that monthly dropout ratio at PVTC ranges between 0% to 2%. This indicates that
PVTC program is highly acceptable by the local communities and students are keen and willing to
complete their courses which help them in seeking future employment.
Region

Total students

Average dropout
per month

% age dropout
per month

Central

15,788

119

1%

South

8,818

41

0%

North

7,668

164

2%

Total

32,274

324

1%
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Gender Analysis:

As per data provided by management, we noted that out of total of 29,259 mustahiq students, Out
of which 17,175 students (59%) are male and 12,084 students (41%) are female which shows that
PVTC has launched its trade almost equally for males and females.
Gender analysis

41%

Male

59%

Female

Top ten trades:
Based on the information provided to us by the management, we noted that followings are the top 10
running trades of PVTC. The most acceptable trade is Computer Application & Office Professional
where currently 219 sessions are in progress in which more than 6,000 students are enrolled. Details
are as under:

S.no

Trade

No of
current
session

No of on roll
students

% age to
total
students

1

Computer Application & Office Professional

219

6773

23%

2

Dress Making

174

5289

18%

3

Clinical Assistant

82

2543

9%

4

Repair & Maintenance of Electrical Appliances

79

2435

8%

5

Beautician

53

1655

6%

6

Embroidery

59

1624

6%

7

Motor Cycle Mechanic

46

1280

4%

8

Refrigeration & Air Conditioning

39

1182

4%

9

Industrial Electrician

26

857

3%

10

Computer Hardware Repair & Network Professional

22

672

2%

VTI's Performance:
Based on the audited financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2013, we noted that 63% of
total VTIs are unable to meet their operational expenses from the tuition fees received and are
supported by PVTC. Around 31% of the total VTIs are in surplus after meeting their operational
expenses. 5% of the VTIs are not operational and have no income and expense.
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Moreover, percentage of surplus making VTIs has significantly decreased over the last three years
where it has reduced to 46 in 2013 as compared to 106 in 2011. The major reason for this decrease is
non receipt of committed funds from the Ministry of Zakat and Usher (MOZU). Further, in 2013 VTIs
have also booked provision of PKR 140 million against doubtful MOZU fee receivable due to which
yearly performance of many VTIs resulted in loss as compared to their previous years surpluses.
We also noted that PVTC has obtained a one year interest free loan of PKR 25 million in 2012 from
the Government of Punjab for payment of salaries and other operating activities of VTIs.
Following table also details surplus and deficits of VTIs over the last three year.
VTIs in Surplus

VTIs in Deficits

Non Operative VTIs

Year
No

Amount in PKR

No

Amount in PKR

No

Amount in PKR

2013

46

59,966,563

93

174,546,030

8

-

2012

60

92,264,032

76

53,518,885

8

53,693

2011

106

163,667,594

28

19,577,169

6

1,127

*These are the total number of VTIs as per audited financial statements of each year.

The above analysis is critical to assess if VTIs and resultantly PVTC operations are sustainable in
longer run. Further there is a need to devise the strategies to identify and generate more income,
manage operational costs better and minimize the number of VTIs with deficit.
Following analysis shows the cost ranges of VTIs over the three years ended at 30 June 2013 based
on the respective audited financial statements.
No of VTIs
Amount of yearly expenses
2013

2012

2011

Above 20 million

3

-

1

Between 15 to 20 million

7

1

1

Between 10 to 15 million

33

13

5

Between 05 to 10 million

89

86

59

Between 01 to 05 million

6

35

67

Below 1 million

9

9

7

147

144

140

Total

*These are the total number of VTIs as per audited financial statements of each year.
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Financial Analysis:

Based on the audited financial statements for the last four years, we have performed a detailed
analysis to assess the financial capacity of PVTC. Following are some of the key features as a result
of the same:
a)

Ratio analysis

Liquidity ratio
*Description

2010

Current ratio

2011

2012

2013

11.28

9.40

7.94

7.05

Cash ratio

8.02

6.90

4.96

4.72

Cash to total assets

71%

73%

63%

67%

*Please refer to Annexure 9 for formula used to calculate the ratio
As at 30 June 2013, the current ratio stands at 7.05 and cash ratio stands at 4.72 which are
significant to meet the current liabilities of PVTC. Moreover, a high cash to total asset ratio of 67%
indicates funds being held / invested in the bank accounts (including revenue generating term deposit
accounts). We have been informed that PVTC is utilizing these funds are held to support loss making
VTIs.
To summarize, liquidity position of PVTC is very stable but the trend over previous years has shown a
consistent decrease in these ratio indicating that PVTC ability to pay off its current liabilities has
reduced over the past 4 years.
Debt ratio
*Description

2010

Total debt ratio

2011
0.05

2012
0.04

2013
0.05

0.05

*Please refer to Annexure 9 for formula used to calculate the ratio
The debt ratio of 0.05 shows that PVTC is not dependent on loans to finance its activities. PVTC has
one long term of PKR 85 million obtained at the time of its incorporation from the Government of
Punjab. As per the terms, the loan will not be recalled by the Government unless the Council is
liquidated, terminated or dissolved in which case Government will have first charge on all the assets
of PVTC. Further to this PVTC has also obtained short term loan (repayable in 1 year) of PKR 25
million from Government of Punjab to meet the operational expenses of VTIs. We were informed by
management that the short term loan was obtained in 2012 but the same is not yet paid.
The short term loan carries zero interest rate and long term loan carries interest @ 0.25% per annum
which is very minimal portion of PVTC's surplus as shown in the above table.
Total expense to income ratio
*Description
Total expense to income ratio

2010
81%

2011

2012
78%

*Please refer to Annexure 9 for formula used to calculate the ratio

2013
87%

99%
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The overall expense to income ranges from 78% to 99% over the last four years. The ratio has
significantly increased over the last three years and in 2013, as the total expenses is almost now
equal to the total income of PVTC.
The main reason for this increase is due to 37% increase in the salaries, wages and other benefits
which is almost 65% (PKR 858 million) of the total expenses in 2013. Further, in 2013, PVTC's VTIs
have also booked a provision for doubtful MOZU fee receivable for all MOZU, funds which have not
been received since 5 years. This contributes 11% (PKR 139 million) to total expenses.
Income generated by PVTC mainly comprises income from MOZU fee receivable, donor funds and
return on investments. As the trend shows above it has increased over the years due to increase in
MOZU fee receivables and grant and donation received from donor agencies. In 2013, PVTC has
received grants of PKR 307 million from various donors’ agencies which is 197% increase from 2012.
The expenses of the PVTC has also increased significantly over the years due to increase in salaries
and wages expenses and provision booked for doubtful MOZU fee receivable.
b) Horizontal analysis
The horizontal analysis below explains the movement in assets, liabilities, income and expenses over
the last three years.
Increased from
2010 to 2011

Increased from
2011 to 2012

Increased from
2012 to 2013

Total assets

10%

17%

2%

Total liabilities

19%

27%

17%

Total income

15%

8%

25%

Total expense

10%

20%

43%

Description

Balance sheet
Total assets: The variation in the total assets ranges from 2% to 17% over the last three years.
Based on the size and nature of work of PVTC, such variation is acceptable. The non-current assets
vary mainly due to fluctuation in property plant and equipment and maturity of long term investment in
National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) Premium Aamdani Certificates in 2013. The variation in current
assets is mainly due to variation in short term investment and cash and bank balances which are 30%
and 26% of the total assets as at 30 June 2013. Following tables shows the value of significant items
over each year.
Description

2011

2012

2013

Long term investment

100,000,000

100,000,000

-

Short term investment

600,686,129

582,036,000

682,036,000

Cash and bank balances

456,424,943

496,532,616

587,621,726

Total liabilities: The variation in total liabilities ranges from 17% to 27% over the last three years.
The major reason for such variation over the years is due to trade and other payables and interest
accrued on long term financing.
Income Statement
Total income: The total income varies from 8% to 25% over the last three years. The major reason of
increase in total income from 2012 to 2013 was due to increase in MOZU scholarship funds and
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grants and donations. Following tabular data for the last three years shows the contribution of each
source of income to total income:

The above trend in income indicates that major source of income, which is MOZU scholarship
student, has moved downwards, whereas PVTC has been able to generate more income from the
donors. Also return on investments has reduced from 10 to 8 percent, which indicates lesser funds
available to be held in such investments due to increase operational needs of the entity.
Total expense: The total expense has significantly increased over the years and ranges from 10% to
43%. This increase is due to significant increase in salaries, wages and other benefits over the years
which are almost 65% of total expenses of the year ended 30 June 2013. Another reason for increase
in expenses in 2013 is due to booking of provision for doubtful MOZU receivables which are
outstanding from more than 5 years as at 30 June 2013. This provision was booked for the first time in
the financial statements of PVTC and contributes to 11% of the total expenses of the year ended 30
June 2013.
Overall conclusion:
Based on the above analysis, we can assess that, although PVTC is currently in stable financial
position though overall trend has moved in adverse directions over the past few years. Its assets are
more than PKR 2.2 billion as at 30 June 2013 and have increased over the years, however, it needs
to consider the percentage of increase in assets as compared to increase in liabilities.
The income and expense both have increased every year in line with its operations, however, the
percentage of increase in expense is far more than increase in income due to which the profitability of
the PVTC has significantly reduced over the years.
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Current strength in terms of staff strength and capability:

PVTC is a relatively large organization in terms of its size and operations. In addition to its HO it has
three ROs and ten AOs covering all the major districts of Punjab. Its presence all over the Punjab has
helped PVTC in implementation of its project throughout the province and contributed to its success in
program implementation. In terms of staff below is a comparison of approved and currently working
staff.
Description

HO

ROs

AOs

VTIs

Total

106

21

60

2,883

3,070

Existing filled positions

75

13

42

2,234

2,364

Vacant positions

40

8

18

649

715

38%

38%

30%

23%

23%

Approved positions

%age of vacant vs approved

The above table shows that 23% of the total approved positions are currently vacant, which may have
adverse impact on the ability to manage and utilize its resources in an efficient manner. We have
been informed by the management that Government of Punjab has imposed ban on recruitment
against all posts in all Government departments, attached departments, District Governments, TMAs,
Projects, Autonomous Bodies, Semi – Autonomous Bodies and Foundations with effect from 17 June
2012 vide circular letter No. SOR-IV (S&GAD) 10-5/2013 dated 18 June 2013. This was further
enforced through circular dated 28 June 2013. Due to the above factor PVTC has not been able to fill
its vacant positions, however, at VTIs level, PVTC has obtained an exemption from the Government
of Punjab and VTIs were allowed to recruit total of 499 staff under different designation as stated in
the notification.
Staff strength at VTIs
PVTC is service organization and its main objective is to provide demand driven skill training to
deserving youth. To achieve this objective PVTC has established 175 VTIs all over Punjab to run its
operations. The staff strength of VTIs in comparison to approved positions is tabulated below:
Designation

Approved
positions

Existing
filled
positions

Vacant positions
No

%age

Principal

147

128

19

13%

Administration & accounts officer

141

120

21

15%

86

65

21

24%

Instructors

882

617

265

30%

Lab assistance

876

663

213

24%

751

641

110

15%

2,883

2,234

649

23%

Admission & placement officer

Support staff
Total

Despite the above mentioned exemption obtained for VTIs, we noted that currently vacant position of
key staff at VTIs ranges from 13% to 30%. The key positions at various VTIs are filled by providing
additional charge to existing staff of any other existing nearby VTI. This may result in overload on the
existing staff which can adversely impact their performance of VTIs / PVTC in terms of quality delivery
of approved trades.
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Others matters

We have carried out the Pre-Award Assessment and prepared this report as per the scope of work
mentioned under task order number ASP-CPO/A&C/Pre Award – PVTC/16-2014 dated 19 May 2014.
This report is solely for assisting the USAID in their decision to extend funding to PVTC and is for their
own internal purposes.
Our work in connection with this assignment is of a different nature to that of an audit. Because the
above work steps do not constitute either an audit or a review made in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing or International Standards on Review Engagements, we do not express any
assurance thereon. Had we performed additional work steps or had we performed an audit or review
in accordance with International Standards on Auditing or International Standards on Review
Engagements, other matters might have come to our attention that would have been reported to you.
Our comments are based on the work carried out on the basis of information provided by PVTC, the
stakeholders and other publicly available information. In performing our work, we have assumed the
genuineness of all signatures and the authenticity of all documents submitted to us, whether original
or copies.
In accordance with our policy, neither EYFRSH nor any Partners or employees undertakes
responsibility arising in any way whatsoever, to any person other than the management of USAID and
ASP-RSPN in respect of the matters dealt with in this report, including any errors or omissions
therein, arising through negligence.
All analysis in this report, conclusions or assessments has inherent limitations.
The findings in our report are based on our field work from 26 May 2014 and up to 27 June 2014. We
have not undertaken to update our report for events or circumstances arising after that date.
Any changes to the key internal controls, policies and procedures subsequent to our discussion with
management, which have not been informed to us, have not been evaluated by us and accordingly
we do not report on any shortcomings in the same.
The information, advice or recommendations relating thereto contained in this report, in draft or final
form, provided to the USAID (through ASP-RSPN) by us during this engagement are given in
confidence.
No other EY Entity other than EYFRSH shall have any legal duty of care to the client in connection
with the performance of any of the services by its personnel, and the client shall be entitled to rely
only on EYFRSH for the performance of the services or with respect to any Report. The client [and its
affiliates or other persons or entities for or in respect of which any of the services are provided] shall
have no recourse, and shall bring no claim whether based on breach of contract, tort, strict liability,
breach of warranty, failure of essential purpose or otherwise against any EY Entity (other than
EYFRSH), or against any subcontractors, members, shareholders, directors, officers, managers,
partners, principals or employees of EYFRSH or any other EY Entity (“EY Persons”), or any of the
assets of any thereof, in connection with the performance of the Services or otherwise under this
Agreement.
Neither EYFRSH nor any of its subcontractors will be liable to the USAID, ASP-RSPN or PVTC for
any consequential, incidental, indirect, punitive or special damages (including loss of profits, data,
business or goodwill, collectively, “Excluded Damages”) in connection with the performance of the
Services or otherwise under this Agreement, regardless of whether such liability is based on breach of
contract, tort, strict liability, breach of warranty, failure of essential purpose or otherwise, and even if
PVTC is advised of, or the parties had contemplated, the likelihood of such Excluded Damages.
The aggregate liability of EYFRSH and its subcontractors to USAID, ASP-RSPN and PVTC in
connection with the performance of the Services or otherwise under this Agreement shall be limited to
the fees actually received by EYFRSH in respect of the Services directly relating to and forming the
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basis of client’s claim, regardless of whether liability is based on breach of contract, tort, strict liability,
breach of warranty, failure of essential purpose or otherwise. The preceding limitation shall not apply
to liability that has been finally determined to have resulted from the fraud or other wilful misconduct
by or on behalf of EYFRSH.
USAID, ASP-RSPN shall not bring any claim relating to the services or otherwise under this
Agreement after 12 months of the act or omission alleged to have caused this claim.
Any liability shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of Pakistan as if it were
made and fully to be performed in such jurisdiction by residents thereof.
The services and the information, records, data, advice or recommendations relating thereto
contained in any reports, materials, presentations or other communications, written or otherwise, in
draft or final form, provided by EYFRSH (collectively, “Reports”) are intended solely for USAID, ASPRSPN and PVTC information and internal use (consistent with the purpose of the engagement). The
client may not rely on any draft Report. EYFRSH shall have no obligation to update any final Report
for events occurring after its delivery.
Our report to you is based on the information provided, discussion with management personnel, and
interviews as provided in Annexure 1 and work steps as provided in Annexure 2. We have not, except
to such extent as you requested and we agreed to undertake, sought to verify the accuracy of the
data or the information and explanations provided by management. There is an inherent risk involved
in deriving factually incorrect information from these sources; accordingly the correctness of
information contained therein cannot be assured.
EYFRSH assumes no responsibility whatsoever in respect of or arising out of or in connection with the
contents of this report to any third parties. If others choose to rely on the contents of this report, they
do so entirely at their own risk.
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Annexure

Annexure A - Definition of Pre-Award Assessment rating
1.

Individual area assessment
Rating

Description
Inadequate Capacity

High
Key deficiencies and significant weaknesses are not remediable before award.
Weak Capacity
Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Some deficiencies and significant weaknesses are not easily remediable before
award.
Adequate Capacity
Deficiencies and significant weaknesses (if any) are remediable before award.
Strong Capacity

Low
No deficiencies or significant weaknesses noted.
2.

Individual finding assessment
Rating:

Description

High

A key deficiency and significant weakness in control over a key risk to the business,
which is not remediable before award.

Moderate to
High

A significant deficiency and weakness in control over a key risk to the business,
which is not easily remediable before award.

Low to
Moderate

A deficiency and weakness in control over a key risk to the business which is timely
remediable before award.

Low

An improvement idea to strengthen the existing controls.
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Annexure 1 - People who we had discussions with for the Project at PVTC
Name

Designation

Department

Head Office
Mr. Sajid Naseer Khan

Managing Director

Managing Director

Mr. Salman Bin Zahid

Senior Manager

Administration

Mr. Ghazanfar Abbas

Manager

Curriculum

Mr. Rana Hammad Hassan

Manager

Management Information System

Dr. Tauqir Ahmad

Manager

Examination and Certification

Ms. Bushra Nawaz

Manager

Public Relations and Marketing

Mr. Farrukh Bashir Qazi

Manager

Staff Training

Mr. Attiq Butt

Senior Manager

Finance and Accounts

Mr. Shafqat Ur Rehman

Manager

Research and Development

Mr. Zahid Iqbal

AM

AO Lahore

Mr. Ahmar Suleman

Personnel Staff Officer

PSO to Chairman

Mr. Farhan Baloch

Deputy Manager Legal

Legal

Mr. Amjad Ali

Senior Manager

Human Resources

Mr. Atif Iqbal

Deputy Manager Internal Audit

Internal Audit

Mr. Raja Asghar Ali

Deputy Manager Career Guidance
& Counselling

Career Guidance & Counselling

Mr. Waqar Azeem

Regional Manager

RO Central

Mr. Tanveer Ahmad Rao

Assistant Manager

RO Central

Ms. Ammara Gul

Supervisor Admin and Accounts

RO Central

Mr. Zahid Zulfiqar Qureshi

Regional Manager

RO North

Mr. Javed Iqbal

Deputy Manager

RO North

Muhammed Nadeem Akram

AM

RO North

Mr. Tariq Baig

Regional Manager

RO South

Mr. Rizwan Maqbool

Deputy Manager

RO South

Mr. Naeem

Supervisor Admin & Accounts

RO South

RO Central

RO North

RO South
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Annexure 2 - Scope and Methodology of this assessment

Planning

Execution

a. Conduct pre-entrance meeting
with ASP-RSPN team to
understand the assignment
expectations.
b. Conduct an entrance meeting
with participants from USAID,
ASP-RSPN, target entity and
EYFRSH.
c. Mobilize project team.
d. Identify process owners.
e. Conduct introductory meeting
with the process owners to
understand the current structure
and identify the process to be
covered under the assignment.
f. Agree the format/structure of
the pre-award assessment
report.
g. Identify and agree project
milestones and timelines.

a. Understand organizational & accountability control environment.
Review & understand organizational structure accountability
environment, review governance structure, practices and controls
at an entity level
b. Understand current state. Understand the policies and procedures
of the entities under review have in place currently for the key
processes.
c. Assess & evaluate current state and benchmark with better
practices. Identify whether there are any risk and control gaps,
compliance gaps or areas for improvement and whether the entity
have capacity /capability to manage USAID funding and activities –
Risk rating will be performed on the basis of four risk levels as
agreed with USAID in previous engagements and will be aligned
with the NUPAS checklist.
d. Conduct absorptive capacity analysis based on the historical
spending plans, burn rate analysis and number and volume of
projects manage
e. Compile a list of key findings noted during the assessment and
recommend remedial /corrective actions.
f. Perform quality assurance of work performed, findings noted and
recommendations made.
(Kindly note NUPAS checklist will be used as a key tool for carrying
out our assessment)

h. Agree

protocols
communication.

for

Key deliverable:
A list of observations with risk ratings and
recommendations for the Pre-awards assessment report

Report finalization

Key deliverable:
Communication protocols /
customized checklist /
entrance presentation

g. Compile the draft pre-award assessment report containing our risk
assessment of the entity, brief overview about each process
evaluated and key findings and recommendations.
h. Carry out meetings with the management / process owners of the
target entity to discuss the pre-award assessment report.
i.

Management to provide comments on the pre-award assessment
report;

j.

EYFRSH team will incorporate the management comments on
draft report and submit the final version of the pre-award
assessment report to the USAID / ASP-RSPN for their comment.
k. EYFRSH team will incorporate the comments received from the
USAID / ASP-RSPN management and submit the final version of
the report.
l. Carry our exit meeting to formally close the project.

Key Deliverable:
Pre-award assessment report / Exit presentation
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Annexure 3 - Compliance with the USG rules and regulations
For the purposes of assessment as to the areas identified and the financial and management capacity
of PVTC, we have considered, but not been restricted to the following:
► ADS 303.3.9.1 Pre-Award Surveys.
► Mandatory Standard Provisions for Non-U.S. Nongovernmental Grantees (USAID Automated
Directives System, Section 303.7 Mandatory References).
► Standard Provisions Annex for Strategic Objective Agreements with Foreign Governments
(USAID Automated Directives System, Series 300 References).
► Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Non-Governmental Organizations (USAID Automated
Directives System, Series 300 References, ADS 303.
While assessing PVTC, we have kept in mind that although PVTC might not have all requirements in
place in its current operations, it must have the capacity to do so in the event of receiving funding
from USAID.
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Annexure 4 – Detail of all functions of PVTC Council as provided in PVTC Rules 1998
a. Functions of the Council:
As per PVTC rules 1998, the functions of council include:
► Preparation of necessary policy guidelines for the boards and the institutes and also
supervise and coordinate the working of the boards for the smooth functioning of all the
institutes;
► Development and approval of all aspects of the institute;
► Identification, approval and acquisition of sites for the establishment of institutes;
► Appointment of Principals of institute;
► Approval of training curricula / time schedule for training of master trainers;
► To constitute sub committees and delegate powers to them for carrying out the purpose of the
Ordinance; and
► The council shall have absolute / exclusive administrative powers for over-all execution /
management of the institute, and all other authorities / agencies including government are
expressly precluded from intervening in such matters.
b. Meetings of the Council :
► Meetings of the Council shall be held at such time and place as the Chairman may determine
provided that the Council shall meet at least once every three months;
► The meeting shall be called by Secretary of the Council with prior approval of the Chairman
under the normal procedure or on the written request of at least 25% of the total members of
the Council;
► Agenda of the meeting shall be prepared by the Secretary of the Council with Chairman’s
approval, taking into consideration suggestions, if any, received from any member of the
Council;
► Secretary shall serve notice of meeting along with agenda on members at least seven days
before the meeting;
► In any emergency, meeting of the Council shall be called by the Secretary with prior approval
of the Chairman, without notice as required by the above mentioned clause;
► Quorum for a meeting of the Council shall be four members of the Council;
► Meetings of the Council shall be presided over by the Chairman and in his absence by a
member elected for the purpose from amongst the members present;
► Decision in the meeting of the Council shall be by simply majority of votes by show of hands
of the members present at the meeting;
► Each member shall have one vote and in the event of equality of votes, the Chairman shall
have a casting vote;
► Minutes of every meeting of the Council shall be recorded / prepared by Secretary, approved
by Chairman or thee presiding member as the case may be circulated among members; and
► The Secretary of the Council shall be responsible for maintaining the minutes of meeting of
the Council.
c. Re-appointment of and resignation of by Chairman and members of the Council and filling
of casual vacancies:
► Chairman and members of the Council shall be eligible for re-appointment;
► The Chairman or any member of the Council may resign from his office by tendering his
resignation in writing. In case of the Chairman, such resignation will be submitted to the
government and in case of a member of the Council to the Council; and
► In case of resignation by the Chairman, the government may appoint the Chairman while in
case of resignation by any member of the Council, the casual vacancy shall be filled by the
government for the remaining tenure of such member.
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Annexure 5 – Selection Boards and Appointing Authorities
The following table shows appointing authorities and selection boards for hiring staff under different
grades:
Management Cadre
(PVTC)

Appointing
Authority

Managing Director

Composition of Selection Board

§
§
§

Chairman PVTC (President)
Two Council Members nominated by Chairman
(Members) – Subject to ratification by Council’s HR
Committee
Senior Manager HR (Secretary)

§
§
§
§

Chairman PVTC (President)
One Council Member nominated by Chairman (Member)
Managing Director (Member)
Senior Manager HR (Secretary)

Senior
Manager,
Regional
Manager,
Manager, Senior AM,

§
§
§

Chairman PVTC (President)
Managing Director (Member)
General Manager (concerned), or in case of his absence,
Regional Manager PVTC or Senior Manager PVTC
concerned – to be nominated by Chairman (Secretary)

Assistant
Manager,
Senior
Supervisor,
Deputy Manager, AM,

a.

PVTC staff:

§
§
§
§

Managing Director (President)
General Manager (concerned), or in case of his absence,
Regional Manager PVTC or Senior Manager PVTC
concerned, to be nominated by MD (Member)
Concerned HoD or Regional Manager (Member)
Senior Manager HR (Secretary)

b.

VTI staff: (Principals CAT - I, II):

§
§

§
§

Managing Director PVTC (President)
One or more president BOMs to be nominated by
Managing Director PVTC
General Manager Concerned, in his absence Senior
Manager to be nominated by Managing Director
One or more Regional Managers PVTC
Senior Manager HR (Secretary)

c.

Clinical Assistant at VTI (E2):

§
§
§
§
§

President BOM
One or more executive members TMCs
Regional Manager or his nominee
AM
Concerned Senior Principal / Principal

a.

PVTC HO, RO and AO:

§

§

General Manager (GM), or concerned HoD/ Regional
Manager (President)
In case board is presided by GM, then concerned RM /
concerned HoD (Member)
Deputy Manager/ AM to be nominated by the president of
selection board (Secretary)
Senior Manager HR and/ or his representative

b.

VTI staff:

§
§

President BOM
One or more executive members TMCs

General Manager
Chairman PVTC

Managing
Director PVTC

JCO,
Dak
Rider,
Senior Driver, CO/OA ,
Diary
Dispatcher,
Store
Keeper,
Electrician,
House
Keeper, Receptionist,
Senior Dak Rider,
Supervisor, Network
Administrator,
Personal
Assistant,
Copywriter,
Photographer, Senior
Diary
Dispatcher,

General
Manager
concerned or In
his/her
absence, HoD/
Regional
Manager (RM)
concerned

§

§
§
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§
§
§

Senior
Electrician,
Senior Store Keeper,
Telephone Operator
Driver, Office Boy,
Security Guard, Mali,
Sweeper

For
PVTC
Secretariat staff
–
Senior
Manager Admin
For RO and AO
staff – Regional
Manager
concerned
For VTI staff Principal

Regional Manager or his nominee
AM
Concerned Senior Principal/ Principal

a. PVTC HO, RO and AO:
President:

§
§
§

PVTC staff: Senior Manager Administration
RO staff: Concerned Regional Manager
AO staff: Concerned AM

Members:

§ PVTC staff: Deputy / Assistant Manager Admin
§ RO staff: Deputy / Assistant Manager
§ AO staff: AM
Secretary:

§ PVTC staff: Representative HR Department
§ RO staff: Senior Supervisor/ Supervisor
§ AO staff: AAO of any VTI nominated by AM
b.

VTI staff:

§
§

Principal / Senior Principal
Senior APO, in his absence any senior member of
instructional staff nominated by Senior Principal/ principal
AAO, in his absence any member nominated by concerned
AM

§

The quorum for all selection boards shall be 50% of the total members.
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Annexure 6 - Designations and Grades
S. No
1

2

3

Management Cadre

PVTC designations

Management Cadre (M)

Managing Director

ME

General Manager

M1

Senior Manager, Regional Manager

M2

Manager, Senior AM,

M3

Deputy Manager, AM,

E1

Assistant Manager, Senior Supervisor,

E2

Supervisor,
Network
Administrator,
Personal
Assistant,
Copywriter,
Photographer, Senior Diary Dispatcher,
Senior Electrician, Senior Store Keeper,
Telephone Operator

S1

CO/OA , Diary Dispatcher, Store Keeper,
Electrician, House Keeper, Receptionist,
Senior Dak Rider

S2

JCO, Dak Rider, Senior Driver

S3

Driver, Office Boy, Security Guard, Mali,
Sweeper

S4

Executive Cadre (E)

Non-Management Cadre (S)

GRADE
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Annexure 7 – List of vacant positions

Departments

Sanctioned
positions

Existing
positions

Percenta
ge of
vacant
positions

Vacant
Positions

Chairman office

3

2

1

33%

Managing Director office

3

2

1

33%

General Manager Services

2

0

2

100%

General Manager Operations

3

0

3

100%

Finance and Accounts Department

7

6

1

14%

Human Resource Department

7

6

1

14%

Administration Department

46

30

16

35%

Management Information systems

10

6

4

40%

Research and Development Department

3

2

1

33%

Staff Teacher and Training Department

4

3

1

25%

Career guidance and Job Placement
Department

5

1

4

80%

Internal Audit Department

6

3

3

50%

Public Relation and Marketing
Department

5

4

1

20%

Legal department

2

1

1

50%

Regional Offices

21

13

8

38%

Area Offices

60

42

18

30%

187

121

66

35.29%

Total
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Annexure 8 - Measure of absorptive capacity
ApUI = Spending /
Allocation

ApUI indicates PVTC's ability to utilize funds relative to the spending target. In principle,
the index takes on values that range from 0 to 100%. At one end of the scale, an index
= 100% would imply full achievement of the target. At the other end, an index = 0 would
mean extremely poor performance.

Budget
Programming Index
(BPI) = Released /
Allocation

This index basically shows the extent to which the project budget (allocation) for PVTC
has been released by donor agencies as agreed.

Allotment Utilization
Index (AUI) =
Spending / Released

AUI shows the extent to which PVTC effectively utilizes the available resources at any
given time.

Overall Absorptive
Capacity Index
(OACI) = AUI / BPI

This measures the congruence between PVTC's ability to utilize the allotments received
(AUI) and the relative priority given to PVTC by the donor agencies (BPI). OACI
exceeds unity if the allotment utilization rate is greater than the relative priority given to
PVTC by donor agencies. An OACI > 100% suggests that the agency can still absorb
more funds, if funds would have increased. Conversely, OACI falls short of 100% if the
allotment utilization rate is lower than the relative priority given to the entity by donor
agencies. An OACI < 100% indicates that donors programmed more funds for the entity
than what it can absorb. On the other hand, an OACI = 100% represents the midpoint
that is achieved when budget programming matches PVTC's capacity for fund
absorption. This is dependent upon budgets allocated to PVTC by donors and not
completely in PVTC's control.
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Annexure 9 - Measure of financial ratios
Current ratio

Current asset / Current liabilities

Cash ratio

Cash + Cash Equivalents + Invested Funds) / Current Liabilities

Cash to total assets

Cash/ Total assets

Total debt ratio

(Long term loan + short term loan) / Total assets

Interest cover ratio

Finance cost / Surplus before tax

Total expense to income ratio

Total expense / Total income

EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
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